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An eventual objective of the study of grazing processes is to be

able to predict both quantitatively and qualitatively what a copepod
(species and life history stage) will ingest in any given situation, and

subsequently to predict how that ingestion will affect copepod growth
and reproduction.

This objective can best be met by addressing the

questions of how do the animals select and why do they select one food
over another.

Only once such patterns are known, can one predict the

effects of grazing, and associated nutrient regeneration, on phytoplankton productivity and species succession.

Attempts to model planktonic

marine ecosystems have clearly deitnstrated the critical nature of the
coupling between the first and second trophic levels.
It is the premise of this thesis that accurate prediction is based

on (1) the development of methods to determine the selective capabilities of an animal, and what elicits a particular response,

(2) develop-

ment of methods to distinguish between those patterns of behavior that
are expected from mechanical properties of the feeding mechanism and
those that require active choice,

(3) development of conceptually con-

sistent and mathematically correct indices for describing observed

patterns of behavior, and (4) development of a general theoretical model
of copepod grazing that considers alternate methods whereby selection
can occur and the reasons why a copepod should or should not be selective in a given situation.

Each of these four major areas will be

considered in one of the four chapters of this thesis.

Although each

chapter has been written as a separate paper (the first two of which are
published), all the chapters are highly interrelated.

Review of the

pertinent literature in each of these areas is considered in the appropriate chapter.

In addition, the theoretical paper (Chapter 4) is de-

signed to integrate the work described in previous chapters with the
existing literature on grazing.
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CHAPTER 1

FOOD SELECTION CAPABILITIES OF THE ESTUARINE COPEPOD ACARTIA CLAUSI

by
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and

Lawrence F. Small
School of Oceanography
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Corvallis, Oregon 97331
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Food Selection Capabilities of the Estuarine Copepod Acaita clausi
P.L Doigiey aed LF. Small

School of Ocssnouliy OmoeS

Univsrnty; Coqvuflla. Orugon, USA

Existing viewpoints and theories of selective grazing by copepods are briefly reviewed in order to formulate explicit hypotheses to be tested experimentally.
Eased on these hypotheses, a series of grazing experiments was run to determine
(1) the extent of the selective ingestion oapabilities of Acarta clausi and (2) how
these capabilities were affected by previous feeding histories. Groups of copepods
were separately preconditioned on a small diatom (Thalasswsira ps.udonana), a large
diatom (r. f1uv2ati2s), or a plastic sphere. The ingestive behavior was then examined on various combinations of spheres and food particles. Spheres offered alone
were not ingested. In mixtures of diatoms and spheres, the copepoda avoided ingesting spheres intermediate in size between the sizes of the diatoms. The copepods
either ingested particles on either side of the spheres, or ignored all particles
less than the size of the largest spheres. The pattern observed depended upon the
size of the preconditionirig food. ffowever, if the spheres were larger than the
largest food particles, the copepods still selectively ingested the food particles.
The above results demonstrate that A. claasi has a complex grazing behavior consisting of (1) more efficient grazing on larger particles within its particle-size
ingestion range: (2) the ability to alter "effective" setal spacing to optimize
feeding behavior (i.e., the ability to increase efficiency of capture of food particles, and to avoid non-food particles) and (3) the ability for post-capture rejection of non-food particles when they interfere with the Ingestion of food particles on which the copepod has been preconditioned. The behavioral patterns observed depend heavily on the food preconditioning and the presence or absence of
non-food particles. These results clearly indicate that a simple "mechanistic" explanation of selective grazing is insufficient.

Two general points of view have developed in recent years concerning selective grazing by copepods: the behavioral
and the mechanistic. The behavioral view
is that preferential removal of certain
size classes of particles is the result
of either (1) selection of particles by
actively altering the setal spacing on
the copepod's filtering appendages, or
(2) post-capture rejection of unwanted
particles. The mechanistic viewpoint is
that all apparent selective grazing is
the result of fixed mechanical properties of the copepod's filter. We shall
briefly review the evidence behind each
of these viewpoints, present a method

for testing the resulting alternative
hypotheses, and discuss the results of
our experiments.

Sx.istinq Viewpoints
The behavioral view originated from
Wilson's (1973) observation that in
short-term experiments Acart.4 tonsa selectively ingested the largest sphere
offered in a mixture of various sizes of
inert spheres. Wilson suggested, therefore, that A. Conga actively alters its
setal spacing to optimize capture of the
largest particles present. Wilson's hypothesis allows for greater ingestion
rates on larger particles, but does not
permit selection against large particles.

P.1,. Oonagbay and 1,.?. Small: Food Selection Capabilities of Acartia

Donaghay and Small (1979) suggest that
rejection of large particles can be explained by post-capture rejection, in
which rejection of particles by the
mouth parts takes place after capture on
the filtering appendages.
The mechanistic viewpoint derives
from efforts to relate particle selection to the physical properties of copepod filtering appendages. Nival and
Nival (1973, 1976) showed that there is
variance in setule spacing along the
setae of the principle filtering appendages. They suggested that this variance
should result in increasing filtration
efficiency for particles up to, but not
above, the maximum setule spacing (i.e.,
the maximum pore size). Thus, increasing
filtering efficiency for large particles
could be explained by the assumption
that large particles would be trapped at
all pore sizes along the filter surface,
but small particles would only be retained by the filter area having pore
sizes smaller than the diameter of the
small particles. Boyd (1976), however,
suggested that if particles were
trapped both by the setules and across
the setae, increasing filtering efficiency with increasing particle size
would be expected for all sizes of particles within the particle size ingestion range of the grazer. Assuming that
particles were trapped on both the setules and setae, Boyd (1976) and later
Lam and Frost (1976) and Lehman (1976)
suggested that apparent selection for
large particles could be predicted from
the physical characteristics of the filter, and that active adjustment of setal
spacing as per Wilson (1973) need not be
invoked. This purely mechanistic viewpoint was supported by the early data of
Frost (1972), which showed that the maximum filtering rates in unialgal food
suspensions increased with increasing
particle size. Lam and Frost (1976) proposed a mechanistic model of grazing
wherein the copepod has a fixed setal
spacing with a known variance, and only
the filtering rate is variable. Based on
this model, the relative efficiency of
capture of a particle is a fixed function of that particle's diameter. As a
result, the ingestion and filtration
rates observed are solely functions of
the particle size and the concentration
of particles.
Neither the behavioral viewpoint of
varying setal spacing nor the mechanistic viewpoint offer a sufficient explanation for the often complex selective
behavior observed on natural food suspensions (Poulet, 1973, 1974; Storm.
1974; Schnack, 1975; jchinan at al., 1977;
Conover, in press) or in some complex

multifood laboratory studies (Marshall
and Orr, 1955; Conover, 1966; Donaghay
and Small, 1979). Some of the field data
can be disputed as evidence for selective ingestion because of possible particle modification (Poulet, 1973) or interference from inert particles (Frosts
1977 interpretation of Poulet, 1973,
1974) . However, the particle counting

(1977) and Conover,
in press), and the gut content analyses
of Schnack (1975), cannot be disputed on
these grounds because the data have been
microscopically confirmed. Several
points are relevant here. Firstly, neither the variable nor fixed setal spacing viewpoint can explain how copepods
can ingest particles at multiple locations (particle sizes) within their particle size ingestion range without ingesting intermediate sizes (Storm, 1974;
Schnack, 1975; Richman et aL., 1977;
Conover. in press) . Secondly, neither
viewpoint can explain how previous feeding history can alter the selective behavior of copepods (Harvey, 1937; Marshall and Orr, 1955; Conover, 1966)
Thirdly, neither viewpoint addresses the
question of why grazers should be so selective in mixed food suspensions in the
first place. Finally, neither viewpoint
offers an explanation for the variability in Ivlev-type ingestion curves
(Frost, 1972; O'Connors at L., 1976).
The overall variability in Ivlev-type
curves is much larger than the variability expected from experimental replicability (Donaghay and Small, 1979)
Three explanations can be offered for
the insufficiencies of the fixed and
variable setal spacing arguments: (1)
copepods have a large repertoire of behavioral responses, only a few f which
have been tested by previously used Laboratory experimental designs (i.e., the
copepods' full spectrum of selective
capabilities is undefined) ; (2) species
differences are involved so that responses of one species need not apply to
a different species; (3) the discrepancy
between field and laboratory data is the
result of complex interactions between
selective behavior and nutrient regeneration by the copepods, and the physical
and physiological characteristics of the
algal food.
data of Richman at al.

Theoretical Considerations

Each of the above explanations undoubtedly has some validity, either individually or in concert. )Sowever, in this paper we shall examine only the first possible explanation: definition of the
selective capabilities of a given cope-
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pod species. The three alternative mechanisms for selective grazing cart be explicitly stated: (1) copepods cannot
vary the setal spacing but have a known
variance in setule spacing; (2) copepoda
can vary the "effective" setal (and
thereby "effective" setule) spacing and
have variance in setal spacing; (3)
copepods with or without variable setal
spacing can post-capture reject food
that is of low quality. We use the word
"effective" with the second alternative
above because, as will be shown in the
discussion, other mechanisms cart be suggested that will give the same result as
physically altering seta]. spacing.
If copepods are offered two food particles and a non-food particle (e.g. any
particle with no assimilatory value such
as a plastic sphere) within their particle-size ingestion range, and with the
sizes of these offered particles relative to the filtering efficiency curve
("Nival curve") as given in Fig. 1, then
it is possible to discriminate between
the above three alternative mechanisms
using the following rationale.

If copepods can alter their setal
spacing and if Wilson's (1973) argument
for the advantage of eating Larger particles is valid, then copepods offered a
Large food particle for some period of
time should set their setal spacing for
the larger sized particles. If the small
food particles are subsequently added to
the food suspension, the small particles
should be ignored or eaten at a very low
rate. Conversely, if copepods are conditioned to eating the small food, they
should set their setae for that food if
they can alter their setal spacing. If
subsequently offered a larger food along
with the small food, they should eat
both, because the Larger food will be
captured on any filter set for the small
food. However, if the copepods have a
lower capture efficiency on the small
food, then the ingestion rate on the
larger food should be higher than for
individuals preconditioned on the larger
food.

On the other hand, if the copepods
cannot alter their setal spacing, they
should always eat both foods in proportions defined by the filtration rateparticle diameter function of Frost
(1972, 1977) , and the filtering rate
should be independent of previous feeding history.

If copepods avoid non-food particles,
as Lehman's (1976) model implies, then
two possibilities exist for copepods encountering plastic spheres placed between two food distribution peaks (as in
Fig. ib). If they cannot post-capture
reject these inert spheres but can alter
their setal spacing, they should alter
their setal spacing to avoid the spheres

(thereby avoiding the small food as well),
regardless of previous feeding history.
If the copepods cannot alter setal spacing but continue to feed, spheres will
be ingested. If the grazers can postcapture reject, they presumably do not
need to alter their setal sPacing and
can cOntinue to eat both large and small
foods. Instead of altering setal spacing,
they should simply discard spheres up to
some limit. Presumably there is some
high concentration of spheres beyond
which rejection becomes energetically
unfeasible. The copepods must then either eat all particles they encounter
including the spheres, or alter their
setal spacing to filter only the large
food particles. Post-capture rejection
might also be demonstrated if, after the
copepods are offered any food plus larger plastic spheres, only the food is ingested. The experiments described below
were designed to test each of the above
alternative hypotheses.

P.L. Donaqttay and ..F. Small: Food Selection

Capabilities of Acartia

Acartia clausi females (large-sized form
of O'Connors et aL., 1976) were collected

calculation of particle number and volume distributions and of total particle
number and volume for each particle-size
distribution peak in each sample. The
details of this method are being prepared for another publication. Instrument settings were adjusted to optimize
counting of each peak separately, as in
Donaghay and Small (1979). Filtering
rates IF) and ingestion rates (r) were
calculated using equations given in
Frost (1972). Values of F and r were
computed for each total phytoplankton or
sphere peak, and for different size
classes within any peak.
The general experimental design is
summarized in Fig. 2. The experiments
were designed so that the previous feeding history of the copepods was defined
at all times, and so the chances for detection of the feeding Capability being
tested for were optimized, Copepods that
were preconditioned separately on either

on either Tha1assiosra pseudonana or F. f2-

were separated into 4 replicate flasks
of 50 copepods each (Fig. 2b) . This procedure resulted in 4 replicate groups of

Matsfla end Methods

Two diatoms which do not form chains

(Thalassiosira pseudonana, Clone 3H from the

collection of R.R.L. Guillard, and r.
fluviat2lis, Clone Actin from the Guillard
collection) were chosen as the food species because their sizes placed them respectively at the Lower and upper end of
the 4ival curve for ACSZ'tie c1aus

(Fig. 1)

Such a distribution should maximize capture efficiency differences between particles, if they exist. Inert latex
spheres of intermediate size between
food distribution peaks (8 urn diameter),
or Larger than the F. f1uvaei1is peak
(20 urn diameter), were used to test for
particle rejection capabilities. Any
combination of these four distributional
peaks can be separated on the Coulter
Counter (Fig. ib).
in September from yaquina Say, Oregon,
USA, and sorted into filtered sea water.
These copepods were then preconditioned

via2is for at least 3 days to allow any
adjustment of feeding behavior to occur
for that food. The food volume concentration was maintained at about 3 x 106
urn3 ml1 during this preconditioning period. All grazing experiments were performed in 2 or 4 replicate 900 ml flasks
containing 50 A. _-lausi females and the
appropriate food mix. 4ultiple control
vessels were used in all experiments for
determining phytoplankton growth rates.
All experiments were performed at 120C
(the bay temperature) in a low light in-

50 UE m2 seci) which is
tensity
sufficient to maintain low growth rates
of the phytoplankton species used. In
order to minimize possible nutrient regeneration effects, all experiments were
run with excess nutrients and the algae
were taken from a mixed culture of algae
and A. r1aus. This ensured that the phytoplankton had been exposed to nutrient
regeneration during the previous 24 h.
As a result, differences in nutrient regeneration effects between grazed and
control vessels should have been minimized. All vessels were gently stirred
several times daily with a plungerstirrer, which adequately kept both food
particles and plastic spheres in suspen(

sion.

Samples were taken at the beginning
of each grazing period and approximately
24 h later from each grazed and control
flask. Each sample was counted and sized
using a Coulter 4odel SEX Particle Counterm with a Coulter P-64 Channelizer.
The channelizer was directly interfaced
to a PDP8e minicomputer, allowing direct

Tha1assiosir

pseudonana or F. fluviatilis

r. pseudonans-preconditioned individuals,

fiuvi.ai1isand 4 replicate groups of
preconditioned individuals. Twenty-four
hour ingestion experiments were performed using the phytoplankton species
to which the grazers had been preconditioned (Fig. 2c). Although each food
volume concentration was about 3 x 106
mll (Table 1A), there were many
urn
.

more cells of r. pseudonana than F. fluvia-

After these single-food
experiments, the copepods were removed
from the grazing chambers (maintaining
food-preconditioned groups separately)
tLlis (Table lÀ) .

and the F. pseudonana and F. fluviatilis

from the grazer flasks were diluted and
re-mixed to form a suspension containing
both species. The resulting volume and
number concentrations of each species in
the nix (Table 13) were lower than concentrations in the single-food experiments (Table 1A). This was done so that,
if the copepods did not alter their
feeding behavior, ingestion rates could
not be maintained without increasing
filtering rates. The copepods were readded to the grazing chambers and a second set of 24 h ingestion experiments
was performed to determine the effects
of food preconditioning on grazing in
the presence of two food peaks (Fig. 2d).
At the end of these ingestion experiments, the copepods from each flask were
again removed, still maintaining foodpreconditioning lines. This time, two
food mixes were prepared (Table 1C): (1)
the same mix of r. pseudonana and F. f2uvza-

eilis as in the two-food experiments (but
at a volume concentration of about 3 x

flask. grazing ml 900 each in clauar
.4csrtzs 50 using run were replicates four
experiments, these In mix. a as fered
of- when and singly offered type ticle
par- each on tested was response grazing
The penalty. reasonable a particles,
food 4 of gut the from exclusion the in
resulted have should sphere each reject
to failure the 2), (Table period mental
experi- the during particle per volume
by particles food the than larger times
cause
four almost averaged spheres thepresent
Be- food. the with filter the on
been have always should spheres
10,588
1,869
67,935

2.76

2.34

2.98

3.47
3.10

2,135
36,061

2.40

,068
25,313

(cells

Sumbers

il)

1.60
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Sphere
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for capture f probability equal nearly
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Table 3. Acartia clausi. Ingestion rates on TheTabLe 2. Acarela nlausi. Initial concentrations
of Thalassiosira tiuviatilis (1'!) and 20 im diam- lassiosira pseudonana and 2'. f1u'ia tilLs when
the two foods are offered separately
eter latex spheres (5 20) in experiment to teSt
post-capture rejection of non-food particles
Period and
preconditioning
particle type

Initial conditions
Particle Volume
(106 um3
type

measured m11)

Preconditloning period (24 h)
Tf
5.58
rf
11.38
$ 20
S 20
Tf
5.05
S 20
rt
15.13
S 20
Df - S 20

Ixperimental period
Tf
Z'f-preconditioned
S 20
Tf
S 20-preconS 20
ditioned
Tf
S 20-ore- Tf
condit.oned 5 20

2.47
5.28
2.38
5.54
5.18
14.85

Ingestion rate (106 urn3 copecodldayl)
2'. fluviatilis

Replicate

2'. pseudonana

iurn.bers

(particles

L1)

4,162
2.348
3,553
3,020
1,911
1,057
1,840
1,105

4,077
2,970

R.eièts

By comparing ingestion rates of Acartia
clausi on each food species offered separately, we could determine if the copepods could feed on both particle sizes
equally well. At equal particle volume
concentrations of food, the ingestion
rate on Tha1assoszra fluviatilis (the larger cell) was higher than on 2'. pseudonar.a
by about 40%, but substantial quantities
of both were eaten (Table 3) . This result was to be expected from the relative position of the two food peaks on
the 1ival curve for A. ciausi (Fig. 1).
Results between flasks replicated well.
A comparison of ingestion rates for
copepods in multiple food experiments is
shown in Fig. 3. The length of each bar
represents the volume of rJa2assosira fluviatilis ingested as a percentage of the
total particle volume ingested of both
food species. 4hen copepods preconditiOned on the large food CT. flu'iatilis)
were offered both the large and small
food (r. pseudonana) they ate only the
large food (>98%) (Fig. 3m)). In contrast, copepods preconditioned on r.
pseudonana, and then offered both large
and small cells, ate both foods (Fig.
3a2). Almost 80% of the food volume ingested was derived from 2'. fluviatilis,

however. Furthermore, the absolute ingestion rate (not %) on F. fluviatilis by

the copepods preconditioned on 2'. pseudoname averaged higher than for the T. fluviat2is -preconditioned individuals (Ta-

ble 4). As with the single-food grazing
experiments, the results replicated well.
These results show that food preconditioning strongly controlled the feed-

8.1

12.9

2

6.1

12.2

3

7.8

12.5

4

6.0

10.1

lean

7.0

11.9

1

Table 4. Acartia clausi. Effects of preconditioning on ingestion rates (urn3 x 106 copepodl

day1) of Thalassiosra app.
Replicate

2'. pseudonana-

F. fluvaeilis-

no.

preconditioned

preconditioned

2'. pseudonana
1.8
1
2
3

4

mean

1.6
1.9
1.6
1.7

F. fluviaeilis
1
6.0
6.0
2
3

5.9

4

5.6

mean

5.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
4.4
4.7
5.9
3.0

ing behavior of copepods both quantitatively (as determined by differences in
ingestion rates> and qualitatively (as
determined by which food peaks were selected). Further, the results imply that
the copepods not only effectively adjusted their feeding behavior to optimize for a food (i.e., their Ilival curve
was shifted), but they also maintained
this behavior for some time period after
the food environment was changed. The
observed adjustments can be explained by
either a physical resetting of setal
spacing or by post-capture rejection of
particles. The sphere-addition experiments allow us to test for post-capture
rej ection.

In the sphere-addition experiments
(Fig. 3b), the flasks without spheres
served as both controls for the sphereaddition experiments and as an extenaion in time of the two-food experiments
(Fig. 3a). The percentage of the ration
composed of Thalessiosira pseudorjana increased in time in both the 2'. fluviatilis-

preconditioned individuals and the

2'.

stippled 3b2,
particles food of capture of efficiency inter- the however, bars);
F. both
increase to (i.e., behavior feeding mize (Fig. !luviatüis T. and ps.udonana
nana
ingested individuals -preconditioned
opti- to spacing setal °effectiv&' alter
pseudo- r. contrast, In psewionana. F. any
to ability the (2) range; ingestion size
capture not did perhaps and ingest not
particle- its within particles larger on
did therefore and filter, the through
grazing efficient more (1) of consisting
pass to spheres the allow to size ticle
c2eus tia
behavior grazing complex a has
par- in fluviaEilis F. below just spacing
Acar- that demonstrate results above The
setal their set copepods the that gest
sug- to interpreted be can results These
Disaseon
bars). stippled 3b1, (Fig. eaten were
spheres nor pseudonana r. neither viduals,
detectable. was rates ingestion of sion
indi- !luviatilis-precOnditioned F. With
depres- no pseudonana), 1'. or spheres eter
!luviati.Us. F. and pseudojsana F. on ditioned
not but tiuviaeilis F. gested
diam- uxn3
precon- topepods for observed were sults
re- divergent widely two bars), stippled
in- copepods fluviatizis-precomditioned F.
when (e.g. spheres avoid to needed not
3b, (Fig. added spheres with flasks
was rejection post-capture when versely,
the In conditions). these under rate
Con- spheres. diameter mi 8 offered not
growth specific apparent higher a had
were which individuals control to pared pseudonana F. (i.e., fluviatilis F. the than
com- 19% of average an suppressed were
in rapidly more increasing
abundance
that rates ingestion had example, for
were psoudonana F. the because probably
copepods, oseudonana-preconditioned sirs
was increase percentage This bars).
open 3b2, Fig. with 3a2 Fig. and bars,
Thalasgio- The occurred. rejection capture
post- which in experiments all in pressed
open 3b1, Fig. with 3a1 Fig. (compare
de- somewhat were rates Ingestion
individuals -preconditioned pseudoriana
spheres. of rejection ture
post-cap- as interpreted was spheres of
ingestion concomitant without f1uvati1is
F. of ingestion
bars) (stippled present S and bars) (open sent
spheres, diameter urn 20
the than smaller was fluviatilis F. As ab- S with Tp plus Tf on grazing copepoda tioned
Th-orecondi- (3b2) bars), (stippled present S
continued. fluviatLiis F. on grazing while
and bars) (open absent S with Tp plus F! on ing
time with decreased rapidly spheres
graz- copepods 2'f-preconditioned (3b1) Tp: plus
of ingestion however, eaten; tially
F! on grazing copepods Tp-oreconditioned 3a2)
ini- were spheres some spheres, and Its
f1uvaei- r. offered were copepods tioned Tp, plus F! on grazing copeoods Ft-preconditioned
non-precondi- If eaten. were spheres (Jal) replicate. represents group a in bar Each
alone. Df of ingestion to due Tp) plus (F! tion
few very again spheres, and f2uvati1is F.
inges- food total of (volume) percent represent
of nix the offered were f2uvstr1js, F. on
bars f Lengths particles. inert as (5) spheres
preconditioned individuals or dividuals,
CFp) pseudonana r.
diameter urn 8 And foods,
in- these When immediately. ceased tion
and (rf), fluviatilis Thalassiosira using foods,
produc- egg and feces and Counter, tar
different on preconditioning of effeOts and
Coul- the with detectable was spheres of
behavior (I) Ingestion claust. Acartia 3. Fig.
ingestion no suspension, sphere the in
preconditioning h 24 the during active
remained copepods the Although spheres.
D(10000,l,Ofl.d
I
and cells tluviat.Uis r. of mix number
s.zI!SLSIQDISNA
equal- an offered then and both, on or
flLzviatilis, Thalassiosi:a on spheres, eter
psnonetroaa
diam- urn 20 on preconditioned were pods
rLUVIAT1LIS 1 , 3
cope- which in experiments our in served
ob- also was spheres of Rejection
feces) the
of 5% than Less in spheres 3 to (1 lets
SPNERES WO WI
pel- fecal in Spheres of occurrence of
SPECI(5 TWO ON GRAZING
frequency Low very the on and grazing,
during altered not was peak sphere the
POEUDONANA 1 102
that showing measurements Counter ter
Coul- the on both based is spheres these
of rejection The them. capturing after
Glad I 0151 PtGC
spheres the rejected have must fashion
LUVATILIS I
some in rather but pseudonana, F. turing
cap- cease thereby and spheres the avoid
to setae their reset not did copepods
00
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00
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and to avoid non-food particles); and
(3) the ability for post-capture rejection of non-food particles when they interfere with the ingestion of food particles on which the copepod has been
preconditioned. The behavioral patterns
observed depend heavily on the food preconditioning and the presence or absence
of non-food particles. It was also observed that A. clausI will definitely
avoid eating spheres after the first few
minutes; in fact, this copepod apparently will starve rather than continue to
ingest such particles.
The evidence both for alteration of
'effective" seta). spacing and for postcapture rejection may be interpreted
as evidence for two different types of
post-capture rejection. The above results do not necessarily require that
setal spacing be altered; in fact, the
data can be explained if the copepods
selectively comb particles from their
filter appendages. For example, the
avoidance of both spheres and rhalassLosirs pseudonana by

r. fluviatilis -precondi-

tioned individuals presented with the
nix of all three particles can be explained if they comb the filter starting
at pore sizes larger than the size of
the spheres, and then simply discard any
residual particles remaining on the f iiter. Further, if particles are sorted
along the filter axis during the actual
filtering process, the rejection of
spheres located between two food peaks
can conceivably be explained by multiple
entry and exit of the combing appendage
along the filter, or by particle-byparticle post-combing rejection. The
derivation of the particle sorting concept and the discussion of the difference between combing and post-combing
rejection will be considered in detail
elsewhere.
Evidence for food preconditoning on
different food sizes and types has existed for some time, although the potential impact on grazing dynamics perhaps
has not been fully appreciated. The evidence also suggests that the phenomenon
is not limited to .carta clausi. For example, Conover (1966) observed that Calamis !yperboreus, preconditioned on large

cells then subsequently offered a mix of
small and large cells, did not ingest
the small cells. Conversely, copepods
f ad small cells first ignored the large
cells when offered a mix of both. This
is a much stronger preconditioning response than we have observed with A.
cisusi, because it requires rejection of
the presumably more easily filtered
Large food particles. tn an experiment
similar to Conover's, using Dit2im brightwaUi and r,audar.is borealis as the large

and small cells, Harvey (1937) observed
that when C. ffLnmarchicus was precondi-

tiorted on the smaller food and then fed
both fcods, the filtering rates on the
small food increased and the filtering
rates on the large food decreased relative to copepods preconditioned on the
large food. The amount of small food
that was ingested increased sharply, but
never to the exclusion of the large food.
Harvey's data indicate that C. finmarahicus altered its effective setal spacing,
assuming that the lower filtration rates
on the large cells were brought about by
'closing down' the filter area to rnaxiinize filtration efficiency on the small
cells. At the other extreme from
Crtover's observations, Hullin (1963)
was unable to detect food preconditioning effects for C. helgolandicus. We have
observed that urycetsora sp. shows es-

sentially the same preconditioning response as A. alausi, yet has a filtration
pattern very different from A. claLzsL.
Eurytesors sp. sets up a current through
a fixed filter, while A. rlausi moves itS
maxillae through the water like a seine
(Conover, 1956)
The effects of preconditioning are
also implied from field experiments.
Gainbleee sI. (1977) compared the grazing
responses of zooplankton taken from
large in situ plastic columns and fed
particle suspensions from a variety of
sources. They observed that ingestion
rates were always higher when animals
were allowed to graze on suspensions
from which they were collected rather
than on natural suspensions from other
sources. It also seems probable that
precondi.tioning has been at least partly
responsible for the variability in ingestion responses (Ivlev curves) for
other field-collected animals (Frost,
1972; O'Connors at si., 1976). If the test
foods used to develop Ivlav curves were
radically different from the foods eaten
in the field, little or no ingestion
might be expected to occur over the time
courses of the grazing experiments. Certainly, the development of single-food
Ivlev curves should be coupled with some
knowledge of the types and sizes of foods
being eaten by animals in the field. Companion field experiments (P.ichman ee al.,
1977) or gut-content analyses (Schnack,
1975) can provide this irtformation.

In addition to the problem of Ivlevcurve variance, food preconditioning
might aLso explain observations of ingestion of non-food particles by copepods. Three possibilities may be suggested. First, certain non-food particles might interfere with the copepods'
sensory mechanism, or they might chem-
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ically mimic good food (Friedman and

Strickler, 1975). Ingestion of such
items as tar balls (Conover, 1971) might
be explained in this way. A better
knowledge of the sensory mechanism of
copepods is clearly needed. Secondly,

very tiny non-food particles might not
be energetically worthwhile rejecting.
For example, Schnack (1975) has observed
that only inorganic "sand" particles of
less than 4 urn diameter were ever found
in the gut contents of 5 copepod species. These very small particles, with
their large surface to volume ratios,
might even have been bacteria-covered
and eaten as a result of this coating.
Finally, ingestion of non-food particles
by copepods taken from the field might
simply reflect their previous feeding
history. For example, if copepods had

been actively ingesting particles in,
say, the 10 to 20 urn size range, and
were then offered a different food suspension, poor or non-food particles
might be ingested before the grazing behavior shifted. D.R. )ieinle (personal

may be argued that the crucial "objective" for copepods is to maximize the
assimilation of food in order to maximize growth and reproduction (Lehman,
1976) . This requires not only that the
capture energetics be as low as possible,
but also that (1) copepods eat foods
that can be rapidly digested using the
enzymes induced as a result of their

previous feeding history (Mayzaud and
Conover, 1976; Mayzaud and Pulet,
1978); (2) copepods avoid filling their
guts with non-food particles, by some
selective mechanism if necessary; and

(3) the foods eaten have the proper nutritional properties. Our data and the
field results cited above suggest that
filtering costs are secondary to the nutritional gains of being selective.
Conover's (in press) observations that
copepods avoid the large dinoflagellate

Ceratim tripos while eating all other phytoplarikton size groups, coupled with the
knowledge that these same copepods could

ingest but not digest the dinoflagellates
because they did not possess the re-

cellulase enzyme (P. i4ayzaud,
communication) might have observed such quired
communication), is perhaps a
events in the field. When copepods from personal
one depth were offered a food suspension good example of food selection under nu-

tritional or assimilatory "control".
from a different depth, feeding contin- Some
revisions of existing theories of
ued in the particle size ranges approare needed to include the
priate for the original food suspension, filter-feeding
consideration of more than just the
regardless of the food composition of
energetics of filtration in understandthe new particle suspension.
ing filter-feeding in copepods.
If in future work we find that food
preconditioning responses are widespread
among copepods, then some rethinking of
theoretical models seems appropriate.
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Abs tract

The physical properties of copepods filtering appendages suggest an
increasing filtering capacity for large versus small particles.

This

prediction agrees with laboratory data for some species, but does not
agree with field experiments or laboratory experiments for other species.
The expected results for Acartia clausi are shown to be modified by (1)
previous feeding history,
food guality.
tors.

(2) presence of non food particles, and (3)

Important interactions exist between each of these fac-

Aiteration of patterns of filter movement, combing rejection, and

post combing rejection are considered as possible mechanisms for modif ication of expected filtering patterns.

An experiment with food and non

food particles of identical size is used to demonstrate that A. clausi
can post comb reject unwanted particles.

14

Careful study of the morphology of the feeding appendages of copepods has shown that pore size formed by the setae and setules are approximately normally distributed (Nival and Nival 1973, 1976).

Copepod

filtering appendages can be used to directly capture particles [as in
the raptorial feeding behavior for Acartia (Conover 1956) 1 or to act as

a concentrating device without direct contact [as for the cladoceran,

Daphnia (Porter, unpubljJ.

Regardless of whether particles are trapped

on the filter or only concentrated by it, a filtering efficiency curve
can be calculated from the variance in setule spacing (Fig. la)
and Nival 1973, 1976) .

(Nival

These filtering-efficiency curves can be used to

predict relative filtering rates as a function of particle size.
Such expected filtering rate-particle size relationships may also
be derived experimentally as has been done by Frost for Calanus pacificus (Frost 1972) .

These curves are developed by determining filtering

rates over a variety of concentrations and for a variety of differentsized particles.

The maximum filtering rates (observed at low concen-

trations) provide an estimate of the relative efficiency of filtering
for those sized particles.

These maximum filtering rates can then be

plotted versus particle size toform a filtration efficiency curve (Fig.
2).

Such experimentally derived relationships most accurately reflect

only the mechanical properties of the filter when the different-sized
particles used are of equal food quality and identical particle shape
(nearly spheroid in shape).

These conditions can be met by using size

clones of a single species of algae as was done by Frost (1972)
The strictly mechanical properties of the filter will result in
higher filtering and ingestion rates for larger particles, providing the
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particles are of equal quality.

It should be noted that this is a

purely passive selection and requires no behavioral response by the
copepod.

Hereafter I shall term this "passive selection' to distinguish

it from "active selection."

Any deviation of the observed filtering

responses from those expected based on the physical properties of the
filter requires some behavioral response on the part of the animal and
is thus "active selection."

As has been pointed out by Boyd (1976), Lam

and Frost (1976), and Lehman (1976), passive selection can be used to
This

explain apparent selection for larger particles over smaller ones.
is true for inert spheres (Wilson 1973) or for foods of equal value
(Frost 1977).

It can also be shown to be true for Acartia clausi when

fed two different-sized species of Thalassiosira (Fig.

3)

Recent experiments in our laboratory (Donaghay and Small 1979) and
field experiments (Richman et al. 1977) clearly demonstrate that the
results expected from the mechanical properties of the filter can be

strongly rnodifid by the type of food sectra, the animals' previous
feeding history, and by presence of non food particles.

Richman et al.

(1977) have demonstrated that filtering curves can be altered by the
types of natural partiole spectra offered.

The responses reported by

them range from generally increasing filtration rates with increasing
size (as expected from passive selection) to feeding in only very
narrow sections of the particle spectra.

It must be assumed that these

patterns are the result of differing food quality associated with individual sections of the particle spectra and of the resultant active
selection by copepods for certain food types.

Previous feeding history can also be shown to modify filtering
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responses for Acartia clausi.

Donagha

and Small (1979) preconditioned

Acartia females on equal concentrations of Thalassiosira pseudona.na
(5 pm) and Thalassiosira fluviatilis (15 pm)
relative to the filtering function).
celled centric diatoms.

(see Fig. lb for sizes

Both species are small, single

The animals were preconditioned on each food

for 4 days to ensure that the copepods wculd be fully acclimated to
those foods and so that any alteration of setal spacing (as suggested by
the model of Wilson 1973) would have occurred.

The ingestion response

was then examined on both foods separately and together (Fig. 4)
Figure 4a shows that ingestion of the small cell occurred only with
Thalassiosira pseudonana preconditioned animals, but animals with both
preconditionings ingested the larger cell, Thalassiosira fluviatilis.
These results demonstrate that previous feeding history can modify the
expected responses of copepods based on filter structure alone.

These

results are also consistent with the setal spacing alteration mechanism
suggested by Wilson (1973)

The presence of non food particles was also shown by Donaghay and
Small (1979) to modify expected mechanical filtering responses.

After

erforming the above experiment, inert latex spheres of 8 im size were
added to the food suspension of 5 and 15 im Thalassiosira cells (Fig.
lb).

This experiment tested the hypothesis that alteration of setal

spacing was the animals only mechanism for rejecting unwanted particles.
In all cases spheres were avoided.

However, the feeding patterns showed a clear interaction with
previous feeding history (Fig. 4b) .

Animals preconditioned on the large

food avoided spheres by not ingesting either spheres or Thalassiosira
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pseudonana.

Those preconditioned on small cells ingested both food

species but no spheres.

Since altered setal spacing cannot explain the

latter behavior, the Thalassiosira pseudonana preconditioned animals
must have rejected the spheres after capture on the filter using a post
capture rejection mechanism.

This experiment demonstrates that Acartia

clausi has a post capture rejection mechanism and that presence of non
food particles strongly interacts with previous feeding history to
modify responses based on mechanical properties of the filter.
More recently Poulet and Marsot (1978) have demonstrated that food
g.uality can alter the expected filtering pattern.

They offered microen-

capsulated particles containing either phytoplankton or a non phytoplankton derived material.

The animals repeatedly selected the phyto-

plankton-containing particles regardless of whether they were the larger
or smaller sized particles offered.
Both the results of Poulet and Marsot (1978) and Donaghay and Small
(1979) can be interpreted as evidence for either of two types of post
capture rejection.

Donaghay and Small (1979) suggested that their data

could be explained either by the selective removal of particles of a
given size by the multiple entry and exit of the combing appendage along
the filter or by particle by particle post combing rejection (after
removal of those particles from the maxillae).

The first type of rejec-

tion, termed "combing selection" is possible because the variance in
pore size is oriented along the filter axis and allows the animal to
select a certain sized particle by combing at the appropriate place
along the filter (Donaghay in prep.).

In order to test between these two hypothesis and to further inves-
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tigate how expected filtering curves could be modified, a rejection
experiment was run this summer.

3oth hypothesized mechanisms for parti-

cle rejection will have identical results except when food and non food
Under these condi-

particles of identical size are offered together.

tions, both foods and non foods will occur at similar positions along
the filter and therefore size based rejection will not be possible.
Thus, rejection of the inert spheres in this situation will be a clear
To test the hy-

demonstration of a post combing rejection mechanism.

pothesis that combing rejection is the only mechanism, six replicate
groups of 20 Acartia clausi females each were fed a mix of 15 pm Thalassiosira fluviatilis and 15 pm spheres.

The relative sizes and abun-

dances of these particles (Fig. 5) were such that the sphere distribuAs a result, spheres

tion completely overlapped the food distribution.

were equal to or greater in number than the food in all size classes.
After 1, 2, and 24 hours, two groups of animals were removed from the
grazing chambers.

The animals were preserved and prepared for gut

content analysis using the methods of Schnack (1975).

The feces were

collected on 35 pin Nitex and preserved, and the number of spheres per

feces were counted on an inverted microscope.

At the end of 24 hours,

grazed and control suspensions were counted and sized with a Coulter
Counter (after Donaghay and Small 1979) and filtering rate curves were

calculated using the equations of Frost (1972).

When the resulting

filtering curves are compared to those obtained with pure Thalassiosira
fluviatilis suspensions (Fig. 3b and d), it is clear that the presence

of non food particles altered the filtering function from an increasing

function with size to a unifon rate at all sizes.

In a similar experi-
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ment with food particles also present at a smaller size (in addition to
the food sphere mix at 15 pm), the filtering curve became maximal at the
smallest sizes (Fig. 5e and f) .

In this case, the observed filtering

rate is a decreasing function of particle size.

Thus, the presence of

non food particles in the same size range as a food will result in
significant modification of the mechanistic filtering function.
The above filtering curves tell us only that the observed filtering
pattern was modified.

They tell us nothing about whether the non food

particles were ingested and nothing about the mechanism involved.

In

order to answer these questions, the numbers of spheres in the animal
guts and in the feces were counted and the total number of spheres
ingested per flask was calculated.

These totals were divided by the

number of animals per flask to determine the number of spheres ingested
per animal per day (Table 1).

Based on the 24 hour data, each animal

ingested an average of 101 spheres per day.

This number is very small

when compared to the total number of particles ingested per day (22,000
per animal per day).

Also, recall that the food and spheres were equal-

ly abundant, and thus approximately equal numbers of both food and
spheres should have been eaten.

The difference between the observed and

expected results shows a clear post combing rejection capability for
Acartia with an error rate of only 1 in 200.
sive capability.

This is a rather impres-

The filtering rate data, particularly from the two

peak experiments, indicates that although Acartia can reject unwanted
particles on a one by one basis, it also responds to the presence of a
non food by shifting its filtering activity to other parts
CIC spectrum.

f the parti-
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Table 1.

Acartia clausi grazing on particle mixes of Thalassiosira
fluviatilis and spheres.

Particle mix

1:

11 pm cells:
15 pm cells:
15 pm spheres:

C

2426
2629

Particle Ingestion
(partcles/copepod/day)

Replicate

Sphere Ingestion
(spheres/copepod/day)

1

19560

143

2

22089

94

3

29149

95

21755
23138

101

4

Mean
Error rate:

73

number of spheres ingested
number of spheres handled

101
= 0 42
24063

or 1 sphere ingested per 238 handled.

Particle mix

2:

11 pm cells:
15 urn cells:

1410 spheres:

Replicate

2358
1302
1410

Particle Ingestion
(particles/copepod/day)

Sphere Ingestion
(spheres/copepod/day)

1

10357

79

2

9328

47

3

11021

82

11631
10584

59
67

4

Mean
Error rate:

number of spheres ingested
number of spheres handled

or 1 error in 166 encounters.

67
= 0 6%
11132
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The above demonstration of a particie by particle post capture
rejection capability does not disprove the use of alteration of setal
spacing, combing rejection, or other behavioral actions as mechanisms
for modification of feeding patterns.

iowever, since post combing

rejection is a more sophisticated mechanism, visual observations will be
required to confirm these other mechanisms, if they exist.

Visual

observations of a variety of copepods feeding in different types of
particle suspensions suggest that the way in which the filter is used to
remove particles from the water may be altered in response to changes in
that particle spectra.

For example, after feeding on a suspension

containing both spheres and food, A. clausi stops using a seining motion
(Conover 1956) and switches to very brief bursts of feeding activity.

These changes in filter motion must almost certainly affect the way
particles are captured and handled and thereby must affect the observed
filtering curves.

In conclusion, it appears that by using a variety of behavioral
tools A. clausi can radically modify the filtering behavior expected
from the morphology of the filter.

The observed feeding patterns on

complex particle mixtures are strongly controlled by food quality and
preconditioning.

ifl our efforts to understand the capabilities of A.

clausi, it has become apparent that the Coulter Counter is but one of
several powerful tools needed to solve grazing problems.

Careful study

of feeding appendage morphology, gut content, fecal pellet analysis, and
behavioral observation all play important roles.

Their combined use,

where appropriate, is often more powerful than any one alone.
Care should be taken in extrapolating these results to all species.
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Work in our laboratory with Eurytemora and Calanus marshallae has shown
that while Eurytemora has many of the capabilities that Acartia has,
Calanus appears to be much more limited in the extent to which behavior
may be used to modify filtering patterns.

As a result, much more work

is needed before we can attempt to develop a universal feeding model.
The differences observed between species may be an important element in
controlling population dynamics of these species and in generating
observed community structures.
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Abstract

Selective grazing by copepcds is widely recognized as animportant
process to both phytoplankton and zooplankton.

Our ability to under-

stand and interpret the results of grazing experiments depends on the
use of indices of grazing behavior that precisely describe the effects
of grazing from both phytoplankton and zooplankton points of view.
These indices must be free of artifacts resulting from both conceptual
and mathematical errors in their formulation.

An examination of exist-

ing indices showed (1) that only indices from a zooplankton viewpoint
existed,

(2) that for those indices most often used (i.e. filtering

rate, ingestion rate, and Ivlev's electivity), a great diversity of
formulation existed, and (3) that some of the formulations were correct
and equivalent, but some were invalid for conceptual or mathematical
reasons.

Using the primary production equation as a base, a series of

grazing indices is mathematically derived and intercompared.

The per-

formances of these indices are compared using the results from grazing
experiments under four very different conditions.

The results of these

comparisons show that from a phytoplankton point of view the growth rate
indices (derived herein) are most useful.

From a zoopiankton

oint of

view, ingestion rate and filtering rate indices (when correctly formulated) are most useful for examining general grazing behaciior and testing theoretical models.

when particle rejection events are occurring, a

series of newly derived indices for measuring encounter rate, capture
rate, and rejection rate is very useful in understanding the mechanisms
of grazing behavior.

The widely used electivity indices were found to

provide little new information and to be subject to a great variety of
problems.
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Introduction

Selective grazing by copepods is an important process to both
zooplankton and phytoplankton.

Zooplankton biologists often view selec-

tive grazing from three perspectives:

1) how do copepods selectively

graze (i.e., what are the mechanisms)

(Strickler and Rosenberg, 1977;

Porter and Strickler, 1977; Frost, 1972; Lam and Frost, 1976); 2) why do
they do it (i.e., what are the benefits to the animal of being selective)

(Mayzaud and Conover, 1976; Mayzaud and Poulet, 1978; Conover,

1976; Donaghay and Small, 1979b); and 3) what will they do to a given
particle suspension (Parsons, 1969; Poulet, 1973, 1974, 1976; Richnian,

Phytopiankton biologists are begin-

et al., 1977; Allan, et al., 1977) .

ning to ask a different set of questions:

1) what are the effects of

zooplankton selectivity on phytoplankton population species composition
and succession; and 2) what are the effects of selection and nutrient
regeneration on the physical and physiological characteristics of a
particular phytoplankton species.

In light of these different view-

points it is not surprising that a variety of different ways of expressing selective grazing have evolved:

the Ivlev electivity index (Poulet,

1974; Frost, 1977; Storm, 1974) size class specific filtering and ingestion rates (R.ichxnan, et al., 1977; Allan, at al., 1977; Frost, 1977;

Donaghay, 1979a); and net grazing effect index and net selective pressure index (O'Connors, et al., 1976; Donaghay and Small, l979a) .

A

critical problem occurs when one tries to reinterpret existing data from

on&s own viewpoint without knowing how a particular index is related to
a different set of indices.

For example, how are filtering rate and

Ivlev electiiity indices related, and do they have the same sensitivity
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to various factors and the same information content?

In addition, if

one is interested in the effects of selective grazing on phytoplankton

populations, none of the existing indices provide particularly useful
information, i.e., information on grazing efffects on phytoplankton size
class specific growth rates.

While trying to interpret experiments on

particle rejection by copepods (Donaghay and Small, 1979a,b) we realized
that such rejection could perhaps be best interpreted, or best visualized, by using capture indices already proven useful by animal behaviorists but not yet used to describe copepod grazing.
In an effort to solve the above problems, we have explicitly set
down the equations most frequently used in the grazing literature, and
have introduced a series of new indices designed to redress the madeThese equations were compiled into a

quacies in the existing indices.

computerized grazer algorithm that allows us to calculate and plot all
of the indices for multi-size-classed data (particle counter data)
generated in a grazing experiment.
In this paper, we shall define each index, describe its derivation,

and examine the assumptions implicit in its use.

Then we shall examine

the potential information content and utility of each index in describing the results of four very different yet representati7e types of
grazing experiments.

The algorithm described herein was designed for use with our linear
based particle counting system.

However, it is applicable to any linear

or log based system with minor program modifications.

In our system,

oart±cles are sized using a model ZBI Coulter CounterR, and separated
into 64 size classes by a Coulter model P-64 Channelizer.

The 64 chan-
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nels are set up in such a way that the mean particle size in each channel is a simple linear multiple of the channel number and the counter
sensitivity (i.e., a linear system as described by Sheldon and Parsons,
1966) .

Our channelizer has been interfaced to a PDP-8-E minicomputer so
Once

that data can be directly transferred and processed in real time.

data are transferred to the minicomputer, particle number and volume
distributions are calculated.
stored on paper tape.

These distributions are then plotted and

After an experiment is completed (or between

samples during a long-term experiment) , the data tapes are re-entered

into the computer, and processed by our grazer algorithm program.
The equations that are described herein are designed for use under
all conditions where changes in phytoplankton concentration occur with
time in either grazing or control vessels or both.

This eliminates the

requirement to run grazing experiments in the dark in order to make the
assumption that growth of phvtoolankton does not occur (Gauld, 1951)
As will be shown below the assumption of true zero growth in the dark is
almost never correct.

In this paper we shall consider experiments that

are run under conditions of light that are sufficient to support algal
growth ranging from zero to maximum rates (compensation intensity to
supersaturation)

Exponential As sumptioris:

The exponential equations for grazing derive from the basic production equations (see Steele and Frost, 1978 and Kremer and Nixon, 1978
for recent reviews)
1 dN

r- e-w-g- s

eq. a
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where N = phytoplankton pooulation size, t

respiration, e =

a = assimilation, r

specific rates are as follows:

excretion, w

time, and the phytoplankton

dilution, g = grazing and s

sinking losses.

In a

simple grazing situation (a closed, well mixed vessel) w and s are zero,
and the term a-r-e is set equal to k, the specific growth rate.

Equa-

tion 1 then simplifies to
1 dN

eq. b

g.

In any typical grazing experiment, k is measured as the growth rate in a

control vessel with no grazers (we shall term it k),

is measured

as the apparent (i.e., observed) growth rate in a vessel with grazers

(we shall call this the apparent growth rate, k), and g is calculated
as the difference (for consistency we shall call it kg) thus,

ka =k c -k g

eq. c

The phytoplankton concentration at any time t during the experiment in
the grazed flask is:

Nt =Ne
0

(k t)

a

These growth rate terms can be specified for the
adding a subscriot (k a3..,

Ic

.,

ci

Ic

gi

eq. d

I

.

th

size class by

These are the fundamental equations

upon which all subsequent calculations in the algorithm are made.
Thus far we have assumed that the specific rate of grazing removal
is exponential.

This will be true, if during the course of the grazing

period, the animals filter the water at a constant rate and the food
particles remain evenly distributed in the water.

Exoeriments by

Mullin (1963) and McAllister (1970) showed that for copepods starved for
24 hrs the filtering rate decreases at a decreasing rate with time.
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Experiments by Frost (1972) and Donaghay and Small (1979a) using nonstarved copepods suggest that these changes in filtration rates are the
result of pre-starvation and subsequent reaclimation to the presence of
food.

Changes from one food type to another might also elicit transient

responses that result in non-exonential specific rate of particle
removal.

If the particle biomass in the grazed flask were to change in

something other than an exponential fashion, some equation other than
the exponential (eq. c) should be used.

In order to test the assumption

that the specific rate of removal is exponential, we preconditioned
Acartia clausi for three days on 3 x 106
siosira fluviatilis.

m3 m11 of the diatom Thalas-

After this conditioning period, grazing was ob-

served over a 24 hr period under low light with repetitive samples from
well mixed control and grazing vessels.

Exponential growth in terms of

particle volime is easily observed for phytoplankton in the absence of
grazers or in their presence (Fig. la) .

grazed vessel was negative in this case.

exponentiality held, ka and k

in the

Exponential "growth

Because the assumption of

and therefore kg were constant under
Thus

these conditions of constant low light and preconditioned animals.

the exponential assumption is valid for grazing experiments in constant
low light with oreconditioned animals.

The constancy of k

a

,

k

c

and k

g

can also be shown to be true for each particle size class within the
distribution (Fig. lb,c,d,e,f,g).

The exponential assumption should be

rechecked if either the animals or the chytoplankton are exposed to
transient conditions (alteration of food levels or types, light levels,
nutrients, etc.) .

There are no a priori reasons to assume that the

spcific rate of grazing removal will remain exponential under transi-
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C

3

TIME

Fig. 1.

(days)

Exponential assumtioris test:

(a) total particle volume from

a control (o) and a grazed (A)

flask taken repeatedly over 24

hour grazing experiment.

Parts (b)

through (e) are particle

rolume in size classes 10 through 15 from the sne grazin
experiment.

Symbols same as in (a).
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erits; in fact there is significant evidence to suggest otherwise (Donag-

hay, et al., in prep.).

We have emphasized the validation of the exponential assumption for
a special reason other than the fact that it is almost always made
implicitly in grazing experiments.

As long as this assumption holds, a

"ghosted" particle size distribution or concentration can be calculated
at any time during a grazing experiment.

In addition to needing such

ghosted particle size distributions for the calculation of ingestion and
capture rates, the ability to calculate such distributions can be used
to modify experimental designs and enhance statistical precision of our
estimates of grazing rates.

Mathematical Formulations of

raz±ng Indices

In this section we shall consider the mathematical formulation of
the grazing indicies and how they are mathematically related.

In those

cases where a variety of different mathematical formulations have been
used for a particular index, the effects of such different formulations
will be examined.

In the following discussion, it will be assumed that

data being analyzed is from a grazing experiment where initial and final
samples are available from both grazed and control flasks.

It will

further be assumed that this data is in the form of particle volume in
each of 64 particle size classes.

Although particle number data may be

used with the following equations, the interpretation of those indices
will in some cases be very
1.

i±ferent.

Net effect indices
Net grazing effect (G.

C.) is calculated as the difference be-
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tween particle volume in the i

particle size class in the grazed and

control vessels at the end of the grazing period.
used by O'Connors, et al.

This index was first

(1975) and later Donaghay and Small (1979a) to

express the net effect of grazing when particle modification was imporPositive values of this index are clear proof of particle produc-

tant.

tion resulting from the disruption of large chains by grazing activity.
This index has the advantages that it is both simple to calculate and
recluires no assumptions about the exponentiality of grazing; however, if

the index is to be used to compare results from different experiments,
great care must be taken to insure that
identical length,

(1) all experiments are of

(2) the initial values for both grazed and control

vessels are identical, and (3) both grazed and control samples are taken
as closely together as possible.
(2)

Relative removal pressure index

)

was first used by Donag-

hay and Small (1979a) to examine the effect of copepod selectivity on
phytoplankton from an algal point of view.

relative removal pressure exerted on the

The index measures the

1th particle size class inde-

pendent of that particle size class' growth rate.

This index has both

the same advantage and restrictions as the net grazing effect index.
The limitations on the use of the above two indices can be greatly
reduced by modifications of experimental design and normalization of the
resulting data to a common time period.

Identical initial particle

concentrations can be achieved in both grazed and control vessels by
splitting a single well mixed particle suspension into both grazed and
control vessels and then adding copepods without altering that suspension.

'Je normally do this by sorting copepods into cages suspended in a
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similar particle mix, then tranferring the cage and copepods to the
grazed vessel.

The copepod cages are made by gluing nitex just small

enough to retain the copepods to the end of plexiglas cylinders.

Siini-

If for some

lar cages without copepods are added to the controls.

reason, it is not possible to have identical initial concentrations
(size distributions must be identical), the effect of such initial
differences on the net effect indices can be mathematically resolved.
Under such conditions the initial and final values from the control are

used to calculate k., then using the initial values of the grazed
flask, and k

ci

determined from the control flask, a final control dis-

tribution can be calculated at the same time as the final grazed distribution was measured.

Since in many grazing experiments it is very

difficult to obtain all final samples exactly 24 hours after the start
of grazing, intercomparison of results with net effect indices is greatly facilititated by calculating final control (C.', eq.

final grazed (G.', eq. 4, Table 1) ghosted to 24 hours.
tions are normally plotted.

3, Table 1) and
These distribu-

These 24 hour corrected final control and

grazed distributions are then used to calculate 24 hour corrected net
effect indices (eq. 5 and 5, Table 1) .

These 24 hour corrected indices

have the same problems as indices 1 and 2, except that they are directly
comparable among experiments.
2.

Growth rate indices
The three growth rate indices (k ., k ., and k
c

ai

,)

gi

are critically

involved in the calculations of the other indices, but, to our knowledge, have not previously been explicitly calculated and plotted.

k,

the volune based phytoplankton specific growth rate in each size class
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is calculated from particle size class data from the control flask(s)
(eq.

7, Table 1).

We have found that the precision of all the subse-

quent indices is highly dependent on the precision of the estimate of

k..

As a result, k. is normally determined by using many samples

taken from the control flasks with these samples spread over a period of
time slightly longer than the 24 hour grazing period.

maximizes the precision of the estimate of k,.

Such a procedure

The apparent size-

class-specific growth rates (kai) in the grazed flask are then calculated from the initial and final values in the grazed flask.

If the

grazed and control flasks have the same initial concentrations (as
described above) then the particle size distributions will change in an
identical way in both the control and grazed flasks until grazers are
added to the grazed flask.

As a result, k

ci

from the control flask can

be used to calculate the particle size distribution in the grazed flask
at the exact time grazers are added.

This ghosted initial grazed value

can then be used with the measured final grazed value(s) to calculate

k. (eq. 8, Table 1) with the greatest precision.

If the initials in

the grazed and control flasks are not identical! then k ai must be calcu-

lated based on measured initial and final particle distributions taken
from the grazed flask.

If this latter procedure is used, it is critical

that the initial and final samples from the grazed vessel be collected
at exactly the time the grazers are added or removed from the flask.
Significant errors may result if grazers are not present in the grazed
flask over the entire time interval between initial and final measurements.

From a phytoplankton point of iiew these are the three most impor-
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tant indices in that they (1) illustrate the direct effect of grazing on
phytoplankton and (2) unravel possible algal grazer interactions

(i.e.,

the effects of grazing on the physical and physiological characteristics
of the phytoplankton).
effect:

Each of the indices describes an important

k. describes if and how the growth rate of the phytoplankton

is particle size class dependent; kai describes the net selective pressure on the phytoplankton population (assuming grazing stays constant)
and determines how the particle size distribution

(in the grazed vessel)

will change with time; kgi describes the net effect of grazing removal
on the apparent growth rate of each particle size class.

Knowledge of

these rates allows the direct testing of a series of very important

hypotheses, including (1) is k. size-class independent? (2) is kgj a
function of k,, i.e., do grazers preferentially ingest faster growing
cells;

(3) do the combined effects of grazing and phytoplankton growth

both of which may be size-class dependent, cause a highly size-class
dependent selective pressure on the population (i.e., are grazing removal and phytoplankton growth additive, multiplicative or neutralizing in
their effects)?
3.

Ingestion rate indices

Once the specific grazing rate (k.) is calculated, ingestion rates
can be determined.

We have divided the computation of ingestion rates

into a series of explicit stages.

First, the average particle volume

(biomass) concentration (in each particle size class) to which the

animals were exposed in the grazing vessel during the grazing period
must be calculated.
t

If the mean time in the experiment is designated as

(eq. 10, Table 1) then the exponential mean biomass in the i

th

size
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class at t

can be given as:
V.

it*

=V.it

e

[k .(t* - t H
al

a

0

(eq. 11, Table 1) in exactly the same fashion and with exactly the same
assumptions as the final 24 hour grazed and control distributions (eq.
3 and 4, Table 1).

The total amount of phytoplankton production in the

grazing vessel consumed by the grazing process (Gf1) is then simply
calculated as the product of k
and the vessel volume, V

.,

gi

the exponential mean biomass

(eq. 12, Table 1) .

1L.

Summation across all

particle size classes yields the total amount of phytoplankton produc'tion ingested by all the grazers in the flask per day.

It is important

to note that Gf. is equal to 24 hour net grazing effect (i.e., difference between 24 hour corrected final grazed and control, eq. 5, Table 1)

only if k. equals zero.

We have explicitly calculated

because it

is a direct measure of the amount of primary production being consumed
by grazers.

It shoud therefore be very useful in the field in estimat-

ing the degree of control exerted by zooplankton grazing on primary
production (Donaghay, in prep.) .

In the laboratory, estimation of Gf.

is useful in experiments in which one wants to keep particle biomass in
the grazed vessel constant by additions of cells.
The ingestion rate on a per copepod basis, I.
as Gf./A (eq. 13, Table 1) .
I.

is calculated simply

Size class specific ingestion rate index,

is one of the most widely used indices to describe where in the

particle spectrum an animal obtains its ration (Richiran, et al., 1977)
A plot of I. vs. particle size class, when both are plotted on a linear

volume scale, not only represents a graphic display of where in the
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particle spectrum the grazer gets its food:

the area under the curve is

directly proportional to the total amount of food ingested per animal.
This is not true when I, is plotted as a function of particle size
computed as the logarithm of the particle diameter.

The mathematical

summation of I. over all size classes is the total particle ingestion
rate for the copepod.
4.

Filtering rate indices
Another often used index of grazing is the filtering rate.

Actual-

ly, the filtering rate that is calculated from grazing data is only an
apparent filtering rate (eq. 14, Table 1).

The true filtering rate,

defined as the number of milliters of water passed through the copepod's
filter (maxillae) per unit of time, cannot be directly calculated from
particle ingestion experiments.

It can, however, be estimated from beat

frequency and filter area information (Strickler and Rosenberg, 1977;
Starkweather, 1978).

These techniques are still difficult for copepods,

hut have proved very valuable for larger aquatic herbivores (Durbin and
Durbin, 1976; Seale and Wassersug, in press).

We have adopted the term

"apparent filtering rate" (F.) to distinguish particle size calculated
rates from true flow rates.

These two rates can be related if the

efficiency of the filter is known for any given particle size class and
if all particles captured by the filter are ingested.
The apparent filtering rate (Fai) can be calculated from the ingesti.on rate (I.) by dividing the ingestion rate by the exponential mean

biomass in that size class (Vi*)

(cc. 14, Table 1) .

Apparent filtering

rate is expressed in units of volume filtered per animal per unit time.
In the algorithm it is calculated in terms of

l filtered per copepod
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per minute.

There are a variety of reported methods for calculating apparent
filtering rate; however, some of these methods are not directly equivaGauld (1951) ,

lent and some involve questionable assumptions.

for

example, calculated apparent filtering rate per animal as (in our notation)

V
F

where C.

10

ai

(_.a)

lnG.
it

A

- mG.

10

eq.d

t

are the initial and final concentrations in the grazed
and G.
it

flask and V

equals the volume of the grazing vessel, A equals animal

numbers, and t equals the length of the grazing period.

Gauld did not

use a control vessel in his experiments; instead, he assumed that phytoplankton growth (in the dark) was equal to zero.
tion, we conducted a small experiment.

To test this assump-

Two replicate cultures of each

of five phytoplankton species were transferred while still in exponential phase from high light (under which they were grown) to darkness.
These cultures were counted and sized at the time of transfer and 24
hours later.

The relative changes in biomass over the 24-hour dark

period are shown in Fig. 2.

It is clear that particle volume tended to

decrease for all non-diatoms, but increase for diatoms (Fig. 2a); parti-

dc number increased in all cultures save one Amphidinium cartarae
replicate (Fig. 2b).

The assumption of no growth in the dark should be

accepted with great caution.

Recently, an equation very similar in form to the Gauld (1951)
equation, but without the assumption of zero phytoplankton growth has
been used (Richman, et al., 1977).

This fo

will be widely used be-

cause it does not require any measurement of initial concentrations.
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Dark growth.

F1_AGELLATEZ DCFLLLTE

Percentage change in (a) total cell volume and

(b) total cell number for 5 species of algae transferred from
high light to darkness for 24 hours.
diatoms:

The species are two

Thalassiosira fluviatilis (T.f.) and Chaetoceros

septemtralis (C.s.); two naked flagellates:

Rhodomonas ap.

(R. sp.) and Isochrysis galba (I.g.i; and the dinoflagellate
Amphinodinium carteri.
experiments.

Bars are the results from replicate
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(1977) can be derived from equation 9

The form used by Richinan, et al.

in Table 1:

k.=k.-k.
ci
gi

a.i

by substituting for k. and k. from equation 7 and 8 (Table 1):
it

in

in
G.

C.

eq. e

kgj

where t

c

c1°

g

= time interval in control, t

= time interval in grazed and

g

where the initial and final concentration in the grazed are
and in the control are C.

.10

and C.
it

If t

.

= t

C

g

G.

10

and G.
it

= t then:

G,

C,

it
ln()

it

ln(E_-_)

10

10

gi

eq. f

t

or
k

loG.
inC.
it +
10 t

inC.
it

gi

mG.10

eq. g

If and only if, the initial control and grazed particle concentrations
= G.
are identical (i.e., C.
10
10

)

then

inC.

k

gi

It -

=

loG.

it

eq. h

t

and thus
V

F

ai

0
()
A

inC.

it-

mG.

t

which is the equation of Richman, et al.
the equation used by Richrnan, et al.

it

eq. i

(1977) using our symbols.

Thus

(1977) only requires that the final

samples be taken simultaneously and that the initial particle concentrations in the two flasks be equal.

Both of these conditions are very

practical to meet experimentally if one has two particle counters.
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Although fewer samples are needed to calculate filtering rate using
the above equation (eq. i), we have chosen equation 14
reasons.

(Table 1) for two

First, eq. 14 is a more general formulation without restric-

tions on experimental design.

Second, if one measures only final con-

trol and grazed distributions to calculate filtering rates as in eq. i,
ingestion rates can be calculated from the resulting filtering rates
only if no growth has occurred in the grazing vessel, i.e., kI = 0.

k1

If

0, then it will not be possible to estimate the exponential mean
required for calculating ingestion rate from f ii-

biomass (i.e.,
tering rate.

mation of

Use of final control or final grazed values as an approxiwill result in systematic errors in the calculation of

ingestion rates.

Apparent filtering rate cues have recently gained wide use in
examining patterns of grazing selectivity from a zooplankton viewpoint.
Apparent filtering rates have been used (1)

for qualitative description

of patterns of selectivity (Richman, et al., 1977; Poulet, 1973, 1974;
Poulet and Chaunet, 1975; Donaghay, 1979);

(2) for development of inter-

comparisons of feeding behavior of different life history stages of one
species (Allan, et al., 1977) or of different species under a variety of
conditions (Richman, et al., 1977) ;

and (3) for rejection of theoretical

models based on deviations of selectivity patterns from those expected
from existing models (Richman, et al., 1977; Allan, et al., 1979; Poulet,
1979; Donaghay, 1979).

In the past theoretical models have been suffi-

ciently simple that the deviations between expected results and observed
filtering rates have been sufficiently large to allow rejection of these
models for some copepods without resort to rigorous quantitative methods.
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Flowever, as models become more realistic and complex, rigorous quantita-

tive testing of those models will become necessary.

This will become

particularly true as models attempt to separate patterns of feeding
behavior into those resulting from purely passive properties of the
filtering mechanism (i.e., passive selection) and those resulting from
active rejection of unwanted particles by altering the way the filter is
used or by rejecting particles after capture.

Theoretical models are

now under development that attempt to make these separations (Donaghay,
in prep.).

Expected filtering behavior in theoretical models is often defined
in terms of curves of filtering efficiency versus particle size as
measured by the natural log of particle diameter.

Filtering efficiency,

F ., is nothing more than filtering rate normalized to the observed
e.g.

filtering rate, F., in some standard size class.

Filtering efficiency

curves are used in theoretical models because observed apparent filtering rates have patterns of selectivity confounded with concentration
effects on maximum apparent filtration rate (Frost, 1972):

the observed

apparent filtration rate is not only a function of particle size but
also of concentration.

Apparent filtration rate, F., increases with

increasing size, but tends to decrease as total particle concentration
increases (Frost, 1972) above some critical low concentration.
Theoretically derived filtering efficiency curves increase log
linearly with particle diameter from some minimal particle size, d'
(equivalent to the smallest particle that can be retained by the filter)

up to some larger particle size equivalent to the largest pore size of
the filter, d* (Fig. 3a) .

This largest pore size may be equivalent to
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Fig. 3.

Theoretical relationship between (a) filtering efficiency

(Fi) and (b) apparent filtering rate

(F.) and particle size

expressed as the natural log of the equivalent particle diameter [ln(d)J.

Solid lines represent expected curves below the

inflection point of the curve (d*).

Solid line above d* is

the expected curve if intersetal capture occurs; the dashed
line above d* is the expected curve if no intersetal capture
occurs.

Terms defined in text.
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or less than the largest setual spacing on the filter (Donaghay, in
prep.).

At d* the slope of the expected filtering rate curve will

change (inflect) .

If intersetal capture is significant, F. will con-

tinue to increase at some rate,

;

if intersetal capture is not signifi-

cant, then Fei will be constant above d*.

The values of cz,

3,

d' and d*

are critical in testing the alternate theoretical filtering models
(Donaghay, in prep.); therefore their precise estimation from observed
filtering rate data is essential.

Measured filtering rate (F.) curves when plotted versus the
natural logarithm of particle diameter are similar in shape to F. vs.
particle diameter curves, but are not equivalent

(Fig. 3b)

curves

[F

.

accumulated versus linear particle volume based size classes can be
transformed to natural log of particle volume by equation 15 (Table 1).]
Apparent filtration rate plots are functions of both size and concentration; filtration efficiency curves are functions only of particle size.
To remove the confounding of particle concentration it is necessary to
normalize F

aJ-

curves to some maximum filtering rate value.

curves were rectilinear, i.e.,

If all F

al

3 = 0, then normalization could be

achieved by averaging all values of F, above d, then dividing all
values of F. by this maximum value.

However, because 3 is not always

zero, and because F. values greater than d* are not always defined in
experiments, normalization to some other value is better.
all F

In order for

curves for a given copepod species to be intercomparable, it is

necessary to always use a common point of normalization.
to normalize to the F

aa

e have chosen

values observed at the oarticle size class

equivalent to the size of the maximum setule based pore size.

This size
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Cd) is fixed by the physical properties of the copepod filter, and
should remain fixed for a given population of a copepod species independent of changes in the shape of observed filtering curves.

The value of

apparent filtering rate in size class d, Fd can be determined by two
methods:

regression analysis and direct measurement.

Regression analy-

sis of apparent filtering rates on the natural logorithm of particle

diameter can be used to accurately estimate Fd.

However, it is crit-

ical to use only those size classes where no particle rejection is
occurring and the data are not confounded by particle modification
(O'Connors, et al., 1976) or excretion effects (Donaghay, et al., in
prep.).

This regression calculated value can be very precisely deter-

mined if separate regressions are used to estimate Fad based on data
Such a regression method is better than

collected above and below d.
using the measured value of F

aJ

at d

s

achieved through regression analysis.

because of the reduction in error
The estimates of slope and inter-

cept derived from this regression analysis will be used below in calculating encounter rates.

Once the value of Fad has been calculated,

apparent filtering rates can be normalized to that value to calculate

filtering efficiency as F, = Fi/Fa (eq. 17, Table 1).

Regression

analysis of Fei thus calculated on natural log of particle diameter will
give estimates of c,

,

d' and d*.

These values are the critical terms

needed to test the alternative filtering models described by Donaghay
(in prep.).

The above procedure of normalizing F. curves to the appar-

ent filtering rate at the particle size equivalent to maximum setule
pore size (rather than observed d*) will tend to accentuate any differences between d

5

and d*.

Detection of such differences is critical to
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testing some of the alternative models, but is difficult with raw apparent filtering rate data since it requires detection of the inflection
point in the apparant filtering rate curve.

Although the above procedure for calculating F. is the most generIn some cases

al and rigorous, in many situations it is not practical.

the particle spectra is very narrow so that extreme extrapolations are

required to estimate Fd.

This is often the case when only a single

species of phytoplankton is used in a grazing experiment and the resulting data are obtained with a linear based counting system.

In other

cases, Fai may be defined over a broad particle spectra, but the curve
may not have any clearly log-linear sections that are free of particle
rejection effects.

In either case it is possible to calculate a pseudo

filtering efficiency curve (F.) by normalizing the F. values to the
maximum filtering rates measured in Fai curve
best if the maximum filtering rate, F max

/

(Eq. 18, Table 1).

It is

is estimated over several size

classes where F, has ceased increasing with particle size.

If such

size classes are less than or equal to the maximum intersetule pore
size, F

nai

will tend to be less than or equal to F ei

.

F

nal

cannot be

used to evaluate theoretical models.

Capture rate indices
Three indices used by animal behaviorists bear some exploration
relative to zooplankton grazing (Holling, 1959; Schoener, 1971).

indices are encounter rate, capture rate and rejection rate.

These

It should

be noted that these rates are always defined on a particle number basis
rather than on a particle volume basis.

These indices are expressed in

units of the number of particles encountered, captured, or rejected per
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unit time per animal.

These indices are calculated on a particle number

basis because any decisions to accept or reject particles after encounter must be made on a particle number rather than a particle volume
basis.

These indices are specifically designed to examine the time

constraints placed on the copepod if each particle were handled particle
by particle.

The use of these particle number based indices does not

require that copepods handle particles individually but rather allows
testing of whether such individual handling of particles is reasonable.
The difference between handling particles by number or volume is a very
important conceptual distinction.

The encounter rate is usually defined

as the number of particles the animal encounters per unit of time while
searching or filtering.

On encounter, the animal presumably has to

decide whether or not to eat a given particle.

For a copepod, the

encounter rate can be defined as the number of particles trapped by the
maxillae as they are moved through the water or water is passed over
then.

As we will use the term here, a particle is not encountered by

the maxillary filter if it goes through the spacings between setae
and/or setules.

Other definitions are also possible.

If we accept the

above definition, the capture rate can then be defined as the number of
particles in a size class that, once encountered by the filter, are
removed from the filter and ingested.

If a particle is encountered, but

is not captured (ingested), then it must by definition be rejected.
Encounter rates can be calculated from apparent filtering rate data
if an estimate of expected filtering rate can be obtained for those size
classes where particle rejection may be occurring.

This can be possible

if we assume that no rejection is occurring in those particles size
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classes that contain only food particles to which the animals are pre-

The regression analysis of F. on the natural logarithm of

conditioned.

particle diameter developed earlier to estimate Fä provides the best
estimates of expected filtering rate, Fai'
than d

For all values of d less

S

F

=

ai

c

(md) + F

eq. 19, Table 1

.

ai

and for all values of d greater than d
F

=

aa

F

'(lnd)

eq. 20, Table 1

ads

These equations predict expected filtering rate in all size classes
regardless of whether particle rejection is occurring in those size
classes as long as the conditions and assumptions necessary for the
calculation of the regression are met (see example in Fig.

3c)

.

If

these assumptions cannot be met (for reasons discussed in relation to
the estimation of F

.),

nai

then some other method of estimating F ai. must

Since the value of F

be used.

in any size class must be greater than

or equal to that in any smaller size class, then F. for all size clas-

- max must be F max

ses >F

(eq. 22, Table 1).

particle size classes, F
1) .

aa

Likewise for all smaller

must be at least ecual to F

.

(eq. 21, Table

Because of these conditions, this second method of estimating F ai

will always provide a minimum estimate of F..

If

we know the expected

filtering rate in a given size class, we can estimate the rate at which
particles are encountered in that size class

(regardless of whether they

are subsequently rejected or ingested) as the product of expected filtering rate and the exponential mean particle number in that size class:
E

.

ri

= F

class

.

aa

it*

(N.

)

(eq. 24, Table 1)

.

The particle number in each size

N.*) is easily calculated from the exponential particle volume
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data (V.lt*

)

used in the calculation off the volume based indices as the

exponential mean particle volume in tne i

th

size class (V.*) divided by

the mean particle volume of a particle in the

1th

size class (v.)

(eq.

23, Table 1).

Capture rate as we have defined it is nothing more than ingestion

Capture rate, C.,

rate on a particle number rather than volume basis.

may thus be calculated from ingestion rate by dividing ingestion rate in
the

1th size class by the mean particle volume in the

th

size class,

v., and by 1440 to make Cri (eq. 25, Table 1) be in the same units as
encounter rate.

If using these definitions, a particle is separated

from the water by filtration (i.e., encountered) but not later captured
(i.e., ingested), then it must be rejected after encounter and the
rejection rate can be calculated by difference (eq. 26, Table 1)
The above method of calculating encounter, capture and rejection
rates is widely applicable to grazing data for filter feeding copepods
regardless of which alternative theoretical filter feeding model (DonagCalculation of these indices allows explicit

hay, in prep.) is used.

presentation of those elements so critical to understanding active
In addition, these indices express these events

selection by copepods.

in the same terms that can be measured using cinematographic or other
As a result, the capture rate indices offer a

optical techniques.

critical crosslink to the major alternative method of examining grazing
behavior.

It must be noted however, that these rates will only be as

good as the estimates of encounter rate which in turn are only as good
as our estimates of F

ai

.

As noted earlier, the data used in the calcu-

lation of F. must be free of rejection events and free of confounding
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from particle modification and NH4 effects.

Such conditions can be met

by using size classes of a single species or closely related species
separated by test particles that may be rejected.

Detailed understand-

ing of preconditioning, particle modification, and ammomium effects must
be used to insure that the parts of a particle spectra used to calculate
In addition, as with

F. measure only the effects of passive selection.

any regression analysis, one must be careful not to extrapolate too far
beyond the data set to estimate F ai or F ad or errors may result.
As more becomes known about filtering efficiency curves and how

they vary, it may become possible to use F. curves with a limited
number of F

am.

values to calculate encounter rate.

For examole, if F

is found to be fixed for a given copepod species (,

,

em.

d', d* are

fixed), then measured values of Fad can be used directly to compute F am.
as
F

am.

F

em.

(P

eq.

ad

and encounter rates can be calculated from these F am. values.

j

However,

such a step is very premature at this point.

Electivity indices
Although we have attempted above to show that such indices as
apparent filtering rates, capture rates, and encounter rates are useful
indices to study particle selectivity, selectivity in the past has most
often been reported and interpreted solely in terms of the Ivlev dcctivity index (Ivlev, 1961).

Problems with this index arise from the

assumptions required for its adaptation to grazing by copepods.
original equation of Ivlev (1961)

The
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p.)

(r.

E

+ pr

(r.

eq. k

was designed for comparing gut content measurements with field analysis
of food availability.

Thus originally r., the percentage of a particu-

lar food in the total foodstuff in the animal's gut, was derived from
gut content analysis, and p., the percentage of the particular food in
the total food supply in the field, was derived from field estimates of
food standing stocks.

In the case of fish gut analysis, for example,

both r. and p. can be independently measured, and it is assumed that
during the period required for measurements to be made, the ingestion
process has not affected the prey density (availability).

When the

index is applied to copepod grazing experiments using electronic counting methods, both terms are interdependent and the assumptions are not
satisfied.

The term r, is easily calculated as the percentage distribu-

tion of the ingestion rate, or rather the capture rate since the electivity index is based on particle number:

C,
r.

r.

EC

eq. 1

ri

Some choice must be made as to when (or how) to calculate p. We can

use an exponential-mean-grazed base:
=

EN it*

eq.

a final-grazed base:
Pu

a final-control base:

=

EN''

eq. n
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N'

ci

EN'

eq. o

ci

or a base utilizing an average of final-grazed and final-control values:
N'

-

N'.

Ci
.

EN'

1

+

Ci

EN'.

1

eq. p

2

N' . are all in
Regardless of the choice of p., the terms N.lt* , N'.,
1
Ci
1

units of particle numbers per ml.
The electivity index can now be calculated, utilizing N.. as an

example:

C.
ri

it*

N.

rJ.

it

C.
ri
EC
ri

lt*
EN,
lt*
N,

+

.

CriENit*

Nit*ECri

CriENit*

Nit*ECri

eq.

27 Table 1

The relationship of electivity to ingestion (as capture rate) and

apparent filtering rates (F.) can also be shown if we use N.*.

By

substituting for C. using equation 25, Table 1:

I.

-v.
1

-v.

1

-

EN.

1t*

1440

I.
1

-

N.

lt*

v. 1440
1

-

it*

1440

N it*

E

eq.q

1

-v.

1440

1

1

Since, from equation 14 and 23 (Table 1)

I.1

F

.

al

we can substitute for I.

E=

[F
[F

it*

(1440 V.

N.

EN.

.

N.

EN.

ai

it*

.

ai

(1440 N.1t v.),
1

in eq. q:

.

ai

F

)

-

lt*

lt*

]

it*

[N.

1t )i

E(F .N.
ai.

E(F .N,
it*
ai it* )]

[N.

ec. r
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It is apparent that the mathematical equivalency between electivity,
The relationship of

ingestion rate and filtering rate is very complex.

electivity to kgj is somewhat simpler, but more difficult to derive.

By

substituting in eq. 27 for C. using the relationship
C

k

ri

gi
V

where c equals a constant (c
[(k

E

[(k

it* )c

(N.

0

N,
c)]
lt*
lt* E(k gi

[N.

(EN.*)] gi N.t*c)
1
.

gi

N.

lt*

then

l44o'

c) (EN

[N

-

it* )]

.

E (k

it*

N

gi

it*

c)]

eq. s

However, since c is a constant,
cN.

E

lt*

[k

cN it* [k

-Ek,N
it*]
gi

EN

gi
.

EN

gi

it*

+ Ek

N

gi

it

eq. t

*1'

which reduces to
k

E =,

gi

EN*

gi

The ecuivalencies between R and C

Ekgi N.*

eq. u

+ Ekgi N*
,,

ri

F

al
.

,

and k

.

gi

can only be derived if

the exponential mean particle number (N*) is used.
An additional set ci problems, common to other percentage based
indices, also affect the Ivlev electivity index.

Jacobs (1974) has

pointed out that E is sensitive not only to selectivity, but also to
relative abundance of food types in the environment.

The critical

problem with percentage-based indices is that removal of particles from
one size class (excluding cases of particle modification) always will
increase the percentage composition (relative frequency) in other size
classes.

This can lead to serious errors.

These errors can perhaps

best be visualized if we compare overlays of actual number or volume

distributions with percentage distributions of grazed, control, and
ration from which E is calculated (Figs. 4a,b,c) .

The results shown in

Fig. 4 are from a hypothetical grazing experiment in which particle
removal occurred only in size classes equal to or greater than the mode.
Overlay of actual number or volume distributions from grazed and controls clearly show grazing only on the larger size classes

(stippled

area, Fig. 4a); however, percentage distributions calculated for these
same data show a reduced area of particle removal occurring only above
the modal size class, and a net increase in percent occurrence at the
As will be discussed below, these

mode and at all smaller size classes.

percentage plots, when used to analyze data show features of apparent
increase in small size classes that can easily be misinterpreted as
particle production.
ly than p.

It can also be seen that r.

is affected different-

These problems make E sensitive to particle

(Fig. 4c).

Jacobs (1974) was able to show

abundance as well as to selectivity.

mathematically that the above problems could be solved by redefining the
electivity index as:
r.
1

r. + p

p.

-1
- 2r.p.

eq. v

Using the equivalences for r. and p. defined in equations 1 and m,
respectively, Jacob's electivity can be defined in terms of Cr! and
as:

C.
ri

N.

Jt*

Z C.

0=Cri
ri

N.t*

N.

it*

-

C.
ri_

eq. 28, Table 1

N.

lt*

I

k..-,-,

ri

lt*

Although both formulations of Jacob's electivity index (eq. v and eq.
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Data are from a hypothetical experi-
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24) are free of the percentage problems illustrated in Fig. 4, the
absolute values of Jacob's index are somewhat affected by the relative
abundance of prey items as pointed out by Paloheimo (1979).
In an effort to solve these problems, Jacobs (1974) redefined
electivity in terms of relative prey mortality rates.

In contrast to

gut content data where relative mortality rates can only be estimated
(Jacobs, 1974), particle "mortality rates" in copepod grazing experiThus, in mortality rate terms,

ments are directly measured by kgj

electivity for grazing experiments can be expressed as mortality in a
given size class relative to the mortality in all size classes:

E'

nk-Zk.
gi
g
nk

gi

+ Ek

gi

k.g.
k

gi

n

+ Ek

eq. w
gi

n

where n equals the number of size classes.

This definition of electiv-

ity differs from that derived in equation 27 in that it does not have a
weighting factor for particle number.

Although E' is much simpler in

form and derivation than E, there is still a problem of frequency interference illustrated in Fig. 4 above.

Using a logic similar to

Jacobs1

(1974) this problem can be removed by subtracting out the contribution
of the given size class from the summation term and using the average
rather than the total mortality for those size classes as:

k.gi
k

which reduces to

gi

+

i=lk.)-k.
gi
gi
i=l

n-i
k.)-k.
gi
gi
n-i

eq.x
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i1 k.
gi

gi

=

gi

i=1

k-2k,
gi
gi

=

nkg3.

i1 k.
ci

eq. y

.

k.
f(n-2)k.]+[
gi
i=1 gi]

D' is very analogous in form to Jacobs' electivity D.

As with Jacobs'

electivity, this formulation removes the effect of enhancing frequencies
of other size classes by removal of particles from a given size class.
It is also free from any effects of abundance objected to by Palaheimo
(1979).

From a comparison of overlap of electivity indices D and E

(Fig. 4d) ,

it can be seen that the basic effect of Jacobs' electivity is

to make intermediate sized values more negative or positive.

The dif-

ference between E and D will become important when a few size classes
dominate ingestion.

E will approach the results of D whenever ingestion

occurs over many size classes; i.e., when n becomes very large.

D' can

be used to compare selectivity on prey of different relative abundances.
However, because of the complexity of the D' equation, it is even more
difficult to relate electivity to ingestion, apparent filtering rate and
capture rate indices.

In addition, because the variance associated with

individual estimates of kgi is statistically dependent on the abundance
of the

th size class, errors in k. can be expected to be large unless

care is taken to control variance in k gi

.

These errors will further

confound the ambiguities involved in assigning relevance to dimensionless numbers such as E' and D'.
rate and k

gi

As a result, indices such as filtering

are probably better measures of selection.

Experimental Intercomparison of Grazing Indices
The final evaluation of any grazing index must rest with its performance. with data from real grazing experiments.

In an effort to

evaluate the indices, the algorithm has been run on over 250 sets of
grazing experiments.

From this body of data, four very different graz-

ing situations have been chosen to illustrate properties of the various
indices.

The four cases are (I) weakly-selective grazing by juvenile

Neomysis sp. on the single celled diatom Thalassiosira fluviatilis,

(2)

selective grazing by the copepod Acartia clausi on the same T. fluviatilis;

(3) grazing by A. clausi on a two peaked mix of food and plastic

spheres in which sphere rejection occurs; and (4) grazing by A. clausi
on the chain-forming diatom Thalassiosira aestivalis, in which particle
modification occurs.

It is the intent here to evaluate the indices

under conditions eliciting increasingly complex grazing behavior starting from weakly-selective feeding and progressing to upassiveu selection
(Donaghay, 1979), active selection involving post capture rejection
(Donaghay and Small, 1979b; Donaghay, 1979) and finally particle modif i-

cation (O'Connors, et al., 1975).
Cases (1) and (2)

(the mysid and single food A. clausi data) are

from 24 hour grazing experiments on Thalassiosira fluviatilis grown and
grazed in high light (200

e

m2 sech

.

In these experiments, all

animals were preóonditioned on T. fluviatilis for at least two days
prior to the start of the experiment.

These experiments were performed

in specially built 2 2 flasks that were gently stirred by a vertically
falling plunger-stirrer once every five minutes.

The rejection data

(Case 3) are from two replicate 24-hour grazing experiments with 50

Acartia clausi females fed a particle mix of 11

.tm T. fluviatilis and 19

m inert plastic spheres (Donaghay and Small, l979b) .
preconditioned first on 11

Animals were

xn T. fluviatilis for five days prior to the
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experiment, then on 11 pm T. fluviatilis plus 19 pm spheres for 12
The particle modification data (Case 4)

hours.

is from an experiment

where A. clausi grazed for 24 hours on the chain forming diatom T.
aestivalis.

These copepods were starved in filtered sea water for 12

hours prior to the experiment.

The grazing indices will be evaluated in 6 groups of similar indices:

(1)

24 hour net effect indices (equations 3,

growth rate indices (equations 7, 8, 9);
(equations 10, 11);
21, 22);

4,

5, 6);

(2)

(3) ingestion rate indices

(4) filtering indices (equations 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,

(5) capture indices (equations 23,24, 25, 26); and (6) electiv-

ity indices (equations 27, 28).

The filtering rate indices will be

further subdivided to examine the effects of method of calculation and
data plotting format on the indices.

(1)

enty-four hour net effect indices (Equations 3,

4,

5, 6)

In the case of the slightly-selective grazer (Case 1), grazed and
control distributions are similar in shape and differ mainly in magnitude (Fig. 5).

This results in a net effect index (Ge-C') that is an

inverted mimic of the particle size distribution.

The net removal

pressure index (OCIC) is strongly negative at all size classes.

It

increases slowly and apparently linearly with particle size.
The above pattern is in contrast to that formed when Acartia clausi
feeds on a similar food suspension (Fig.

5, Case 2) .

With A. clausi as

the grazer, the grazed distribution is displaced to the left (toward
smaller particle sizes) relative to the control.

The net effect index

(G'-C') is displaced to the right (toward larger particle sizes), re-
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Fig. 5.

The net effect indices are shown for the four cases as overlays of (a)

24 hour grazed (.) and controls C), (b) net

grazing effect, and (c) removal pressure index.

cases are (U Neomysis

.

The four

feeding on Thalassiosira fluviatil-

is

(2 replicates);

(2) Acartia clausi feeding on T. fluviatil-

is

(4 replicates) ;

(3)

A. clausi feeding on 15

m T. fluviat-

ills plus 19 im plastic spheres (2 replicates) and (4) A.

clausi feeding on the chain forting diatom Thalassiosira
aestivalis (2 replicates)
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flecting higher grazing rates on the larger cells.

pressure index

)

The net removal

becomes increasingly negative starting at zero at

the smallest particle size class.

This index rapidly increases to a

maximum negative value at the mode of the particle size distribution,
then remains constant at larger particle size classes.

In Case 2 graz-

ing pressure can be formulated as a hyperbolic (or rectilinearly) decreasing function of mean particle size.

These patterns are typically

observed when A. clausi are fed uni-algal single-celled diatom food
suspensions.

when post capture rejection of particles is elicited from a selective grazer such as A. clausi (Fig. 5, Case 3), the distribution of food

particles is reduced, but the non-food (spheres) peaks often are not
reduced.

Reduction in non-food peaks occurs only when those peaks

overlap food peaks.

The distributions tend to be qualitatively similar

in the grazed (G.) and control (C.) for the food peak, with less shif ting of the peak than was observed in the single-food case

(Case 2).

The

(G'-C') index tends to mirror the C' food peak, but rapidly falls to
zero in the size classes dominated by spheres.

The net grazing effect

is very small (near zero) in the sphere dominated size classes.

The

removal pressure index is U shaped rather than hyperbolic as in Case 2.
In each of the first three cases, the net removal pressure index
can be interpreted in terms of feeding mechanisms (Donaghay, 1979;
Donaghay, in prep.).

However, when a chain-forming diatom is the food

(Case 4), this is no longer true (Fig. 5, Case 4).
tion is displaced sharply to the left (smaller side)
distribution.

The grazed distribuof the control

renever such a displacement occurs, particle modifica-
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As discussed in O'Connors et al.

tion must be occurring.

(1975), such

distributions are the result of removal of particles from large size

classes by both breakage and ingestion of chains, and the addition of
particles to smaller size classes by breakage of the large particles.

The G'-C' index and

G'-C'

index reflect this effect by negative values

in large particle size classes and very large positive values in small
This often results in the indices having a sinusoidal

size classes.
form.

Experiments in which particle modification occurs cannot be

interpreted in terms of selective behavior (Donaghay and Small, 1979a).

Growth rate indices (Equations 7,

8,

9)

The shape and statistical variability of the particle growth rate
indices control the nature and quality of the other indices.

The con-

trol growth rates (k.) for both the mysid and Acartia single-food cases
(Cases 1 and 2) show one of several typical k. patterns:

high values

at the smallest size classes, then decreasing toward larger particle
sizes (Fig. 6).

These shapes are typical of rapidly growing cultures

under laboratory conditions.

However, a variety of other shapes are

also observed deDending on environmental conditions.

The k

ci

values can

be interpreted as the size class specific growth rates of cells in each
size class unless plastic spheres or any other non-growing particles are
present in a size class (Case 3), or when chain formners are used (Case
4) .

In Case 3, the k

ci

curve is of similar form to Cases 1 and 2 in the

smaller size classes, but as the sphere peak is approached, an increasing contribution of spheres results in an apparent dilution of actual
cell growth.

In all particle size classes where spheres alone are
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present, k

Ci

Any non-zero k

values are zero.

ci

values in the sphere

size classes are clear evidence of particle counting problems such as

When k. values

coincidence, counting interference or sphere clumping.

of chain-formers are examined (Case 4) a variety of distributions may be
observed.

Often there will be negative values at small size classes,

which reflect a tendency for increasing chain length with time in control vessels (see Donaghay and Small, 1979a).

Otherwise the distribu-

tion often appear similar in shape to the k. distribution of non-chain
formers.

In contrast to the normally positive values of k
be, and often are, negative (Fig. 6) .

.,

ci

k

ai

values can

With a weakly-selective grazer

(Case 1), k. distributions will have nearly identical shapes to those
of k ., but will have a much lower mean 7alue.
ci

The k

ai

distributions

can have a slightly steeper negative slope with increasing particle
size.

These features will be reflected in large positive kgi that might
With a simple selective grazer

increase with increasing particle size.
(Case 2), the shape of k

ai

will be skewed to the left (toward smaller

particle sizes) relative to k ci

.

The k

gi

term increases with particle

size, but the increase might be linear, or curvilinear as shown in Fig.

When multiple particle peaks are present, more complex features are
often observed in k

ai

and k

..

gi

In Case 3, k

ai

for the food peak de-

creases much more rapidly than k ci and then, also in contrast to kci,
goes slightly negative then returns to zero.

The values of k. greater

than zero in the largest size classes are probably not really greater
than zero due to low counts in those size classes.

The k

gi

distribution
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in Case 3 shows a clearly parabolic form throughout the food peak, then
remains more or less near zero throughout the sphere-dominated size
range.

Since in both Cases 2 and 3 the food peak is composed of the

same Thalassiosira fluviatilis, the differences in the shapes of the k
distributions between these two cases illustrates the way in which nonfood particles can alter the grazing pressure in given particle size
ranges.

In each of the first three cases k. can be used to predict changes
in the control distributions, k ai can be used to predict chances in the
grazed distributions, and k

g.

can be used as a measure of the size-

class-specific grazing pressure.
spheres, k

Further, in size classes without

is an estimate of cell-size-specific growth rates as mdic-h-

cated before, and kgj is an estimate of grazer-induced-particle mortality rates.

However, for size classes containing mixtures of spheres and

cells, these interpretations are no longer strictly valid.

Although kgi

is still an accurate estimator of cell-size-specific grazer induced
particle mortality rate (as long as spheres are not ingested), k. is
an underestimation of the true cellular growth rate.
In the case of particle modification (Case 4), no inferences about
cell growth rates or grazing pressure (kgj) can be made from plots of
k

and k ..
., k
aa
ci

Curves of apparent growth rate are almost always

sharply sloping curves with very large positive values at small particle
sizes and very large negative values at large particle sizes.
k

ai

often aporoach zero at the largest particle size classes.

Values of
The k

gi

curve is always a very sharply increasing function of particle size, and
almost always has a strongly negative component at small particle sizes.
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The degree of negativity in the small particle size range depends upon
how much the injection of particles into small size classes by chain
breakage overwhelms ingestion in those same size classes.

(Equations 10, 11)

Ingestion indices.

Ingestion rate and grazer flux loss indices are plotted as overlays
in Fig. 7.

Ingestion rate will normally have the same shape as grazer

flux loss, although the magnitude of the two curves will differ greatly.
Ingestion rate and grazer flux loss will differ between replicates only
when animal numbers vary between vessels or when animal numbers are
poorly estimated due to mortality.

In Cases 1,

2 and 3, the ingestion

rate indices show where in the food spectrum the copepod gets its ration.
nen particle modification occurs (Case 4), the ingestion indices cannot
With particle modification,

be interpreted in terms of ration location.
ingestion will be negative at small sizes.

However, in all four cases,

the integrated area under the ingestion curve

(algebraic sum of both

positive and negative sections) is an accurate estimate of the total
amount of ingestion.

Filtering rate indices (Equations 15 to 22)

The filtering rate indices will be considered in two subgroups:
(1) F

ai

and those indices based on F

21, 22), and (2) F

ai

max

calculations (Equations 16, 18,

and those indices based on logarithmic recression

calculations (Ecuations 15, 16, 17, 19, 20) .

The F

max

based indices

will be considered for all four cases, but the log-regression based
calculatic.ns will only be considered for those cases where the necessary
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assumptions are met (Cases 2 and 3).

Within the particle size range measured, the mysid apparent filtering rate curve (Fair Case 1, Fig. 8) is basically flat up to the particle size class mode, then slowly increases with particle size.

Because

the maximum intersetule pore size for the mysid is probably much smaller
than the smallest size class, F
flat segment of the F

curve.

max

has been arbitrarily based on the

For Acartia clausi feeding on the same

Thalossiosira fluviatilis (Case 2) F ai is non-linear over most particle
size classes.

From the smallest size classes up through the model size

class, F, rapidly increases with size.

At particle sizes much larger

than the mode, F. levels off and allows a reasonably straightforward
estimation of F

max

The filtering curves observed in :-ejection experiments (Case 3)

usually have well developed F

regions and, compared to Case 2, a much

steeper region of increasing filtering rate with increasing particle
size.

In Case 3, F

max

is easily and very orecisely definable over a

number of particle sizes.

As a result, calculation of the other filter-

ing indices and the rejection indices can be made with considerable
precision.

In more complex rejection experiments (such as the three-

peak experiments described by Donaghay and Small (1979b), apparent
filtration rate curves can be very complex functions of particle size.
Apparent filtering rates in experiments in which particle modification occurs (Case 4) are nearly meaningless or at least uninterpretable
in terms of filtering mechanisms (Fic. 8).

Under such conditions, F ai

curves have sharply increasing segments, very high F

values, and,

sometimes, strongly negative values at small size classes.

The positive
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The F'

max

based filtration rate indices are plotted for the same four cases as in Fig. 5 as (a)

apparent filtration rate

(F

al

)

defined by a thin line and arrows deonting w1 and
with F
max

(b) normalized apparent filtering rate (F

rate based on F

max

(F

ai

[F

max

basedj).

nal
.

= F

si

/F

mdx

)

and (c) expected apparent filtering
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segment of the F. curve in Case 4 is very similar in shape to Case
however, the F

max

2;

values are much larger in Case 4 than normally ob-

served for Acartia.

Regardless of whether such negative values are

observed, filtering curves with particle modification present have no
functional relationship to the animals filter structure.
In all four cases, apparent filtering rate and normalized apparent

filtering rate (Fi) are very similar in shape and response to each
As

other and to both kgj and the grazing pressure index ([G'-C']/C').
careful examination of Fig. 8 will indicate, the F
ing curves all have about the same magnitude.

max

normalized filter-

As discussed earlier,

this facilitates intercomparison of filter curve shapes over a variety
of conditions.

For Cases 2 and 3, it is possible to calculate regression based
filtering rate indices since the necessary assumptions are met.

When

Fai values are plotted vs. the natural logarithm of particle diameter

(rather than vs. particle volume), the shape of the F. curve changes
somewhat.

In Case 2, Fai rapidly increases from zero value at about 10

pm to a maximum value at 14 pm.

Above 14 pm variability increases

dramatically, but F. on the average is constant.

The region between 10

and 14 pm is sufficiently log-linear so that log-regression analysis

could be used to estimate a', d', a and F14 based on that segment.

The

values of Fad where d = 14 urn (the maximum intersetule pore size) were

not significantly different from the average of F. values above 14 urn.

The inflection point of the F. curve, d*, is thus consistent with that
expected from the morphology of the filtering appendages.

However, the

value of d' estimated from the regression analysis 10.4 pm) is much

80

larger than the minimum intersetule pore size,

3 pm (Table 2).

Such

alteration of d' but not d, is in agreement with the drop filter model
(Donaghay, in prep.).

In Case 3, the compression of the large size classes by the converThe F

sion of particle volume to ln(d) is much more obvious.
also shows a clear bending over at approximately 12 pm.

aa

curve

As a result,

When

only the segment below 12 pm was used in the regression analysis.
are plotted over the F

ai-

the resulting regression based values of F

a].

curve (Fig. 9, Case 3), there is a slight bend noticable in the Fai
curve at the modal particle size class of T. fluviatilis.
this slight curvilinearity, if real, is unknown.
from F

tions above 12 pm of F

a.

The origin of

Based on the devia-

it is clear that the presence of

spheres in the larger size classes resulted in considerable reduction in
F

in all particle size classes above the modal size of T. fluviatilis.

Such a reduction is not present in the F
cussed in Fig. 8 (Case 3) .

max

based estimate of F

a.

dis-

The use of Fa14 in the calculation of fil-

tering efficiency results in an F. curve that has a maximum at values
considerably less than 1.

iii order for these maximum values to approach

1, maximum intersetule pore size would have to be reduced from 14 pm to
12 pin.

This is in sharp contrast to the F. calculated in Case 2 where

the maximum values of F
maximum F

ei

ei

varied around a mean of 1.

The depression of

below 1 in Case 3 clearly demonstrates that the observed d*

is different from that expected based on maximum intersetule pore size
and different from that measured in Case 2.

The values of d' and a,

however, are not significantly different in the two cases.

The observed

difference in d*, but not d' and a are strong evidence for the combing
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Fig. 9.

Regression based filtration rate indices for Cases 2 and 3 are

plotted as (a) apparent filtering rate (F.) overlaid by F
(regression based) and (b) apparent filtering efficiency
(F

).

Note that F

.,

a.

F

ai

and F

ei

are plotted versus the

natural logarithm of equivalent particle diameter (md) rather
than versus particle volume as in Figures 5, 6,
Values of F

7,

are indicated by the line in nart (a)

8, 10, 11.
The

solid segment represents the area of the F. data used in the
the dashed line represents the extrapolated seg-

regression

ments of F

ai
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6817
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3

15.70
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.8591
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4.78 ± 0.47

10.24

3.28

4

18.54

-44.32

8851

4.61

4.29 ± 1.48

10.92

4.32
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-36.87

4.S0

4.76

10.38

3.33

1

19.13

-41.34

.8360

9.14

8.67

2.09

2

20.49

-44.69

.9540

9.39

8.86

2.18

mean

19.81

-43.02

9.27

8.77

2.14

-

04

rejection of the spheres and thus for the combing model (Donaghay, in
prep.).

The ability to clearly detect changes in d* is a major advan-

tage to using the regression based F

method over the F

max

based method.

However, such distinctions will be only as good as measurements of
minimum and maximum intersetule pore .ize.

In addition, the confidence

with which one calculates F. is critically dependent on having a clearly log-linear F. curve over a reasonable number of particle size classes.

Capture Rate Indices (Equations 23, 24, 25; 26)

Using the two different estimates of F
capture indices can now be calculated.

ai

calculated above, the

As with the filtration rate

indices, we shall first consider the use of F max based calculations of
the capture indices for all cases, then we shall consider the regression
based calculations for Cases 2 and 3.

Since encounter, capture and

rejection all occur on a particle number rather than a particle volume
basis, particle number distributions (N.iL *
rejection indices (Fig. 10) .

have been plotted above the

With a non-selective grazer (Case 1)

encounter rate and capture rate curves are ident!cal in shape, but the
magnitude of each the peaks is slightly different

(Fig. 10) .

The magni-

tude is dependent (here and in the other cases as well) on total particle concentration, because of the well established dependence of apparent filtering rate at any given particle size on total particle concentration (Frost 1972, 1977; Donaghay, 1978) .

Both S

and C

ri

peaks are

slightly shifted in position relative to the particle size distribution.
The rejection rate curve in Case 1 is a reasonably flat line with a mean
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Fig. 10.

F

max

based capture indices are plotted for the same four cases

shown in Fig. 5 as (a) exponential mean particle number (N.*)
(c) capture rate (C

and (d)

(b) encounter rate (E

),

rejection rate (R

These are all plotted versus linear

.) .

particle volume size class.

.) ,

ri

As a result, areas under the

curves are proportional to particle number (a) or the rate
measured (b, c, d); summation of areas under the curves are

equal to total encounter rate (EEJ, total capture rate

(C .), and total rejection rate (R ).
ri
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of zero and small variance.

For a selective grazer (Case 2) the cr1-

counter rate and capture rate curves are sinilar in shape to the particle nuxrtber distribution except for the fact that (1) they are skewed

toward larger sizes, and 2)

sizes of the C
curve.

the

and E

r2

there is an increase in the modal particle

curves, relative to the modal particle size of

The amount of skewness and the shift to larger particle

sizes are direct functions of the steepness of the increasing segment of
the F

ai

curve.

Again, as in Case 1, rejection rate is variable but on

the average near zero.

In Case 3, the patterns of the capture indices are unique (Fig.
10) .

The encounter rate shows a higher relative proportion of plastic

spheres (relative to Thalassiosira fluviatilis cells) then would be
expected from the cell and sphere number distributions.

This is the

result of the higher expected filtering rates on the spheres.

The T.

fluviatilis encounter rate peak is somewhat skewed to larger sizes, as
was observed in Case 2; however, the shift is smaller in Case 3 because

of the increased width of the F
Case 3 versus Case 2.

max

section of the filtering curve in

The capture rate is radically depressed for

spheres in Case 3 (Fig. 10) .

If the rate at which a copepod makes an

error (ingests a plastic sphere) is as low as reported by Donaghay
(1979)

(1 in 200 events) then the number of spheres ingested compared to

food particles should be so low that the measured capture rate in the
large size classes should not be significantly different from zero
(within our limits of detection).

The rejection rate plot, in contrast

to the near zero values nbserved in Cases 1 and 2, now shows a peak in
the sphere-dominated size classes as expected.

This peak is very simi-

lar in shape to the original sphere number distribution and the enSome rejection may also occur in the large size

counter rate peak.

classes of the T. fluviatilis peak where there is size overlap of
spheres and T. fluviatilis.

The mode of the sphere rejection peak is

not skewed or sl-iifted because it is calculated based on a constant

apparent filtering rate in those large size classes.
A slightly different pattern of rejection emerges when the indices

are based on regression determined values of F. (Fig. 11).

These

differences are almost imperceptable when no rejection is occurring
The only difference is that the scatter around the

(Case 2, Fig. 11) .

extends below the modal particle size class (w,) to

zero line for R

1

include all particle sizes in Fig. 11, but not in Fig. 10.
Case 3, the changes are much more dramatic.

Because F

However, in

continues to

increase at particle size classes larger than the T. fluviatilis mode,
the encounter rate for these particles, particularly the plastic spheres,
is much higher.

Since the estimate of capture rate is unaffected by

changes in F,, the rejecticn rate is also much higher in the sphere
dominated size classes (compare R. for Case 3 in Fig. 10 and 11).
higher R

ri

is completely a function of the difference between F max (used

in calculating E
Fig. 11) .

ri

in Fig. 10) and F

aj4

in

shows some rejection occurring on the

upper side of the T. fluviatilis peak.
max

(used in calculatinc E

A second interesting difference between the two methods is

that the regression based Rn

in the F

This

Such rejection is not apparent

based R

There is a small secondary feature of the regression based calculation that does not appear in the F

max

calculations and needs to be
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Fig. 11.

Regression based capture indices plotted for Case 2 and 3 as

(a) exponential mean particle number (N.*).
rate (E

and (d)

(c) capture rate (C

(b) encounter

rejection rate

(P.

.)

Although the F. calculations are based on the log regression
analysis shown in Fic. 9, N.lt*

,

E

ri

,

C

ri

and P.

ri

are all

plotted versus mean particle volume on a linear scale.

Plots

are in the same units as in Fig. 10 and are directly comparable.
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The small peak of negative F.. observed at small particle

considered.

sizes is the result of the small inflection in the F
sizes mentioned earlier.

sion based R

ri

ai

curve at these

Any such non--linearity will appear in regres-

curves, but will not be

resent in F

The error involved here is small and, based on F

ai

max

based R

curves.

data from a variety

of other experiments, is probably not real

Electivity indices (Equations 27, 28)

The electivity indices show different patterns for each of the four
cases (Fig. 12)

However, the differences between Ivlev's and Jacobs
Such small differences

electivity are very small for any one case.

between E and D are the result of the large numbers of size classes in
the particle counting data and the fact that selectivity patterns are
spread over a large number of size classes.

In the first three cases, the electivity indices (Fig. 12) have
shapes very similar to the filtering rate indices (F
However, unlike F

ai

and F

-

ei.

,

Fig. 9)

or R -, the electivitv indices are now dimensionless
ei

and the zero line has been shifted upward.

The electivity indices thus

present no information not already available from the filtration rate
indices.

A careful comparison of the electivity with the rejection

indices indicates that the electivity indices can actually cause a
misrepresentation of patterns of selectivity.

Positive values of

electivity are usually considered to be evidence of preference while
negative values are evidence of rejection.

A careful comparison of

electivity (Fig. 12) and rejection rate (Fig. 11) for Case 3 shows that
pcsitive values in electivity occur in size classes where rejection is
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actually occurring.

When particle modification occurs (Case 4, Fig. 12), a very unusual
With particle modifica-

distortion of the electivitv indices results.

tion, both electivity indices show a pattern of decreasing electivitv
with increasing particle size up to a point where the index goes from a
maximum negative value to a maximum positive value, then steadily decreases back to zero.
patterns.

This flip has nothing to do with selectivity

Rather, it is the direct result of the fact that, because of

particle modification, C. values are negative at small size classes and
positive at large size classes.

When Cri is negative, equation 27

(Table 1) is effectively converted to

C.

N.

EC

EN,

lt*

lt*

ri

C.
ri

EC.

N.

+

lt*

EN.

C.
ri
EC

N.

lt*

ri
.

+

lt*

C.
ri
c.

eq. z

ri

This not only causes the index to flip when C. goes from negative to
positive, but can also cause the index to exceed maximum and minimum
limits of ±1 (Case 4, Fig. 12) .

In addition if particle modification

results in total particle production balancing particle ingestion, then
EC

ri

will be zero, and the index will be totally undefined.

The elec-

tivity indices are clearly unusable in any data set where particle
modification occurs.

Because of these and the other problems described

above with the electivity indices, it would appear advisable in the
future not to use this index.
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ABSTRACT

An objective of the study of grazing orocesses is to be able to

predict both quantiatively and qualitatively what a copepod (species and
life history stage) will ingest in any given situation, and subsequently
to predict how that ingestion will affect copepod growth and reproduction.

This objective can best be met by addressing the questions of how

do the animals select and why do they select one food over another.

A

series of alternative sub-models are proposed to define the ways selective choices are made.

The mechanisms whereby particles are captured

(raptorial or filter feeding), sensed, and handled after capture all
influence how choices are made.

For raptorial feeding, the mechanisms

of sensing prey prior to capture and the one-by-one method of handling
prey are most significant in controlling the expected results.

For

filter feeding, the morphology of the filter (setal spacing, length of
setae, variance in setule pore sizes, patterns of setule spacing on the
filter), the hydrodynamics of the filter (the rate and pattern of water
flow relative to the filter) and the process of transfer of particles to
the mouth after capture all interact to control expected feeding behavior.

These factors are considered in developing a general theory of

copepod feeding that consists of a series of alternative sub-models each
with specific predictions as to how the sub-models will affect feeding
behavior.

Techniques for testing these sub-models for a given species

include (1) examination of the morphology of the feeding appendages for
patterns of pore spacing,

(2) comparison of predicted shapes of filter-

ing curves with observed data, (3) experiments to define the selective

capabilities of a copepod, and (4) high speed cinematography.

Examina-
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tion of existing data for a single species is used to show that a given
copepod may switch between alternative modes of feeding depending on
environmental conditions.

ifl considerinQ why copepods make selective

choices, it is argued that when food is very scarce, capture processes
will limit selective behavior; however, when food is plentiful, the
nutritional needs of the copepod will strongly influence selective
choice.

A general model is proposed that makes specific predictions as

to the relationship between ingestion rate, past feeding history, and
digestive enzyme levels.

In a final section, it is argued that the

feeding behavior of a particular copepod species may depend on the
nature of the environment in which that species has evolved.

Differ-

ences in the evolutionary history of copepods should lead both to differences in feeding mechanisms between species, and to flexibility in
feeding behavior for some species but not for others.
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INTRODUCTION

An objective of the study of grazing processes is to be able to
predict both quantitatively and qualitatively what a copepod (species
and life history stage) will ingest in any given situation, and subse-

quently to predict how that ingestion will affect copepod growth and
reproduction.

This objective can best be met by addressing the ques-

tions of how do the animals select and why do they select one food over
another.

Filter feeding copepods in marine environments are presented

with the task of ingestion, from a wide variety of particle types,

those

particles that will be most valuable for growth and reproduction.
Natural particle spectra contain not only food items (diatoms, naked
flagellates, dinoflagellates, and small animals that may vary in food
value) but also items of no food value (inorganic materials such as
minerals or inorganic oarticles, refractory biogenic materials such as
wood fiber) and items that are detrimental to ingest (toxic cells of
some phytoplankton species, and the copepods' own progeny).

The rela-

tive fraction of each of these items in the environment may vary radically both in time and space and between estuarine, coastal and oceanic
environments.

The penalties for inappropriate choices may range from

very small (for example, ingestion of a single small inert particle) to
very large (ingestion of a toxic cell).

Because of the variability of

penalties and relative fractions of particle types in both time and
space, one might expect:

(1) that no one behavior would be universally

optimal (i.e., diversity in responses would be observed);

(2) that

behavioral plasticity would be observed in species facing rapidly changing particle spectra; and (3)

that radically different selective pres-
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prey) first perceived at a distance.
ton or phytoplankton.

These prey may be either zooplank-

Filter feeding, on the other hand, is defined as

movements of the feeding appendages in such a way as to capture groups

of prey on the feeding appendages or to concentrate such particles from
the water in such a way that they may be transferred to the mouth and
ingested.

With filter feeding, particles are only perceived once cap-

tured on the filter or transferred to the mouth.

Particles captured by

As defined here, the

filter feeding may be either plant or animal.

important distinction between raptorial and filter feeding involves both
the time (location) at which particles are first sensed and the nuntbers
of particles handled at one time.

The importance of these differences

should become apparent below.

In raptorial feeding, prey are first sensed at a distance.

The

decision to go after (select) a given prey is made before any physical
contact has been made with tha item by the copepod.
have been suggested for sensing at a distance:
chemical stimuli, and electrical signals.

Three mechanisms

mechanical vibration,

Mechanical vibrations of

animal prey have clearly been shown to be sensed by some coepods and to
stimulate and orient attack (Strickler, 1977, 1978 for large predatory
copepods).

How well this works with basically omnivorous copepods

feeding on small prey is unknown.

phytoplankton cells as prey.

It clearly should not work with

Chemical stimuli may be involved since

copepods clearly have some chemcsensory structures on the mouth and on
the maxillary setae (Friedman and Stickler,

1975) .

Although there is

some evidence that chemosensory selection may occur in close proximity
to the mouth (Porter and Strickler, in press) or to the maxillae
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sures would have operated en copepod feeding behavior in environments
that are highly temporally variable versus those that are temporally
constant.

In light of the above considerations, a series of alternative

filtration and ingestion models have been developed.
paper is divided into 3 parts:
cesses,

The text of this

(1) control of feeding by capture pro-

(2) control of feeding behavior by the assimilation process, and

(3) consideration of the ecological and evolutionary implications of the
alternative models.

Throughout, an effort has been made to insure that

each model has a series of alternative submodels each with its own
unique predictions and testable hypotheses.

CAPTUPE PROCESS CONTROL OF FEEDING BEHAVIOR

PART I:

Feeding Mechanisms:

An Overview

A variety of different methods of feeding have been described for
marine copepods (see reviews by Marshall, 1973; Conover, 1978).

These

different methods and the steps involved in each are summarized in Fig.
1 and Table 1.

The following section is meant to provide an overview

and to clearly define terms and processes discussed in detail in later
sections.

Types of feeding
Cooepod feeding has often been separated into raptorial feeding and
filter feeding.

However, the differences between these tems have often

been blurred in the literature.

For our purposes here raptorial feeding

will be defined as movements of the body and feeding appendages in such
a way as to capture and ingest a single prey (or small group of like
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(Strickler and Paffenhöfer, 1979), no experiments have yet demonstrated
its use for detection of prey at greater distance (Friedman and Strickler, 1975) .

There is, however, some evidence that once in pursuit of a

prey, some copepods can follow a 'chemical scent" trail left by the
fleeing prey organism (Strickler, 1978).

Electrical signals have been

recently suggested (Smayda, personal communication) as a possible mechaniszn.

Many marine animals (see review by Kalmijn, 1979) have impres-

sive electrical sensing abilities in seawater and use it for detection
of prey.

As yet, no experiments have demonstrated the use of electrical

sensing by copepods in detecting prey at a distance.

If it exists it

should work well for both plant and animal prey.
After a prey is sensed by a raptorial feeder, it must then be
captured and brought to the mouth.

Two methods have been described:

capture by predatory attack, and viscous-force capture.

With capture by

predatory attack the copepod moves its entire body so as to intercept
and capture the prey.

This type of feeding probably is very similar to

predatory feeding by large, purely carnivorous copepods.

Predatory

attack should work well for prey that are fast enough to avoid capture
by other methods, but it has the disadvantage of being more time and
energy consuming than other methods.

Viscous force capture involves

moving the feeding appendages in such a way as to draw a prey slowly to
the mouth by taking advantage of the high viscous forces operating at
low Reynolds numbers.

With this mechanism the animal appears to move

its appendages in such a way as to draw segments of water, with associated prey, down toward the mouth in a ratcheting motion.

This mechanism

was first demonstrated by Strickler and Paffenhöfer (1979) in their high
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speed movies of Eucalanus feeding on Lauderia.

Viscous force capture,

in contrast to capture by predatory attack, should work well for large,
slow moving prey, and have very low energetic costs.

Although both

raptorial mechanisms may involve use of the maxillae, it is quite clear
from the movies of Strickler and Paffenhifer (1979) that the maxillae
are not used as a filter.

Rather, the rnaxillae and other feeding appen-

dages are used to manipulate the particle toward the mouth, often without direct contact with the particle.

After capture by either of the

raptorial methods, prey are transferred to the mouth where they may be
sensed, masticated and swallowed much as prey captured by filtering.
In contrast to raptorial feeding, filter feeding involves removing
large numbers of small particles from large volumes of water.
methods have been described.

o

First, the maxillae can be used as a

direct filter wherein the filter is moved relative to the water in such
a way as to collect particles on the filter.

After capture on the

filter, particles must be combed from the maxillae by a second appendage
and transferred to the mouth.

Second, the feeding appendages can be

moved so as to separate (drain) water from the free-floating particles
without necessarily trapping the particles on the filter.

With this

type of "concentrating' mechanism, no combing step is required to trans-

fer particles to the mouth. 10 different methods have been observed
for concentrating particles near the mouth:
1cr motion.'

oriented flow and "Strick-

With oriented flow, secondary feeding appendages are moved

so as to create a feeding swirl (Cannon, 1928) or other flow pattern
designed to accelerate particles to the mouth and drain off water.

With

the Strickler motion, repeated movements of the maxillae and swimming

ill

legs are used to form a basket to concentrate particles from the water
(Strickler and Rosenberg, 1977) .

After particles are combed from the

filter or concentrated near the mouth (using any of the above filtering
methods), they are transferred to the mouth.
Once particles are transferred to the mouth, they may be sensed by

chemoreceptors and/or mechanoreceptors located on the labrum and other
mouthparts (Friedman and Strickler, 1975) .

It is not at all clear

whether such sensing occurs under all conditions for all copepods (Donaghay, 1979).

Next, particles may be masticated by the mandibles.

appears to be true for large particles, but seems not to occur

This

(based on

whole cells in gut contents) for all small particles (Schnack, 1975)
With some types of particles, particularly very large or irregularly
shaped ones (Conover, 1956; Schnack, 1975 and personal communication)
the particle may be punctured by the mandibles and the contents sucked
out and swallowed.

The remainder of the particle may then be discarded.

Based on gut content work (Schnack, 1975) it appears that normally all
parts of the masticated particles are swallowed.

Types of selection
With this overview of the feeding process in mind, it can be seen
that the ingestion of a particular particle is the net

(cumulative)

result of selective processes occurring at several levels:

encounter

selection, combing selection and post-combing selection.
Encounter selection is the most energetically efficient mode of
selection and one of the most widely recognized in the ecological
literature on feeding (see Schoener, 1971, for review) .

The chief
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advantage of encounter selection is that by actively or passively
making choices before capture, handling time costs are greatly reduced.
For raptorially feeding copepods, encounter selection is a function both
of the characteristics of the mechanism for sensing prey at a distance
and the physical properties of the capture mechanism.

Because of our

extremely limited understanding of the sensing mechanism and of the ways
in which the feeding appendages are used in raptorial feeding, it is
In

difficult to make predictions as to the types of selection expected.
all likelihood, however, the selection observed will be much more size
and shape independent than in filter feeding.

In filter feeding cope-

pods, encounter selection will be highly dependent upon the filter
design and the patterns of movement of water relative to the filter
(i.e., the hydrodynamic properties of the filter).

Since filter design

and patterns of water movement can be quantified, predictions of expec-

ted feeding behavior are possible (see conceptual filtering model below)
After particles are captured on the filter, selection can occur
during removal of the particles from the filter.

Selective removal of

particles from the filter has been termed combing selection (Donaghay
and Small, 197gb).

The expected results of combing selection are highly

dependent on filter design, the way in which particles are distributed
along the filter, and the way they are removed.

Since these are all

quantifiable, the expected results can be theoretically examined (see
theory below) *

After transfer to the mouth, an additional level of selection is
possible (termed post-combing selection) .

Whenever particles are sensed

by the chemoreceptors and/or mechanoreceptors on the mouthparts, rejec-
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tion can occur.

There is evidence that these sensors can be employed

(Poulet and Marsot, 1978; Poulet. 1979; Donaghay, 1979), but there is
also evidence that they are not always operative (Donaghay, 1979).
Rejection should also be possible if during mastication a particle
cannot be crushed.

However, there is little evidence for this since

Wilson (1973) has shown that large plastic spheres (70 'i)

that would

Some very large diatoms

normally be masticated may be swallowed whole.

At the

also can be swallowed whole (Schnack, personal communication).

end of the filter theory section, some consideration will be given to
the requirements for, and expected effects of, post-combing selection.

Filter Model:

Factors Affecting Encounter and Combing Selection

Theoretical statement of model of filter feeding
Let us consider a hypothetical copepod filter with the following
configuration (Fig. 2).
(1)

Let the filter be composed of j setae of length

with some

variance in Q > 0.
(2)

Let

be the angle between any two adjacent setae with some

variance in 0 > 0.

The variance in 0 may result either from

alteration of 0 between any one pair of setae over time, or
from the differences in 0 between different pairs of setae at
one time, or both.

The setae can be fixed (i.e., 0 = a con-

stant with or without variance in 0), or 0 can be varied
either actively through muscle controlled spreading of the
setae, or indirectly through alteration of filter speed in the
water, or possibly by growth induced changes through life
history stages.
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Fig. 2.

(a) Properties of two adjacent

Design of hypothetical filter.
setae (0), length of seta j

(I.), distance down seta to first
J

setule (I ), distance down seta to last setule Ci ), distance
m
1
down seta to some given setule i

Z. =

(for example, setule 6:

and the spacing between two setules (for example, setule
spacing between setules 6 and 7, or

- 1)

Pattern illus-

trated is a pattern of increasing setule pore spacing and
Other

setule length with increasing distance down the seta.
patterns are possible.

Kb) Patterns of water flow (defined by

large arrows) relative to an individual seta.

Lines of flow

are defined lying in the plane of the filter (c) and in a
plane perpendicular to the plane of the filter (5).

5 and

are the vector components of flow relative to the setal axis
(setal axis defined by dashed line at center of seta) .

Cc)

Properties of entry into and movement of combing appendage
relative to second maxillae.
the maxillae is shown.

Only a small senent of setae of

Combing apDendage setae enter between

maxillac setae at open c-ircles, move along between the maxil-

lary setae to solid circles where comb exits.

Axis of combing

(large solid arrow) is defined as a line perpendicular to the
points of entry or exit of the comb.

X defines the angle

between the combing axis and the axis of variance (heavy
dashed arrow)
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(3)

Let all the setae lie along a planar surface termed the plane
The plane of the filter need not be flat, but

of the filter.

at least initially it will be so considered.
(4)

Let setal axes be defined parallel to each seta in the plane
of the filter.

(5)

Let each seta have m setules spaced along its length, with the
number, spacing and length of setules being either constant or
variable (Fig. 2a).

(6)

Let the spacing between adjacent setules form a pore whose
size is determined by the distance between setules (or setule
length, or a combination of both).

Pores may also be formed

by the spacing between setae.
(7)

Let the pores (defined in 6) be randomly distributed down the
length of each seta or be ordered in some linear or curvilinear fashion.

If ordered along each seta, let the order of

setule pore sizes on adjacent setae be either similar or
different.

If setule spacing is ordered along each seta in a

similar fashion, a pattern of pore sizes will exist on the
filter surface.

Let an axis of setule variance be defined on

the filter surface such that variance in setule spacing will
be minimized at right angles to that axis of variance.
axis may be linear or curvilinear.

This

If setule variance is

random along each seta, or differently ordered on adjacent
setae, the axis of variance will be termed undefined.
(8)

Let the pattern of water flow be straight through the filter
Let this flow be defined in

or at some angle to the filter.
terms of the two component angles

and c

(Fig. 2b).

Let
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define the angle of flow relative to a given seta along a
plane that is parallel to the setal axis but at right angles
to the plane of the filter.

Let c be the angle of flow rela-

tive to the setae along the plane of the filter.

(In terms of

the whole filter, a describes the angle at which water strikes
the filter from above and
flows across the filter.

describes the angle at which water
These two angles define the vector

components of all flow relative to the filter).
(9)

Let particles be trapped on the filter at setule and/or setal
based pore sizes less than the effective diameter of the
particles but only as constrained by the hydrodynamic properties of the filter (see below)

(10) Let AD equal the area of the filter where, given (8) above,
particles of size D will be trapped.
(11) Let the relative efficiency of capture of a. particular parti-

cle of size D be defined as the ratio of the area in which it
can be captured to the total area of the filter.
(12) Let the copepod remove particles trapped on the setae and/or
setules by combing with a secondary appendage.

Let the point

of entry and exit of the comb be either the same or different
for each setal pair.

Let an axis of combing be defined as a

line perpendicular to an imaginary line passing through the
comb as it moves down the setae of the filter (Fig. 2c) .

If

the combing axis is perpendicular to the setal basipod, and
the comb enters and starts combing at the basipod and extends
to the end of the filter, all particles trapped on the filter
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will be removed.

This is termed full combing.

Entry of the

comb at any other point will result in leaving some particles
on the filter, and will result in some form of partial

(selec-

tive) combing.

(13) Let the filtering behavior of the filter be defined by both
its structure and by the hydrodynamic properties of that
structure as it is moved relative to the water.
(14) Let the structure be defined by the setal number and length,

the setule number, spacing and length, and the angle between
setae (curviliniarity of setae will also be considered).
(15) Let the hydrodynamic properties be defined by (a) filter
structure,

(b) angle of water flow relative to the filter and

(c) velocity and acceleration of movement of water relative to
the filter.

Effect of critical elements of model on feeding behavior
The above model allows consideration of a variety of potentially
important variables in addition to those considered in previous models.
Previous models (Lam and Frost, 1976; Lehman, 1976; Boyd, 1976; Steele
and Frost, 1977) have considered only 0

9, variance in setule spacing,

and number of beats per minute of the filter as variables with all other
factors held constant or ignored.

Hydrodynamics has been considered

only as it might affect drag calculations and thus energetics of filtration.

These past models have generally considered (1) pore size to be

random, i.e., without pattern on the filter surface;
(3)

c to be 0;

(2)

5 to be 9O,

(4) combing, if it occurs, to be full, i.e., to go from
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to L; and (5) hydrodynamics to be unimportant in affecting selectivity.

Each of these factors and their possible interactions are consid-

ered below.
(1)

Effect of pattern of pore spacing:

The pattern of pore sizes on the filter is extremely important to
the selective properties of the filter.

Regardless of pattern, the

relative frequency of pore sizes will define the relative passive filtration efficiency curve (after Nival and Nival, 1973, 1976) .

If,

however, the pore sizes are patterned on the filter (particularly if
pore sizes increase across and/or down the filter) , the potential exists
for sorting of particles by size on the filter.

Partial combing will

then result in selective removal of particles of a given size from a
segment of the filter.

There is a large potential interaction with the

other factors considered below.
(2)

Effect of
If

:

= 90°, water will flow through the filter leaving behind

particles of sizes greater than the pore size.

These particles will be

randomly distributed along I at all pore sizes less than the particle
size, D.

Large particles may also be captured across the setae as well

as in the pores defined by the setules.

The lack of strong sorting of

particles along the setal length will strongly limit the combing selectivity possible.

As the water passes through the filter a large eddy

will probably develop behind the setae, causing a continuously expanding
drag until a maximum is reached.

This filter should be directly anala-

gous in behavior to a simple screen of similar core sizes.

This leaky

sieve model is the one most often used in the past (Lam and Frost, 1976;
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Lehman, 1976; Boyd, 1976).
If

is less than 90°, then flow wiii be proximal to distal along
Under such conditions parti-

the setae as well as through the filter.

cles may be trapped at pore sizes just slightly less than the particle
diameter.

This can occur in one of two ways.

First, if setules are

level with or slightly below the plane of the filter (as the filter is
being moved through the water), a particle striking the filter at setal
pore sizes less than D will move along the setae until its diameter is
less than the intersetal distance, at which point it will fall between
Second, the movement of water

the setae and be trapped by the setules.

along the filter's surface might also cause small eddies to develop
along the filter's surface and these eddies may in turn act as an important trapping mechanism.

With this type of flow particles should be

carried outwards along the filter until the scales of turbulence caused
by water passing over and through the filter are of the same scale as
the particle size, at which point the particles should be trapped by the
setules.

In either case, particles will be sorted according to size

along the length of the setae.

To the degree to which setule spacing is

ordered both down and across the filter, particles will be spatially
sorted on the filter surface.

As a result, subsequent selective combing

of the filter can result in selection of particles with both upper and
lower size controlled (see effect of combing below) .

The position where

a given sized particle should be captured should be a function of (but
not necessarily equal to) setule spacing.
will be unchanged from when i = 90°.

The efficiency of capture

Setal sPacing should have a much

smaller role in trapping particles when

i

< 90° than when 5 = 90°.

If
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the small eddies develop along both sides of the filter when 6 < 900
move down the filter, they can be dissipated off the tips of the setae,
thus resulting in much lower drag than with 6 = 90°.

This type of

filter (6 < 90°) is analogous to a drop filter used in industrial ore
sorters and in some newly developed, high-speed,

low-resistance filters

(operating on particles 0.1 to 100 ',mi in size).

If 6 is greater than 90°, then the flow will be from distal to
proximal along the filter as well as through the filter.

With this type

of flow particles should be carried inwards along the filter until the
scales of turbulence caused by the water passing over and through the
filter are of the same scales as the particle size.
particles should be captured.

At this point the

This mechanism will also result in sort-

ing of particles by size along the filter much as with 6 less than 90°.
Eiowever, this sorting may not be precisely as would be expected from the

size of the pores since the sorting is based solely on turbulence properties rather than pore size directly.

This sorting mechanism is also a

type of drop filter.

If the setae are curved, then 6 may change along the length of the
filter.

As a result the filter may act as a hybrid, with sorting along

the proximal parts and non-sorting in the distal section.
setae, the operation of the filter with 5 > 90°

For curved

(but not for S < 90°)

may deviate from the pattern described above for straight setae.

The

hybrid type filter has the advantage that while small abundant particles
are well sorted, large rare ones are all grouped together toward the
distal part of the filter.
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If 5 is very small, very few particles may be trapped on the
filter surface.

However, the filter may still act to drain water away

from the particles very efficiently.

The particles leaving the end of

the filter will be very concentrated and will have a significant velocity.

If the tips of the feeding appendage are pointed toward the mouth,

particles might be concentrated close inough to the mouth to be ingested.
This is one type of oriented flow already discussed (Fig. 1 and Table
1) .

If S is slightly larger so that particles are trapped according to

pore size on the filter, yet large particles are concentrated near the
mouth (assuming the same orientation of the setae toward the mouth as
above) ,

it is possible to get a feeding behavior that is a combination

of drop filter for particles smaller than the maximum pore size and
oriented flow for all particles larger than the maximum pore size.
(3)

Effect of cross filter flow,

Cross filter flow may result in somewhat different sorting patterns
from that expected from sirnle setal/setule spacing, because such flow
may change the hydrodynamic characteristics of the filter.
to which this occurs is uncertain.

The extent

The degree to which cross-filter

flow alters the location of particle capture on the filter may be used
by the copepod to alter its selective capabilities.

Since the net

effect of increasing cross-filter flow would be to increase scales of
turbulence, it should also enhance the capture of larger particles.
Alteration of E can be achieved by rotation of the basipod of the filter,
a relatively simple task.
(4)

Effect of combing
The effects of combing are highly interdependent on both the pat-
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terns of pore size on the filter and on the way in which flow across the
filter causes particles to be trapped by the setae and setules.

If the

pore sizes are randomly distributed, then partial combing of the filter
only results in a reduced encounter rate and a reduced capture efficiency for all sized particles, neither of which are of much benefit.
pore sizes are ordered but 5

If

900, then selective combing of the distal

half of the filter can result in selection against small particles, but
at the price of reduced capture efficiency for large cells that may be
trapped on the small pore areas of the filter.

If pore sizes are

ordered and if 5 < 90°, then particles will be sfze sorted along the

axis of variance of the filter and partial combing can result in very
strong patterns of combing selection (Fig. 2c).

If the combing axis is

parallel to the axis of variance, then partial combing will result in
minimum variance in the upper and lower size limits of the combed particles.

This minimum variance will be determined by the variance in pore

size at right angles to the variance axis.

Increase in the angle (X)

between the combing axis and the variance axis will result in an increase in the variance of the upper and lower size limits of the combed
particles.

In contrast to the reduced efficiency of selective combing

with S = 90°, selective combing with S < 90° leads to discrimination
against particles of unwanted size without any loss of efficiency for
other sizes.

It is important to note that the orientation of the filter

while combing is taking place may be quite different (i.e., 0 may be
different) from the orientation of the filter during particle capture.
In addition, all that is needed for some selective combing to occur is
for the copepod to be able to control the orientation of the comb rela-
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tive to the filters, a presumably easy task.
(5)

Effect of hydrodynamics
Hydrodynamics of water flow around the copepod filter clearly plays

an important, though controversial, role in determining feeding behavior.
For example, the reader may object to the above drop filter argument
because of hydrodynamic considerations.

Although a variety of hydrody-

namic models have been proposed for copepod filters (Table 2)

(Lam and

Frost, 1976; Lehman, 1976; Rubenstein and Koehi, 1977), our knowledge of
the correct hydrodynamic model to apply at scales of less than 100 pm is
limited by our inability to make measurements of flow at those scales.
For example, flow 100 pm above the filter might be laminar while flow
near the setules might be turbulent.

However, the existence of very low

resistance comercial drop filters that operate in precisely these size
ranges (retention of particles of 0.1 to 100 pm) suggests that such a
model may not be inappropriate for some copepods.
Although there may be a strong tendency to make simple Reynolds
number calculations and conclude that flow must be purely viscous or
inertial, great care must be taken in doing so for several reasons.
First, it does not appear to be clear at all as to what dimension to use
in the Reynolds number calculation:length of setule, length of seta, or
the area of the filter.

of many component parts:

The filter is a very complex structure composed
the size of the smallest part compared to the

size of the total filter covers over two orders of magnitude, a range
clearly important to a Reynolds number calculation.

Second, with some

animals the movements are relatively slow and discrete, conditions which
permit calculation of Reynolds numbers and cinematic proof of viscous

TABLE 2. lIydzodynamic explicitly evoked or implied by past models or descriptions.
dynamics category indicates relative range over which model works.

HYDRODYNAMICS

TYPE OF FFEIMNG

AUThOR

Bar in hydro-

100%
VISCOUS

100%
INERTIAL

DESCRIPTIO
Cannon, 1928

feeding swirl or vortex; move water
past a fixed filter

Conover, 1956

seine (capture on a moving filter)

Strickler and
Rosenberg, 1917

Strickler motion

I)onaghay, this paper

drop filter

Strickler and
Patfenhöfer, 1979

viscous force capture

-

MODELS

Lehman, 1976

general filter capture

Boyd, 1976

leaky seive; capture on a filter

Lam and Frost, 1976

same as Cannon, 1928

both viscous and inertial flow
considered in math model

Rubenstein and Koehi,
1977

direct interception
inertial impaction

gravitational deposition
diffusion or motile-particle
deposition
th
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flow (Strickler and Paffenhöfer [1979j movies of Eucalanus).

However,

for other copepods, movements are very fast and smooth, and visual
observation of particle rejection suggests a more intermediate value for
the Reynolds number.

Third, with some copopods, such as Acartia clausi,

movements are not only very fast (more than 60 cycles per second), but
the feeding appendages appear to stop and reverse direction twice each
beat cycle.

This results in average velocities that are high, but also

requires both very high rates of acceleration and much higher peak
velocities.

Such conditions would appear to invalidate some of the

assumptions required for making Reynolds number calculations (see Bachelder, 1967).

It is clear that much more work needs to be done.

It

seems reasonable that further work may demonstrate that in feeding as
well as swimming some copepods have evolved behaviors to take advantage
of the hydrodynainic properties of their environment.

For example,

movies of escape swimming by copepods (Strickler, 1978) have shown that
at low speeds (while accelerating) the animals swim in a fashion appropriate to viscous flow but once they reach maximum velocity, they swim in
a fashion appropriate to inertial flow.

In a similar fashion it may

eventually be shown that by altering the speed of water flow relative to
the filter copepods may alter the hydrodynamic properties of that filter.

Factors Affecting Post Combing Selection
Thus far we have considered how the mechanisms (both raptorial and
filtering) used to capture particles and bring them to the mouth can
lead to selective behavior.
brought to the mouth.

Selection can also occur once particles are

Selection based on chemosensory and/or mechanc-
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sensory reception by the mouth parts has a series of requirements (or
First, because the sensed particle must be individually

limitations).

analysed, capture rate must be slow enough to allow for the sensing step
to occur.

The time required for such selection is the sum of the time

required (1)

to bring the sensory organ(s) in contact with the particle

and allow sensory organ response,

(2) for neuro-transmission between the

sensory organ, the neural ganglion (where a "decision

is made) and the

effector muscles, and (3) for rejection or ingestion to be effected by
the mouth parts.

Although the precise total time required will have to

be established using cinematographic techniques to observe rejection
events as has been done for Daphnia by Porter and Strickler (in press)
(and will clearly be different with different copepods and different
types of prey), it seems reasonable to assume that the time required is
not trivial.

Personal observation of single particle rejection by

Euryternora affinis indicates that the time is long enough to cause

complete cessation of the filter current before rejection occurs.
total time required was on the order of 0.5 second.

The

This time require-

ment puts limits on the capture rate permitted and thus might limit the
utility of such single particle rejection to larger prey encountered at
low densities.

Second, there are significant morphological requirements

for post combing selection.

The copepod must have the required chemo-

sensory and/or mechanosensory receptors.

Existence of such receptors

(chemosensory ones in particular) have been established in a variety of
copepods based (1) on the existence of morphological structures identical to chemosensors in insects (Friedman and Strickler, 1975) and (2) on
experimental evidence showing discrimination between particles based cn
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amino acid content (Poulet, 1979).

However, our knowledge of what kinds

of substance copepod chemosensors react to and how they work is as yet
extremely limited.

Because of the great complexity of the chemical

composition of particles in sea water, chemosensing is most likely used
in conjunction with other mechanisms of selection rather than by itself.
The

We shall consider this problem in more detail in the last section.

action of chemosensory selection will have very different results from
any of the filter-based selection mechanisms:

will be totally size independent.

chemosensory selection

Those copepods with chemosensory

selective capabilities can make choices between two particles of identical size but different chemical composition (Donaghay, 1979).

Steps in evaluating feeding mechanisms
In the preceding theoretical discussion a series of alternative
feeding mechanisms were proposed that need to be evaluated for any given
copepod as conceptual and/or explicit descriptions of feeding behavior.
It must be realized that while some species may use only one mechanism,
other species may be able to switch mechanisms depending upon changing
environmental conditions.

Our own observations and those of D. R.

Heinle (personal communication) clearly indicate switching must be
considered at least for coastal species.

This apparent flexibility on

the part of some copepod species places certain critical constraints on
the approach used to examine the mechanisms.

Such flexibility invali-

dates the assumption that the mechanism is fixed for any one species for
all conditions, or that all species use the same mechanism in response
to any one set of conditions.

Careful observations of feeding behavior
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by themselves, regardless of how sophisticated the observational tech-

niques, are not sufficient to reject a particular hypothesized mechanism, because such observations can only define the existence of a specific movement pattern, not its generality or its behavioral result.
Analyses of (1) feeding appendage morphology,
filtering curves,

(2) predicted shapes of

(3) experimentally defined selective capabilities, and

(4) the codevelopment of structure and behavior with ontogeny, are
important steps in both evaluating theoretical models and in evaluating

which alternative tactics are used by a given copepod and under what
conditions.

Each of these steps will be considered in detail below.

Each of these steps allows some evaluation of the conceptual validity of
the model (or proposed mechanisms).

However, the final determination of

whether a submodel is mechanistically correct can only be made by coupling experimental techniques to elicit a particular response with cinematographic techniques sufficiently refined to not only show movements
of feeding appendages but also the hydrodynamic patterns of water flow
and particle movement along the filter surface.

(1)

Analysis of feeding appendage morphology
The structure of feeding appendages places a series of constraints

on how those appendages are used.

The use of combing selection by a

given copepod species was considered to be dependent upon the existence
of patterned setule spacing leading to the definition of an axis of
variance.

The presence of such patterns not only permits combing as a

possible selection mechanism, but, if selective combing is not used, the
presence of such patterns must be explained on other grounds.
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Patterns of setule spacing were derived for Acartia clausi adult
Briefly, the second maxil-

females using the method of Schnack (1975) .

lae (Fig. 3) were removed from the copepod, mounted in polyvinyl-lacto-

phenol, and examined under a microscope.

Setule spacings were measured

with an ocular micrometer for all the setae of 6 animals, and setule
lengths were determined for 1 animal.

The spaces between setules were

then plotted versus distances between the setule pair and the base of
the seta.

Two examples are shown in Fig. 4a,b.

Setule spacing in-

creased curvilinearly with distance from the basipod for all setae.
There was some variability around the means for all copepods, but it
should be remembered that a large fraction of that variability could be
attributed to measurement errors arising from estimating setule spacing
to the nearest micron.

This measurement error is probably responsible

for the stair step pattern of increase in setule spacing in Fig. 4a,b.
Greater precision of measurement (to 0.1 tim)
the future.

can reduce this error in

Considerable variability was noted in the length of a given

seta on different animals (Table 3) .

Some of the variability in setule

spacing between animals could come from this source.

In order to remove

this component of variance, the data were normalized by dividing through
by the length of an individual seta (Fig. 4c,d) .

reduction in variability between animals.

This resulted in some

Such a reduction in variabil-

ity for Acartia suggests that setule spacing is relative to the length
of the seta.

Since there was also some variation in the size of

vidual animals used, this could also contribute to the variance.

indi-

When

the setule spacing data were normalized to the size of the filter (as
measured by the sum of the lengths of all the setae for a given animal)
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4

5

16

Fig. 3.

Second maxillae of Acartia clausi adult female (from down bay
population of O'Connors et al., l75) .
shown in fully distended position.
are setal numbers.

Setae of maxiilae are

Nimibers at tips of setae

Setae number 7, 10, 13, 15 have no setules

and lie at approximately right angles to the plane of che
filter.

They clearly have a different function from the rest

of the setae and are not included in Fig.
using a camera lucida by S. Schnack.

5.

Drawing was made
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Fig. 4.

Variability in setule spacing as affected by different norxnalization procedures:
down setae;

(a,b) raw setule spacing versus distance

(c,d) raw setule spacing normalized to the length

of the individual setae on each animal;

(e,f) raw setule

spacing normalized to the relative size of the individual

copepods filter as measured by the sum of the lengths of all
setae for that animal;

(g,h) raw setule spacing normalized by

the ratio of the length of a given seta on a particular mdividual copepod to the lengths of that setae on the average
animal.

Examples for each normalization are shown for (a,c,e,

g) setae 5 (where setule spacing has a large range and variability is small) and for

(b,d,f9h)

seta 16 (where setule

spacing has a small range and variability is large) .

are for the individual copepods used.

Symbols
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Table 3.

Comparison of the properties of the setae of the second
maxiUae of Acartia clausi females. Means and standard deviations
are based on the measurements of these properties for all setae of
six individuals.

SZTAE

LENGTH OF SETAE

NUMBER

SETULE NUMBER

DIST.P.N

FROM LAST

SETtILE TO END OF

mean t lsd

SETAE
mean ± lsd

aan ± lsd

1

95.83

7.05

5.17

1.17

52.67

5.16

2

190.50

24.79

26.17

2.93

17.83

2.64

3

227.17

9.96

24.33

0.82

9.33

1.86

4

238.08

24.65

24.83

1.94

1.67

0.52

5

244.17

12.29

23.17

0.89

4.50

3.08

6

211.02

19.50

24.67

1.03

18.93

5.31

7

27.95

8

200.92

17.01

24.50

1.38

14.33

3.61

9

228.58

20.11

29.50

0.84

10.17

1.60

10

36.98

2.42

-

11

210.33

14.33

30.00

2.00

11.83

3.19

12

172.67

10.93

26.17

2.14

13.83

2.23

13

41.87

2.86

-

14

141.17

2.93

27.17

15

31.37

2.19

-

16

166.25

4.63

23.67

0.32

13.33

4.46

17

95.17

5.98

18.00

0.89

3.00

2.28

18

72.00

2.37

16.00

0.63

3.17

0.98

3.70

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.17

3.67

-

-

I

-

-

-

0.32
-
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again the variance was reduced over the raw data (Fig. 4e,f compared to
4a,b), but no more so than by normalizinq by the individual setal length.
The reduction in variance by normalizing by either of these methods
suggests that the pattern of setule spacing, rather than the absolute
pore sizes, is more important to the animal and has been under stronger
evolutionary (selective) pressure.

Preliminary work on other species

indicates that this is true for some other species, but not for all
(personal observations; Schnack, 1975)

The above normalizations result in plots of setule spacing in
relative units.

As a result, it is not possible to directly intercom-

pare them to develop patterns on the feeding appendage.

This problem

can be solved by multiplying the setal length normalized data by the
average length of each seta (Fig. 4g,h) .

The axes of the plots of the

normalized values are now in absolute units (.im).

A smooth curve drawn

through the data is an estimate of the relationship between average
setule spacing and distance from the base of the seta.

Data points for

individual setule spacings represent deviations from that average relationship.

These average relationships have been plotted for all setae

except setae 7, 10, 13, 15 which are out of the filter plane and have no
setules (Fig.

5) .

From Fig. 5 it is clear that all the relationships

have the same basic shape (although setal length from seta 1 through 5
increases then generally decreases from seta 9 through 19).

It is also

clear that the patterns smoothly change as one moves across the filter.
Moving inward along the basipod

i.e., from seta 5 to seta 18) the setae

shorten, maximum setule spacing decreases, and the pattern becomes
slightly more curvilinear.

These plots demonstrate that setule spacing
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Comparison of patterns of setule spacing for all setae for all
animals.

Fig. 4d.

Data is noalized to the average setal length as in

Svols (o) are the individual value of setule

spacing for each animal.
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patterns for Acartia clausi meet the criteria necessary for combing
selection:

spacing increases smoothly along individual setae and in

similar patterns along adjacent setae.

These two facts require that an

axis of variance be defined on the surface of the filter.

The length of

the setules (as well as spacing between setules) increases down the
length of each seta.

If the length of the setules as well as the spac-

ing between setules is important in determining pore size, then the
definition of the axis of variance may be strongly enhanced if both
factors are considered.
In sunimary, patterns of setule spacing strongly support a combing

selection model for Acartia clausi.

On the other hand, the apparent

absence of such patterns on some other species (Schnakc, 1975) may make
such a model inappropriate for all species.

(2)

Analysis of the predicted shapes of filtering curves.
The theoretical feeding model can be used to make explicit predic-

tions about the shape of filtering curves and how that shape can change
in response to the nature of particle spectra offered in feeding experiments.

These predictions take the form of curves of expected filtering

efficiency (F

.)

ei

versus the natural logan thm of particle size.

served curves of filtering efficiency (F.
computed from apparent filtering rate data
copepod grazing experiments.

Ø,

versus particle size can be
(F

.)

ai

obtained from standard

The computational procedures have been

described in detail by Donaghay, et al.

of the variable factors

Oh-

(in prep. a).

Insofar as many

5, partial combing, axis of variance, ?)

considered in the theory have unique effects on the observed relative
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efficiency of capture of particles, changes in filtering efficiency
curves (resulting from such efficiency changes) can be used to evaluate
the model and can be used as evidence for proposed mechanisms.

As discussed above, the expected fiitring efficiency for a particle is a function of the area of the filter with pore sizes less than
the diameter of that particle.

The shape of the filtering efficiency

curve is a function of the contribution of both setule and setal spacing
to pore size.

Setule spacing alone results in a rectilinear filtering

efficiency curve (solid line, Fig. 6a) which can be completely specified
by the size of the smallest particle captured, d', and the size of the
smallest particle captured at maximum rate (efficiency)

capture, d.

by intersetule

If only setule retention is involved in particle capture,

then d' and d* will correspond to the minimum and maximum effective pore
sizes on the filter respectively.

Because the effective pore size is

equivalent to the measured pore size as modified by hydrodynamics, d'
and d* may differ from actual measured intersetule pore size.

The shape

of the filtering curve between d' and d* is controlled by the statistical distribution of pore sizes (not ordering or pattern) and can generally be approximated as log linear (Nival and Nival, 1973, 1976; Boyd,
1976).

The rate of increase of eected filtering efficiency with

particle size in this segment,
d*.

is fixed by the distance beween d' and

If setal spacing is also involved in controlling pore sizes, the

expected filtering curves will be strongly influenced by the degree of
overlap in setule-generated and setal-generated pore sizes.
will be considered.

Two cases

In case 1 (Fig. 6a) the minimal intersetal distance

is greater than the maximum intersetule spacing, then setal capture will
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Fig. 6.

Properts of theoretical filtering efficiency curves.
defined in text.

Tens
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occur only for particles greater than the maximum setule based pore
size, d1.

This will result in an increasing capture rate at particle

sizes greater than d*.

will increase

The rate, defined by the slope

as intersetal spacing (0) increases,

in case 2 (Fig. 6b and 6c) , in

which intersetal and intersetule spacings overlap, the picture is more
complex.

If the minimum intersetal spacing is

Consider two subcases.

approximately eoual to the minimum intersetuJ.e spacing, then intersetal
capture will occur at all particle sizes.

Since there is an overlap of

setule- and setal-based pore sizes, there will be an enhanced efficiency
of capture for small particles (compare dashed and solid lines in Fig.
6b at particle sizes <d2) .

This enhanced capture efficiency for small

particles will be reflected in an increased value of

2

However,

because of the increase in overlap of setae and setule spacing, there
will probably be some setule overlap and the total area of the filter
will be slightly reduced.

The smaller filter area will result in a

smaller maximum efficiency (F

max2

)

at any given filtering rate (abso-

lute, not apparent, filtering rate--see Donaghay et al., in prep.).

The

concomitant reduction in 0 necessary for such setule overlap will result
in a reduction in the effectiveness of intersetal capture of very large
(Fig. 6b).

will also decrease to

particles; as a result,

If setal

spacing is variable, as overlap further increases (via reduction in 0)

will further increase from
decrease to F

max3

and

3

2

to o

(Fig. 6c).

and F

max2

and

2

will further

Under conditions of increasinc

overlap of setal and setule pore sizes, there will be three very significant changes in feeding response.

First, in contrast to Case 1, d*

will no longer be equal to the effective maximum setule defined pore
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as the setae close down, the largest setule pore size will prob-

size:

ably be reduced by overlap of setules, reducing d1 to d2 of d3 in Case
2.

Secondly, a will no longer be fixed as in Case 1, but will increase

as 0 decreases to a2 or a3; thus, the slope of the rapidly increasing
segment of the filtering curve will no longer be determined by setule
spacing alone.

Thirdly, alteration of 0 in Case 2 has a strong effect

on the relative efficiency of capture of small relative to large particles while in Case 1 it has no effect.

With these two cases in mind, the effects of 0,

,

combing, axis of

variance and A can be considered on the expected filtering efficiency
curve.

The possible responses of a copepod to two different selection

demanding situations will be considered using first the constraints of
Case 1, then of Case 2.
,

,

The twelve possible relevant combinations of

combing, axis of variance and X are shown in Fig. 7.

Relevant

combinations are those combinations ihere the results of one factor do
not negate the combination of any subsequent factors, i.e., full combing
negates the possible effects of axis of variance and A.

The expected

filtering efficiency curves were derived for a copepod using a given
relevant combination and trying to best handle two situations:

(A)

to

enhance ingestion of a large cell and reject a small cell and (B) to
enhance ingestion of a small cell and reject a large cell (Fig.

8)

It

is assumed that the penalty for not altering feeding behavior is large
enough to insure the maximum response possible.
The simplest combination involves a fixed 0,

partial combing and an undefined axis of variance.
the leaky sieve model of Boyd (1976) .

= 9Q0, full or

This is essentially

When 0 is fixed, no selection is
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Combination number

refer to the combination of options connected by lines to the left of the combination number.
fji

results of active and passive filter based selection are listed to the right of the com-

bination numbers.
in Fig. 8.

The expected filtering curve resulting from these combinations are shown
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Fig. 8.

Expected filtering curves if minimum intersetal distance is
greater than maximum intersetuie distance (Case 1, Fig. 6).
Combination numbers refer to combinations listed in Fig. 7.
Solid line refers to curve resulting from passive properties
of filter plus

change based active selection; dashed line

represents effect of active plus passive selection.

Dotted

line above inflection point in combinations 5, o, 7, 8 refers
to responses defined only if filter is operated as a hybrid.
Selection is assumed to be for particles larger than (a) or
smaller than (b) a particle of the size indicated by the arrow
(+)
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possible against large or small cells and the filtering curves will be
identical for both situations (Fig. 8a compared to 8b).

Full combing or

partial combing with an undefined axis of variance have the same results
(combinations 1 and 2, 5 and 8, ii and 12) regardless of 0 or
8).

cS

(Fig.

In these cases partial combing can result only in a reduction of

efficiency at all particle sizes since particles are randomly distribIf,

uted on the filter surface (because of an indefined variance axis).

however, the axis of variance is defined under fixed 0 and 5 = 90°, some
selection is possible depending on how small X is (condition 3 and 4,
Fig. 8c,d,e,f)
variance).

(i.e., how close the axis of combing is to the axis of

Selection against small cells will be relatively good with

complete exclusion of cells smaller than a given size selected against
(denoted by arrow in Fig. 8c) if X is small.

However, this selection

will be at the price of lowered efficiency for large particles because
large particles are trapped at setule pores smaller than the particle
size selected against (Fig. 8c) .

Selection against large cells, how-

ever, will be much poorer with complete exclusion impossible, since such
particles are trapped at all pore sizes (Fig. 8d).
conditions of fixed 0,

Under these same

= 90°, and partial combing, but with increases

in X, the ability to discriminate against a given size will be sharply
reduced along with a reduction in capture efficiency for the preferred
food (Fig. 8e,f) .

It would seem that the limited benefits of combina-

tions 3 and 4 would make it unlikely that this combination has evolved.
The results for variable

with the other factors being the same as

above are similar in many respects but with one major difference
bination 9, 10, 11, 12, Fig. 8m,n,o,p,,r) .

(com-

Again, full combing or
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partial combing with an undefined axis of variance give similar results
However, in this case some selection is made possible by

(Fig. 8q,r).

variable 0.

When selection is for large cils, 0 would be maximized and

the slope of the curve above d* will be steeper (i.e.,

is increased).

Since the slope of the filtering curve is fixed between d' and d*, no
active selection is possible between two particles occurring within this
size range (i.e., as in condition 3, Fig. 8c and d); selection, hcwever,

is possible between particles less than d* and those greater than d.
Such selection can result in the enhancement of capture of one particle
type over another, but cannot result in the exclusion of an unwanted
particle type.

Selection resulting from a change in 0 plus the passive

component of setule spacing should be the same for conditions 9 to 12
(Fig. Sm,n,o,p,q,r).

The results of active selection with variable 0

will be identical in form to those observed in the parallel case with
fixed 0:

condition 9 will be similar to 3

(Fig. 3m and n to 8c and d)

and condition 10 will be similar to 4 (Fig. 8o and p to 8e and f).
The most pronounced selective results are provided when
The same results will be observed regardless of whether

5

< 90°.

is fixed or

variable, because when S < 90° no intersetal capture occurs.

Because no

intersetal capture occurs, filtering curves are only defined between
and d* (minimal and maximal setule pore sizes).

i'

Definition of the

filter curve at particle diameters exceeding d* will occur for copepods
with hybrid filters or with copepods employing raptorial feeding for
such large particles.

With full combing or partial combing with an

undefined axis of variance (condition 5 and 3), filtering curves will be
identical in shape regardless of selective conditions (Fig. 8g and 8h)
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However, if the axis of variance is defined and A is small, then very
precise selection can occur against small (Fig. Si) or large (Fig. 8j)
cells.

Only with this combination will total exclusion of unwanted food

types be possible without a reduction in filtering efficiency for the
preferred type.

In addition, if multiple entry combing occurs, this is

the only combination that can result in selection against an intermediate sized particle with ingestion of particles both smaller and larger
in size.

The precision of the discrimination against a particular sized

particle will decrease as A increases (Fig. Bk, 81)
Having considered the expected filtering curves resulting from Case
1

(Fig. 6a) where intersetal and intersetule based pores do not overlap

in size, we can now ask how these curves are affected if such overlap
occurs.

The presence of such overlap (except as already discussed in

connection with Fig. 6a) will only have a significant effect on selection when

is variable and 6 = 900; i.e., filtering curves for combina-

tions 9-12 in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8m,n,o,p,cL,r.

When 6 < 9Q0 all capture is

on the setules so no effect of pore size overlap would be expected on
selection (although filtering efficiency might be reduced as total
filter area is reduced by reduction of 0).

90°, and

When 6

is

fixed, the presence of overlap will not affect selection, although the
existence of such overlap will cause d* (and possibly dt) of the observed filter curve to be different from the d* and (possibly d') values
expected from minimum and maximum setule spacings.
variable and 6
(Fig. 9) .

However, if 0 is

90°, alteration of 0 will strongly affect selection

In the discussion of Fig. 6c, alteration of the filtering

curve by alteration of 0 has already been considered.

These effects are
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See

Figure legend otherwise same as Fig. 8.
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reflected in Fig. 9 in that variable

under conditions of pore size

overlap becomes a powerful tool by itself in selecting for small cells,
with a gain (rather than a loss or no change) in efficiency of capture
(compare Fig. 9f to Fig. Br).

However, because setal capture occurs at

all sizes (in Case 2b, Fig. 6c) combing is less effective in selecting
for either small or large cells than it was with no overlap of setal and
setule pore sizes (compare condition 9 & 10 of Fig. 8m,n,o,p with 9 & 10
of Fig. 9a,b,c,d).
The filtering curves predicted in Figs. 7,
direct filtering of particles onto the maxiflae.

8 and 9 are based on
Since any feeding

mechanism can result in the data required to calculate an experimentally
derived filtering curve, the question arises as to how one can differentiate the above filtering curves from those produced by the other feed-

ing mechanisms (raptorial feeding and concentrating type filter feeding).

If sufficient numbers of captures occur to experimentally gener-

ate an "apparent filtering curve" for raptorial feeding, the curve
should have four properties (Fig. l0a,b) .

First, since encounter is

dependent on sensing at a distance rather than on filter design, the
"apparent filtering curve" should be totally independent from a curve
derived from maxillary pore sizes.

Second, over the range of sizes

which prey can be detected, the filtering curve should be independent of
size insofar as the mechanism for sensing prey at a distance is size
independent.

Third, the filtering curve should only be defined for

fairly large particles because of size limitations of the sensing mechanism and because of capture rate limitations imposed by the sensing and
handling processes.

Fourth, the selective response to large or small
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Expected 'fi1tering curves' for raptorial feeding copepods.

Solid line represents range of sizes over which prey are
sensed at a distance.

it is assumed that such sensing is prey

size independent over this size range.

Dashed line represents

response to selecting for prey smaller than (a) or larger than
(b) prey of size designated by arrow () .

The arrow here is

located at a larger size thar, in Figs. S and 9.
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Fig. 11.
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Expected filtering curve for "Strickler motion.'

Legend same

as in Fig. S except dashed line now is the selective effect of
riot ingesting all concentrated particles at the end of each
stroke.

See text for details.
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prey (within the range of sensing) should be very sharp (with total
exclusion of unwanted prey) regardless of the distribution or size
overlap of those prey.

Two methods of using the feeding appendages as concentrating
devices were discussed in Fig. 1:

oriented flow and Strickler motion.

Oriented flow will result in "apparent filtering curves" that behave
identically to full combing combinations in Fig. 7, 8 and 9.

The curves

should have identical shape if the other variables are the same (0,
etc.) .

Combing selection in this case will not exist.

5,

For oriented

flow, the most useful method of particle selection is alteration of 0
under conditions where setal and setule based pore sizes overlap (Case
2, Fig. 6b,c) .

This mode of feeding can be differentiated from true

filtering modes only by observing whether particles are combed from the
filter or flow continuously to the mouth.

Use of the appendages as a concentration device as described by
Strickler and Rosenberg (1977)

(Strickler motion, Fig. 1, Table 1) will

result in a unique filtering curve under certain conditions.

Recalling

that the Strickler motion involves using both the maxillae and the
swimming legs to form a basket to concentrate particles from the water
(or drain off water from the particles), the shape of the "apparent

filtering curve" resulting from removal of all particles from the basket
following each stroke (closure) should be a function of the combined
setal and setule capture by the maxillae, and to some unknown extent the
setae and setules of the swimming legs.

The resulting curve may have

the same shape as those in Fig. 8, or may be different.

If, however,

multiple strokes are taken before captured particles are ingested from
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the basket, a very different and unique curve will result (Fig. lla,b)
In this case, small particles captured on one stroke will be refiltered
on the next stroke and have an additional opportunity to pass through
larger pore sizes.

This will not occur for particles larger than the

maximum pore size.

As a result, the filtering curve will have a sigmoid

shape that is progressively enhanced (i.e., steepened) by the number of
strokes taken before particles are ingested.

This multiple sieving

mechanism might yield a very efficient method for selecting against
small particles, particularly if those particles are such that they
might stick to (or clog) the filter if combed from it.

This method

would not be effective in rejecting large particles.
The theoretically derived mechanisms discussed above differ greatly
both in their mechanistic and behavioral complexity and in their resultant selective powers.

It seems likely evolution would favor only two

different classes of mechanisms:

those that are behaviorally complex

but have strong selective powers and those that are mechanistically and
behaviorally simple.

It seems unlikely that behaviorally complex mech-

anisms would have evolved without some definite benefit attached.
Conditions 2,

3,

4, 5, 8, 9, 10, and 11 (Fig.

7, 8, both Cases 1 and 2)

provide little selective power considering their complexity.
unlikely that these mechanisms will be observed.

It seems

Condition 1 (fixed 0,

= 900, full combing [or oriented flowJ, Case 1) is basically the leaky
sieve model of Boyd (1976); it is mechanistically very simple with no
active behavioral selection.

Some selective power against small parti-

cles is gained by the Strickler concentrating motion without much increase in complexity:

the potential advantages against small sticky

Table 4.
MODEL

LEAKY

Expected proporties of the live most likely alternative models. Terms as in text and as defined in
Fig. 1 ad Table 1 except "I' eqoals fixed and wv" equals variable.
FEEDING TYPE

PROPERTIES

Filtering or

0

SEIVE

Concesitratlrig

STRICKLER

Concentrating

MtYVION

WILSON

FILLER

FILTER

Oriented flow

Strickler
Motion

Filtering or

Courcentrating

Oriented flow

6

fixed
9O

full combing
(it done)

variable or
fixed
combing full (It doria)
variable
0
0 -

6

9O

Case 2

(Fig. 5)

fell combing
(if done)

not significant

Filteriflg onto

0:

partial

axis of variance

inaxlllae with
combing

6<

94l

defined, A- o
partial combing

DTSTINCI'IVE FILTERING CURVE

d', d. a,

,

fixed all conditions

max. pore size if Case 1 Fig. 5)
d* < max. pore size it Case 2 (Fig. 5)
d*

sigmold shape of F curve in response

to rejection of small sticky particles
fixed

d'
d

-

I

nun, selule pore size)

movable and

max.

a, )S both vary with (1*
a, , d vary with 0

etu1e pore size

d' - fixed mm. eLule pore size and
d*

fixed at max. setule pore uize
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f

f

f

f

f
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f

V

V

V
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£
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materials (particularly without combing) are large and make this mechanism likely.

Additional selectional power against both large and small

particles is gained in combination 12, with 6 = 900 (Fig. 8q,r) by
varing 0, particularly if setal and setule spacing overlap (Fig. 9e,f).
This is basically the model proposed by Wilson (1973).

Since combing

provides almost no advantage when setule overlap is large (with variable
0 but 6 = 90°), it would seem likely that oriented flow or Strickler

motion would be employed rather than capture directly on the filter with
subsequent combing.

However, both may be observed.

The greatest selec-

tive power, but also the greatest mechanical and behavioral complexity,
is found with combination 6 (Fig. 8i,j) - the drop filter model.

The

complexity of this mechanism makes it likely that it will only be em-

ployed (or have evolved) only under conditions where high degrees of
selection are required at high encounter rates.

The expected properties of the above four most likely models are
summarized in Table 4.

Careful analysis of these properties demon-

strates that the expected filtering efficiency curve shapes (as defined
by d', d*, a,

)

should be unique.

Differences in shape, however, will

only be observed when conditions are such that there is a strong advantage for a copepod to be as selective as possible.
Experimentally derived filtering curves are now available for a
limited number of copepod species grazing on a wide variety of field and
laboratory particle spectra.

For rigorous interpretation of the data in

tens of filtering theory, only those data free of particle modification
effects (O'Connors et al., 1976) or other effects of algal-grazer
interactions, can be used.

The most extensive set of data of this kind
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is for Acartia claus! and includes the field data of Richman et al.
(1977) and the laboratory data from Donaghay and Small (l979b) and
Donaghay (1979).

The various types of filtering curves reported for Acartia clausi
are shown in Fig. 12.

The field data illustrate two distinct patterns:

rectilinear and sigmoid (Fig. l2a,b,c) .

Rectilinear filtering curves

were always observed when Acartia claus! was fed natural particle spectra dominated by a single broad peak.

Sigmoid shaped Fai curves were

observed when particle spectra had no clear peak, but rather particle
It is apparent from

concentration increased monotonically with size.
the F

ai

curves that the particle size at which F

begins to dramatical-

ai

ly increase varies widely from 2 pm (ACID, Fig. l2a) to 4 pm (ACll, Fig.
12b) to 9 pm AC12, Fig. 12c).

The slope of the F. curve, a', and the

value of d' can be estimated by regression analysis of the log-linear

sections of the F, curves (Donaghay et al., in prep. a).

The value of

a' so determined is an estimate of a confounded by the effects of particle concentration on filtering rate.

In order to remove these confound-

ing effects, it is necessary to normalize the F

ai

curves to the F

ai

value in the size class equivalent to the maximum intersetule spacing
(Fad)

pm.

The maximum intersetule spacing for Acartia clausi is about 15
Values of F

at 15 pm (F

al5

)

were estimated from the regression

analysis of the log linear section of the Fai curves (Table 5) .

For the

two rectilinear curves (AdO and AC11, Fig. l2a and b), the regression
analyses clearly there is little question as to what particle size
classes to include in the locarithmic section:
linearly from 3 ,im to 15

F

ai

increases loq-

im after which variability in F. increases
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Fig. 12.

Shape of experimental1yderived filtering curves for Acartia
clausi. from grazing experiments on natural field particle

suspensions (a,b,c) and from artificial laboratory mixes of
single celled diatoms and inert plastic spheres (d,e)

Fig.

12a,,c are redrawn (to a cotmnon scale) from data of Richman
et al., 1977 for Acartia clausi feeding on particles collected

from Chesapeake Say, 4a1and, USA.

The nature of the food

mixes and animal preconditionings are defined in the text.

Symbols are for data consistent with vajing mcdels:
sieve (o); Strickler motion (.) and drop filter (a)
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However, in AC11, there

dramatically (due to poor counting statistics).

is some indication that F, begins bending over at about 12

.ixn.

If a

and d' values are calculated from regression of values less than 12 .im,

a increases slightly but there is no significant change in d'.

Such an

increase in a only increases the differences in a between AdO and AC11.
by regression analysis of values above 15 i.im show

Attempts to estimate
that

is not significantly different from zero.

Because of the high
= 0 must be consid-

data variability above 15 im, the conclusion that
ered tentative.

However, according to D. H. Heinle (personal communicato

tion) none of the field experiments with Acartia clausi have shown
be greater than zero.

The above field data would appear to be strong evidence for the
drop filter model:
setule pore size.

a and d' vary but

= 0 and d' equals maximum inter-

However, such a conclusion may be premature since the

differences in d' are well within the seasonal range of intersetule pore
Without measurements

size reported for Acartia clausi (Conover, 1956).

of minimal intersetule pore size, these data must be considered still
consistent with all but the Strickler motion model.
The sigmoid shaped apparent filtering rate curve (AC12, Fig. l2c)
is clearly not explainable by the leaky sieve or Wilson filter models.
Although it appears to be consistent only with the Strickler motion

model, it could be argued that the sharp reduction in F.

below 9.5

was the result of counting behavior with the drop filter model.

im

Because

of this possibility, regression analyses were performed on the three
log-linear segments of the Fai curve (Table 5).
above 9.5

Since only the segment

appears free of rejection events, it was used to calculate

TABLE 5.

RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS
u1n(d) -F F
F

EXPERIMENT

Richman, et al
(1977)

A.c. 10

Richnan, et al
(1977)

Richman, et al
(1977)

A.c. 12

A.c. on

2

MEAN if
mean

1.26

.832

-

1.15

.92S

REGRESSION

SEGMENT

mm.

max.

F.
al

3.15

23.4

1.36

3.15

15.1

1.16

R

CALCULATED_VALUES

0

ci

lad

F

d'

ci

2.94

0.614

2.05*

2.74

0.588

1.95*

2.40 ± 0.74

alS

F
a12

-

-

15.4

23.4

4.6

15.1

5.70

3.86

.645

-

4.38

0.812

475*

-

4.6

12.0

7.46

4.79

.938

-

4.74

1.077

5.52*

445

15.4

23.4

12.1

23.4

3.01.

7.56

7.40

9.32

9.52

15.10

9.97

-

-

-

-

-

4.45

1.47

-

1.01

0.32

-

-

-

-

-

6.97

1.304

8.89

-

.722

3.60

0.701

6.57

-

3.91

.627

2.86

0.603

6.46

-

30.8

12.89

.941

10.98

3.203

4.02

-

31.0

23.68

.970

3.71

0.716

33.07

-

8.45

.656

10.79

2.998

2.82

-

22.5

11.59

.976

5.9

4.61

15.10

4.1.

2.45

2.11

1.30

1.48

2.50

2.71

-

4.69 ± 1.65

-

-

iosira
fluviatilis

PIia1a

A.c. on
T.pseudonaria
+
spheres 1
P. fluviatilis
*

- 20.01

-

Fad values not significantly different from mean for particle sizes > d.

01
¼0
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d' and F15.

This assumption appears reasonable since the F15 value so

calculated is close to the maximum F

al.

value observed and the d' value

so calculated is intermediate to the d' values for the two rectilinear
curves (Table 5).

Although the sharp drop in filtering efficiency below

9.5 i1 can be explained by combing, such combing cannot explain the low

but constant F

aa

This field data is there-

values from 3 im to 7.6 iini.

fore in strong agreements only with the Strickler motion model.
Rectilinear patterns similar to those observed in the field can be
generated in the laboratory when single foods are offered.

However, by

carefully controlling the composition of the different size classes in
the particle spectra and the preconditioning of the copepods, radically
different patterns can be generated (Donaghay and Small, 1979b; Donaghay,
1979).

When Acartia clausi was preconditioned on a large single celled

diatom, Thalassiorsira fluviatilis, the F. curves generated from grazing experiments showed that both d' shifted to the size of the smallest
cell of T. fluviatilis (11 urn) and ct became much larger (3.2 vs. 0.6 to

0.8 in the field data) Table 3, Fig. l2d).

Part of the same collection

of A. olausi (with the same mimimum and maximum intersetule pore size)
was observed to have d' values of 3.7

in and c

of 0.716 when precondi-

tioned on a small single celled diatom, Thalassiosira pseudonana.
These laboratory data showing change in both

and d! are thus evidence

for the combing model.

The strongest evidence of combing reported by Donaghay and Small
(1979) occurred when Acartia clausi was offered a particle mix consisting of a small food, Thalassiosira pseudonana, an intermediate sized
inert sphere and a large food, Thalassiosira fluviatilis.

When copepods
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preconditioned on the small food were offered this mix, a very different
F

ai

curve was observed (Fig. 12e).

F

first increased to a maximum in

size classes dominated by the small diatom, then fell to very low values
in size classes dominated by spheres only to increase again in the large
size classes dominated by the large diatom.

The value of d'

(3.7 pm)

was intermediate to those observed in the field data (2.7 to 4.4 pm).
Since there appeared to be some effects of rejecting the spheres on all
values of Fai larger than the mode of the T. pseudonana peak, the deter-

mination of Fl5 was based on the regression analysis of the log linear
section of the T. pseudonana peak (Table 5).
was large (33 pl/copepod/minute) .

The resulting Fad value

This rate is close to the highest

rates observed for A. clausi feeding on particles of 15 pm at low concentrations.

The value of a calculated from this regression, 0.716, was

intermediate to those observed in the field data (0.6 to 0.8) and is
thus very reasonable.

However, because the value of Fa15 was based on

an extreme extrapolation of the regression, the values of F15 and a
must be considered as very tentative.

If the values of a so calculated

is correct, then it would imply that a and therefore setal spacing were
not altered in response to the presence of spheres, but rather filtering
rate was maximized to capture small cells and combing was used to eliminate spheres.

Regardless of whether the value of a is correct, the

process whereby the spheres were rejected resulted in considerable

reduction in F, values for those particles approaching the size of the
spheres, i.e. large cells of T. pseudonana and small cells of T. fluviatilis.

Such a reduction in Fai'S for these cell types would not be

expected if post-combing rejection were used to reject the spheres.
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However, such a reduction would be expected if combing were used (with a
drop filter model) for two reasons.

First, since spheres and T. fluvi-

atilis overlap at the smaller cell sizes, some rejection of captured
small T. fluviatilis will occur in the rejection of like sized spheres.
Second, since there is some variability in the pattern of pore spacing
on the maxillae of A. clausi, and since A is probably not zero, combing

will result in rejection of cells slightly larger and slightly smaller
than the size of the spheres.

This laboratory data involving rejection

of inert particles between food peaks is consistent with the drop
filter model.

It would appear reasonable to conclude from the above data that the

patterns observed are compatible with (or potentially support) the use
of at least two different feeding modes by Acartia clausi:
filter and the Strickler motion.

the drop

Data with a broader range of sizes

(both field and laboratory) needs to be examined to determine if d* and
are also variable or are fixed.

The high degree of flexibility in

feeding response obtained by use of more than one feeding mechanism
should not be unexpected for a copepod such as Acartia that often dominates highly variable estuarine environments.

(3)

Experimentally defined selective capabilities.
The conceptual idea behind capability experiments is to set up

conditions that will elicit selective feeding behavior if that behavior
is possible for a given species.

Capability experiments (Donaghay and

Small, 1979b; Donaghay, 1979) are the most rigorous methods for testing
the conceptual (but not mechanistic) validity of the feeding models.
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They are also useful in determining the appropriate model(s) and the
flexibility of feeding behavior for a part!cular copepod species.

The

results of such experiments for Acartia clausi provides the strongest
evidence for the drop filter model (Donaghay and Small, 1979b; Donaghay,
1979).

(4)

The basic method is summarized in Fig. 13 and Table 6.

Codevelopment of structure and behavior with ontogeny.
As copepods develop through their life history stages massive

changes occur in their feeding appendages (Marshall and Orr, 1955,
1956) .

Study of the parallel development of structure and capabilities

should allow critical testing of the relationship between behavior and
structure, an important foundation of the feeding models.

The develop-

ment of a behavior prior to the development of the structures predicted
by the model to be essential for that capability will allow rejection of
that mechanism.

Development of morphology several stages prior to the

first expression of a theoretically associated behavior implies that
neurological and physiological development in addition to the required
morphology is essential to that behavior.

Codevelopment of morphology

and behavior as predicted by the model is strong evidence for the mechanistic aspect of that model.

Comparison of structure and behavior

between species should provide similar, although less critical, tests of
the relationship between morphology and function.

Although nothing has

been published on the codevelopment of behavior and structure, work is
in progress in this area (3. Dexter, personal communication)

lb. 1. C0PEPODS EXHiBIT NO SELECTIVE FEEDING
If reject lb. must have some selective
feedi rig mechanism.

if fail to reject lb., use average inudeli
F1

110. 2* ALL APPARENT SELECTIVE FEEDING IS TIlE RESULT OF PASSIVE SELECTiON

If reject Ho., must have some active
elect1on inechaiiisin.

fail to reject 110., use leaky eeive
model.

I

lb. 3* ALL ACTIVE SELECrIoN IS THE RESULT OF ALTERATION OF SEPAL SPACiNG
If reject lb.. must have some postcapture rejec Lion nieclianlam.

If fail to reject 110., use Wilson's model.

I

Ho.

14

ALL POST CAPTURE REJECTION IS THE RESULT OF SELECTIVE COMBING
If reject lb., must have some posi
combing rejection mechanism,

If fail

to reject Ito., use selective
combing model.

I

Ho. 5* ALL POST CAPTURE REJECTION IS TIlE RESULT OF POST COMBiNG REJECTION
11 reject 110.
must have both combing T-* If fall to reject Ito., use model based
and jiost combing iejectioii mechanisms,
totally on particle by particle
e1ec Lion.

Fig. 13.

Serial hypothesis test used to define selectional capabilities of a copepod.
testing each hypothesis are summarized in Table 5.

For experimental details of tests 1-3

see Donaghay and Small (l979b); for details of test 4 see Donacjhay, 1979a.
not been experimentally evaluated as yet.

Methods for

Test of Ho 5 has

m

I-.

Table 6.

MethOd of testing the hypothesis of selective capabflity shown in Fig. 11.

HYPOTHESIS TESTED

110 1:

Copepods

exhibit no selective
feeding.

Ho 2:

Apparent selec-

lye feeding is the
result of passive

110 3:

Active select-

ion is the result of
alteration of setal
spacing,

TEST SUB-IIYPOTIIESIS

Filtering efficiency is
constant for all sized

particie.

Previous feeding history
does not affect grazing

rates or patterns,

Non-food 1articles can

only be rejected if
smaller than food

particles,

EXPERIMENTAL TEST

Run ingestion experiments on food mixes of pailicies
ranging in size from 3 to 3Ouiii. Calculate apparent

filtering rates, Fat.

Reject 110 if apparent filtering rates in
size
class differ from the mean of all size classes.
Precondition copepods eparetely on a large and a
small single celled diatom. Run Ingestion
experiments on mixes ot both toodu.

Reject 110 ii Ingestion rates are uiieffected by
precondition lug
Precondition copepod separately on a large and a
small single celled diatom. Compare the ingestion
responses of these preconditioned copepods when

offered a mix of both foods with end without an
intermediate sized inert sphere. Also compare
ingestion responses when a single celled diatom

and a larger inert sphere are offered.
Reject Ho if diatoms s:saller than sphere are ingested

rejection is the
result of e1ective

Non food particles of
the same size as food
particles cannot be
rejected.

ho 5: All rejection

Rejection of aprticles
ci different sizes than

110 4: Post capture
combing.

is via pus1 combing
rejection.

a food such of the same

size as a food should
have the same time costs
te: maxim:uii filtering

rates 1 low particle

co:ice:ilratioiis should be
the same in both cases.

but the inert spheres are rejected.

Run ingestion experiments with food preconditioned
animals where foods and non food particles of

the same size are offered as a mix.
Reject 110 if ingest food but not non food particles.
Generate filtering rate-food concentration curves
with three combinations of particles: (1) food
oniyi (2) food plus larger sphere1 and (3) food
plus an identical sized sphere.
Reject 110 it maximum filtering rates in combination
2 are greater than in combinatioji 3.

m
(31
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PART II:

ASSIMILATORY CONTROL OF FEEDING BEHAVIOR

Lehman (1976) suggested that both capture and assimilation procesThe above theoretical arguments

ses control observed feeding behavior.

define the passive elements of the feeding process and the possible

mechanisms whereby active selective choices may be made; however, at the
same time they provide no insight into why such active choices might be
made.

We shall now consider those assimilatory factors that control

feeding behavior both quantitatively and qualitatively.

Ingestion is usually described in tens of functional relationships
between ingestion rate and food concentration or apparent filtering rate
and food concentration.

Ingestion rate and apparent filtering rate are

mathematically interrelated:

ingestion rate equals the product of

apparent filtering rate and the exponential mean biomass in the grazing
vessel (Donaghay et al., in prep. a) .

The apparent filtering rate (as

measured in a grazing experiment) is equal to the product of the true
rate at which water is filtered (processed) by the feeding appendage and
the relative efficiency with which particles of a given size are removed
from the water.

The laboratory experiments of Frost (1972) on Calanus

pacificus first demonstrated that the relationship between ingestion and
food concentration can be approximated by a rectilinear function (Fig.
14a).

In the increasing segment of the curve, the copepod is filtering

at the maximum rate possible (Fig. l4b).

As a result, ingestion rate

increases linearly with increasing particle concentration (Fig. 14a).

Above some critical food concentration, the coepod's digestive process
appears to become saturated, and ingestion rate becomes constant.

The

apparent filtering rate decreases with further increases in food concen-
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CONCENTRATION

Fig. 14.

Functional relat!onshi

of ingestion (a) and filtering rate

(b) to food concentraon
for Calanus pacifjcus.

Redrawn from data of Frost (1972)
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tration (Fig. l4b).

Thus, below the critical food concentration inges-

tion for a particular sized particle is totally limited by maximum
filtering rate and the relative capture efficiency for that sized parti-

The slope of this segment of the curve can change only if (1)

cle.

particle size is changed,

(2) physiological adjustments are made to

allow an increase in the maximum filtering rate, or (3) the filter is
altered as in the above capture theory in such a way as to alter capture
efficiency.

The effect of increasing particle size on increasing the

slope of the ingestion vs. concentration curve is clear in Frost's
(1972) data (Fig. 14a).

Whether the other two factors can affect the

slope is untested.

Given the above, we may say that there is a capture process contrailed segment of the ingestion curve and an internally controlled
segment.

The question, then, is what sets the limit on the internally

controlled segment.

Two divergent views have evolved from theoretical

and experimental work on the internally controlled segment of the curve:
(1) that it is fixed as a function of fixed metabolic needs and is
independent of the digestive process or (2) that it is variable and
controlled by digestive processes.

Frost (1972) provided early experi-

mental evidence and subsequent theoretical evidence (Lam and Frost,
1976; Steele and Frost, 1977) that the maximum ingestion rate, I max
fixed.

,

is

The idea is based on the observation that when Calanus pacificus

was given a variety of foods, 1max was food size independent on a carbon
basis (Fig. l4a).

However, since the different sized cells used in

these experiments were all taxonomically very closely related (they were
size clones of two species of the genus Thalassiosira), no difference in
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digestibility would be expected.

Although these data are in agreement

with the fixed 'max hypothesis, they are not a critical test of that
The fixed I

hypothesis.

model has been used extensively in grazing

models (Lam and Frost, 1976; Steele and Frost, 1977)
The alternative viewpoint, that 'max is a function of assimilatory
processes, originated from the theoretical model of Lehman (1976)
Lehman (1976) pointed out that copepods have very small guts with very
rapid maximum gut passage times (l5 minutes) .

Lehman (1976), therefore

considered maximum ingestion rate to be controlled by three factors:
(1) the rate at which the volume of a food particle was reduced by
digestion;

(2) the rate at which energy and general nutrients were

released from the food to be absorbed from the gut; and (3) the rate at

which critical micronutrients were released from the food and absorbed
from the gut.

All three of these factors are under digestive enzyme

control both quantitatively and qualitatively (although this was not
explicitly stated by Lehman [1976]).

In Lehman's model, ingestion rate

is the net result of the copepod attempting to maximize its gain of
energy and materials and minimize its costs of food capture and processing.

Aside from Lehman's purely theoretical arguments, a growing body of
laboratory and field data have begun to challange the fixed I
hypothesis.

In those cases where large numbers of ingestion experiments

were done to define a single ingestion curve, greater variability was
observed than would be expected from experimental error (Frost, 1972,
O'Conncrs et al., 1976; Robertson and Frost,

1977).

The field measure-

ments of zooplankton digestive enzyme activity and substrate concentra-
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tion (Mayzaud and Conover, 1976; Mayzaud and Poulet, 1978) showed that
there was a strong correlation between zooplankton digestive enzyme
activity and substrate concentration, a correlation unexpected if I max
were fixed.

The first clear field evidence that I

provided by Conover (1976).

max

was not fixed was

Conover showed for what appears to be a

single field population of Pseudocalanus that I max increased over a
period of six days as the concentration of phytoplankton increased.
These field results showing a strong effect on ingestion behavior of
past feeding history were in strong agreement with our own laboratory
results on preconditioning (Donaghay and Small, 1979a,b; Donaghay,
1979)

The above field data, coupled with Lehman's model and our own
laboratory work, suggested the following conceptual argument
1* hypothesis).

(called the

In this hypothesis we are suggesting that within the

limits defined by the maximum filtering capacity of the copepod (which
increases with particle size), that the assimilatory capacity of the
animal will control the ingestion processes both quantitatively and
qualitatively.

Theoretical Basis for 1* Hypothesis
Mayzaud and Conover (1976) have shown that the activity of digestive enzymes for a particular food material is directly correlated with
concentration of that substrate in the environment (Fig. 15) and that
the enzymes can be induced by the presence of those substrates.

Conover

(1976), drawing directly from the data of Mayzaud and Poulet (1978), has
also shown that for natural field populations, the ingestion rate curve
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SUBSTRATE CONCENTRATION
Fig. 15.

Relationship between digestive enzyme activity and the concentration of appropriate su.bstrate in the field environment from

which the copepods were collected.

This figure drawn after

Figure 2, Mayzaud and Poulet, 1978.

PARTICI
Fig. 16.

CONCENTRATION

Ingestion rate curves determined 6 days apart on Pseudocalanus
sp. from Bedford Basin, M.S.

(from Conover, 1976) .

Arrows

denote ambient concentrations at times of animal collection.

PARTICLE CONCENTRATION

(less than arbierit)

Fig. 17.

Relationship between ingestion rate and particle concentration
for all levels of food at or below that from which animals
were collected.
Poulet, 1978.

This figure drawn after Figure 1, Mayzaud and
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(Ivlev curve) tends to bend over at approximately the ambient food
concentration (Fig. 16) .

As food concentration increases in the field,

this inflection point increases in terms of both ingestion rate and
particle concentration.

As a result of the inflection point occurring

at ambient food levels, the relationship between ingestion rate and food
concentration for all values of food concentration less than or equal to
the ambient concentration is a straight line (Fig. 17).

This linear

relationship implies that, within the animals' natural system, the
animals always have sufficient levels of enzymes to digest or assimilate
as fully acclimated animals at ambient concentrations of food.

If we

denote the inflection point of the rectilinear ingestion curve by 1*
(Fig. 18a), and all of the ingestion curves have zero (or constant nonzero) intercepts, then there must exist a single linear

(Fig. 18b) or

curvilinear (Fig. 18c) relationship between 1* and ambient food concentration at 1* (called 0*).

If the amount of food ingested is controlled

by the digestive enzyme activity (as implied by 1* occurring at natural
concentrations), then 1* must also be close to the food level that the
animals can just handle for enzymatic reasons.

As a result, 1* should

also be a function of digestive enzyme activity in the copepod's gut
(Fig. 19) .

We shall consider below the consequences of the particulate

matter changing faster than the animals can acclimate.
If these relationships are in fact generally true, then we should
be able to estimate I

by measuring digestive enzyme activity of grazers

in the laboratory or in the field.

This estimated 1* value can then be

taken to the relationship between 1* and food concentration (Figs. l9b
and l9c) ,

and the food concentration at 1* (i.e., 0*) can be determined.
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0*

CONCENTRATION
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iax imum

acci!niatior
concentrattor'.

*

C*
Fig. 13.

Hypothesized ingestion rate

relationships.

*

ENZYME ACTIVTY

Fig. 19. Hypothesized

relationship

between 1* and enzyne activity.
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Since the rectilinear ingestion function is totally defined by 1* and
C*, the appropriate rectilinear ingestion curve can be generated to
predict ingestion rates at any food concentration.

These predicted

ingestion rates should be correct for all copepod populations with
similar grazing prehistories, regardless of the current food concentration.

The above argument of course assumes that the rectilinear inges-

tion function has a fixed point of origin, i.e., a fixed particle concentration greater than or equal to zero.
able on two grounds.

This assumption seems reason-

First, although considerable discussion has occur-

red about whether a non-zero intercept exists for the ingestion function
(Mullin et al., 1975; Frost, 1975; Landry, 1976; Steele, 1976), it is

not usually considered to be variable or very large.

Second, the as-

suinption seems reasonable since the field data of Mayzaud and Poulet
(1978) appear to have very small intercepts that are constant.

It does

not matter if the intercept is zero or greater, just that it is fixed or
very small for the above theoretical argument to be useful.
If the ingestion functions in Fig. 18a are thought of as rectillneax, then two different fasülies of curves can result (Figs. 20a and
20b).

We shall use the rectilinear ingestion function for reasons of

its mathematical simplicity; the choice between alternative ingestion
functions is somewhat arbitrary at this point since the data variance is
too large to make a distinction (Frost, 1975; Mullin et al., 1975).]

In

the first set (Fig. 20a), the slope of the increasing segment of the
ingestion function remains constant and only the maximum ingestion rate
increases.

This would be expected if only digestive enzymes were

involved, i.e., if no other internal physiological or behavioral adjust-
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Fig. 20.

1.

7'

Hypothesized alternative forms of the ingestion rate function.
I, 12! 13 are hypothesized maxiruin ingestion rates for animals acclimated at three different food concentrations.
a

NATURAL COt'TCENTRATIQN

ACCLIMATED CONCENTRATION
C

ACCLIMATED C ONCENT RATION

Fig. 21.

Hypothesized relationships between 1* and natural (field)
particle concentrations (a)

1* and all possible concentra-

tions to which the animals have been acclimated in the labora:ory (b), and animal growth rates measured in the 1aborato

versus acclimated food concentrations (C).
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This

ments were made by the copepod in response to food level changes.
relationship is in agreement with the data in Fig. 17.
discrepancy with Fig. 16 will be considered below.

The apparent

If the maximum

ingestion rate increases in time as shown in Fig. 20a, then 1* alone can
define the correct rectilinear ingestion curve without having to refer
to the 1* vs. concentration curve, Fig. l8b or l8c.

As illustrated in

Fig. 20b, however, the slope of the increasing segment of the ingestion
curve may change as 1* changes.

In this case, the increasing segment

will not fall along the 1* curve, but the ingestion curve will inflect
at it's intersection with the 1* curve (dashed line in Fig. 20a and
20b).

In this case, it is implied that other physiological or behavior-

al shifts, in addition to digestive enzyme changes, are occurring within
the animals in adjustment to food level.

Existing data does not yet

allow us to make a distinction between these two cases.
Before proceeding further with this argument, it should be noted
that boundary conditions must exist for these relationships; there must
be upper limits to the amount of enzymes the animals can synthesize.

As

a result, 1* may be a linear function of concentration over the range of
particle concentrations observed in the field,
1978)

(Mayzaud and Poulet,

(Fig. 2la), but a theoretical 1* for animals acclimated to a broad

enough range of concentrations must eventually bend over (Fig. 2lb) .

As

a result, this curve will be the theoretical maximum ingestion curve for
acclimated animals and should be qualitatively similar to the growth
curve generated by acclimating animals over their entire life span to a
given food level (Fig. 21c).
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Evidence Supporting the 1* Hypothesis
The above theoretical argument can be supported by, and allow
reinterpretation of, both laboratory and field data.

Mayzaud and Con-

over (1976), and Mayzaud and Poulet (1978), provide strong evidence for
the 1* hypothesis.

The strength of this evidence arises from the obser-

vation that the relationships for field populations shown in Fig. 15 and
Fig. 17 are well defined for a variety of enzymes and copepod species
taken from Bedford Basin.

However, since the 1* hypothesis is largely

derived from these data and the arguments of Conover (1976), it may be
inappropriate to use these data as supportive evidence.

Additional

supportive evidence for a hypothesis of this type may be obtained by
using the conceptual argument to explain previous experiments that
deviate from existing theory.

Evidence may also be derived if the

hypothesis suggests experiments, that, when performed, confirm predictions of the hypothesis.

These two kinds of evidence will be described

below.

A problem that has long troubled us and has frustrated the incorporation of satisfactory grazing terms in productivity models is an
explanation of the large variability in grazing responses shown by Frost
(1972) O'Connors et al. (1976), and others.

The animals used in the

experiments of O'Connors et al. were collected throughout the year.

The

variability observed in these data is clearly much larger than the
variability expected from experimental replication.

For example Donag-

hay and Small (1979a) reported only a 10% coefficient of variation for
replicated ingestion rate experiments at any one food concentration.
C'Connors et al. it was suggested that part of the variance was due to

In
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seasonal changes in the

animals1

grazing response.

To investigate this,

a series of ingestion curves were run during the st.rnmer of 1976 for the

large form of Acartia clausi reported by O'Connors et al.

(Fig. 22)

From these data (Fig. 22) it is clear that a series of different ingestion curves can be defined.

These curves each have a low internal

variability (they replicate well), but clearly change with season.

The

dashed line is the ingestion rate envelope shown in O'Connors et al.
(1976) for the large form Acartia clausi.

It is clear that the full

range of ingestion responses found in O'Connors et al.
explained by seasonal variability.
variability can be offered.

(1976) can be

Two explanations for this seasonal

First, the seasonal changes in ingestion

rate could be the result of changes in ingestion rate due to enzymatic
changes, as suggested by the above theory of assimilatory control of
feeding.

This interpretation would be in agreement with the observa-

tions of Mayzaud and Conover (1976) and Mayzaud and Poulet (1978) that
enzyme levels also change with season.

However, seasonal changes could

also be the result of changes in the phenotype of the grazer populations
with season as has been shown for rotifers by King (1972) and suggested
for Daphnia by Herbert (1974).

Although clonal changes are possible for

Acartia because of its pattern of production of resting eggs

(Uye and

Fleminger, 1975; Zillioux and Gonzalez, 1976; Johnson, in press) / this
possibility seemed unlikely.

Phenotypic changes may also occur due to

seasonal temperature differences inducing different sized animals (4iller et al., 1977).

These different sized animals may be clonally iden-

tical, but may have different ingestion rates due purely to size difference (Q'Connors et al., 1976)
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We performed a preliminary experiment to see 'now much change could

be induced in the ingestion function of Acartia by preconditioning
Acartia clausi at two different food levels for a period of three days.
Animals were collected from Yaquina Bay, Oregon, separated, and allowed
to feed on Thalassiosira fluviatilis at 5 x io6 im3 mi
days.

for about 4

This period of feeding was used to condition all of the animals

to T. fluviatilis as a food, and to allow the animals to acclimate to
the laboratory (Donaghay and Small, 1979a) .

Two groups of about 600

adult female A. clausi were then separated.

The first group was placed

'

in a flask with 2.7 x 10° pin

animals to a low food level.

3

ml

-1

of T. fluviatilis to precondition the

The second group was placed in a flask

with 16 x lo6 pm3 m11 of T. fluviatilis to precondition the animals to
a high food level.

Each day the two food levels were adjusted to main-

tain the desired levels of food.

After three days of preconditioning at

these food levels, animals were sorted into groups of 30 animals each.
Twenty-four hour ingestion rate experiments were then performed on these
animals at a variety of flood levels.
in Frost (1972) .

Ingestion rates were calculated as

The resulting ingestion curves are plotted for high-

and low-food-preconditioned animals (Fig. 23) .

These results clearly

show that two different ingestion curves can be generated by only three
days of preconditioning to different concentrations of the same food
species.

High-food precoriditioning clearly gives higher ingestion rates

at higher food levels than does low-food preconditioning.

The data

suggest that the low-flood-preconditioned animals are able to maintain

higher ingestion rates at low food than high-food-preconditioned animals.

If these data are plotted over the data of O'Connors et al.

(1976)
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it is clear that about 70% of the variance in the data of O'Connors et
al. can be accounted for by three days of preconditioning.

Mayzaud

(personal communication) has indicated that this time period (3 days) is
similar to that required for enzyme induction.

It is also similar to

the time required for grazing behavior to stabilize in the laboratory.
These data suggest that enzyme induction is the most likely explanation
for ingestion rate variability in Acartia, rather than clonal factors or
temperature phenotypes.

This hynothesis clearly needs testing by simul-

taneous measurements of both ingestion rate curve shifts and enzyme
level changes.

Critical conditions necessary for experimental testing of 1* hypothesis
Experimental testing of the 1* hypothesis can be accomplished using
any time series of ingestion rate curve and enzyme measurements made on
a single population of copepods that have been exposed to a known time
series of change in phytoplankton concentration.

The above statement

requires that three critical conditions be met before the results can be
rigorously used.

First, it is absolutely critical that all the animals used for
measurements of ingestion rate and enzyme levels be from a single population of copepods that have identical feeding prehistories.

For this

condition to be met it is necessary to use a single life history stage
of a single copepod species.

It is necessary to use a single copeDod

species since there is no reason to assume that all species will be
equally acclimated to this food envirorient and because different species may have different enzyme-substrate relationships.

It must be
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possible to repeatedly sample that population as food concentrations
(and types) change with time and to have records of how those phytoplankton foods have changed in time.

Although this condition can easily

be met in the laboratory by taking samples over time from a large popu-

lation of copepods maintained in a large, well mixed tank, it is much
more difficult in the field.
this condition:

Two problems exist in the field in meeting

(1) it is often difficult to ensure that one is always

sampling from a single population with a uniform feeding prehistory, and
(2) because of animal mobility and spatial heterogenity in phytoplankton
quantity and quality, it is necessary to identify to what fraction of
the water column a population of copepods are preconditioned.

There is

some preliminary evidence that copepods are preconditioned to only a
small fraction of the total water column (Donaghay and Small, l979b)
The second critical condition is that the particles used in the
experiments to determine the ingestion curves (1* curves) must be free
of confounding due to temporal changes in the qualitative characteristics of those particles.

The use of natural particle spectra that

change in both size and concentration with time may result in changes in
ingestion curves that are both functions of enzymatic changes and size
changes.

Such apparent confounding need not interfere with the use of

field data in testing the 1* hypothesis, however.

To the extent to

which the relationships between ingestion rate and food concentration
(Fig. l4a) shown for Calanus pacificus (Frost, 1972) are generally true,

changes in particle size should only affect the slope of the increasing
segment of the ingestion curve.

The mimum ingestion rates should be

size independent and should be under assimilation control rather than
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Thus, our ability to measure 1* (but not C*) should be

capture control.

equally as good with natural particle spectra as with a single standard
food insofar as particle size and the copepods ability to assimilate
that food are independent (as shown by Frost, 1972) .

changes in I

max

The observed

in field data (Conover, 1976; Mayzaud and Poulet, 1978;

O'Connors, personal communication) are thus strong evidence for the 1*
hypothesis.

However, since the slope of the increasing segment of the

ingestion curve is capture process controlled, and has been shown to
become steeper with increasing particle size (Fig. 14) , the inflection

point relative to the concentration axis (C*) will be strongly affected
by particle size changes.

This means that the I*_C* relationship (Fig.

18b) cannot be evaluated from most field data (see Fig.

24) .

The re-

suits from a hypothetical field experiment will be used to illustrate
the point (Fig. 24).

Suppose that over the period of a phytoplankton

bloom, complete ingestion curves are developed on both natural particle
spectra and on a single test food.

These experiments are repeated three

times (T1, T2, T3) as phytoplankton concentration increases.
hypothesis is

valid1

If the 1*

the results of the single food experiments will

appear as in Fig. 24a and the correct IkCk relationship will be defined
(as in Fig. 18b).

If the natural particle spectrum increases only in

concentration (but not size) , as between T1 and T2, the ingestion curve

for the natural particle spectrum will be similar to that for the single
food.

However, if the particle spectrum increases in size as well as

concentration, the increasing segment of the ingestion curve should
steepen, and C

will be displaced to a lower concentration than expected

(as between T2 and T3, Fig. 24b) .

Although the 1* values will be cor-
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Fig. 24.

Expected ingestion rate concentration relationships for copepods exposed to changing phytoplankton concentration with time
(T1, T2, T3):

(a) when fed a single test food, and (b) when

fed the natural particle spectra from which they were collected.

Solid lines represent expected curves; dotted line

representS observed I-C relationship.
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rect (compare 13 in Fig. iSa and b) ,

relationship

the resultant

will have strong confounding of size and concentration.

If both single

food and natural spectra experiments are run in a given field situation,
changes in slope of the increasing segment becomes a measure of the
effects of particle size change on the ingestion relationship, while
differences in I

max

values indicate differential degrees of assimilata-

bility per unit of food volume between the natural particle spectra and
the standard food.

Changes in particle size spectra may be the cause of

the difference in slope of the increasing segment of the ingestion
curves of Conover (1976) shown in Fig. 16 earlier.

O'Connors, et al.

(in press) using Temora longicornis feeding on natural particle spectra

have observed large changes in 1* with season, and some changes in slope
of the increasing curve segments that in some cases are correlated with
changes in average particle size.
al.

Since both the data of C'Connors et

(in press) and Conover (1976) show strong changes in 1*, these data

become field evidence for the 1* hypothesis.
A third critical condition must be met.

If the results from field

or laboratory experiments are to be used to define the underlying I*_C*
and I*_E relationships (Figs. l8b and 19) , it is necessary to show that

the copepods used in the experiments are fully acclimated to that food
concentration at the time of the test.

The best way to solve this

problem is to determine the relationship between degree of acclimation

and rate of increase (k) in phytoplankton concentration.

The necessary

data can be generated from any large time series set of data where
copepods have been exposed to a variety of rates of increase in food

concentration, and then tested for ingestion and enze responses.

At
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Fig. 25. Hypothesized re1acicnsip between () I and k and (b) enzyme

activity (E) and k.
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any given concentration, at all rates of food increase at which the
animals can keep up, the responses should be identical; above this

maximum rate, the responses should get progressively more and more out
of phase with the changing food environments.

These ingestion and

enzyme measurements (under acclimated conditions) will allow the definition of the theoretical relationship between 1* and food concentration
(Fig. 18b)

1* and enzyme activity (Fig. 19) and enzyme activity and

substrate concentration (Fig. 20) .

In addition, if these measurements

are repeated at, say, four pre-set food concentrations, a distinction
between the two different patterns of ingestion curves shown in Fig. 20a
and 2Db might be made.

If the 1* values are plotted against rates of

phytoplankton increases, k, at any one of the pre-set food concentrations (Fig. 25a) , then 1* should be constant up to the value of ka above

which the animals cannot keep up.

In addition, plots of digestive

enzyme activity (E) versus ka can be made (Fig.

23b) .

For both of these

plots, the values of 1* or E should decrease for all values of ka
greater than the animals' maximum rate of adjustment.

As k

becomes

very large (i.e., the changes in food concentration approach instantaneous, or as ka approaches

)

the values of 1* and enzyme activity should

approach the values at the start of the experiment.

In other words, as

the time it takes to go from the initial food particle concentration
(C0) to some higher concentration (C2) approaches zero, the 1* and
enzyme activity curves should approach the values at C.

If both 1* and

E curves (Fig. 25a and 25b) begin to decrease at the same values of ka
then this represents further evidence that the level of enzyme activity
is the functional basis for the reduced ingestion rates.

In addition,
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the inflection values of k

a

will tell us the maximum rate of food in-

crease that the copepod species can match.

A comparison of the inges-

tion curves generated at several pre-set food concentrations will allow
definition of whether 1* changes with different food preconditioning
If, when

levels as shown in Fig. 20a or 20b or in some other fashion.

the plots of 1* versus ka and E versus ka are compared for different
preconditioning food concentrations, the inflection point changes, then
the maximum rate of copepod adjustment is food concentration dependent.

If the relationship between 1, E and k

are defined as shown in Fig.

25, these relationships should prove very useful in predicting copepod
grazing responses in field studies of non-steady state environments.
Similar experiments can also be performed to determine how fast the
cooepods can adjust to decreasing food concentrations.

The only differ-

ence here is that the animals would start at high food levels, and
responses would be measured as food levels dropped at different rates.

The same tye of curves as above can then be defined.

Comparison be-

tween increasing and decreasing functions could be made to determine
what differences, if any, exist between upward and downward adjustment.
Extensive testing of the 1* hypothesis is clearly needed.

Although

some data already exist to support the hypothesis as noted above, critical tests of the hypothesis in the laboratory and field are needed.
Such testing is currently underway.

In such testing it is important

that the three conditions discussed above be carefully met.

If the

hypothesis is not rejected by such tests, the resulting model can be
used to interpret the results of field and laboratory experiments under
all conditions (i.e., not just those necessary for testing the model)
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PART III.

ECOLOGICAL AND EVCLtJTIONARYIMLICATIONS OF ALTERNATE FEEDING

BEHAVIOR
Herein we have proposed a series of alternative grazing models.

These have taken the fon of alternative capture and assimilation models.
Although many of the examples given illustrate the more complex behavioral patterns, this is not meant to imply that all copepods have chosen
these strategies.
(Acartia sp.) .

The examples are mostly derived from coastal copepods

It is fully recognized that the evolutionary histories

and current environments of different species may result in very different capabilities and very different ways of achieving these capabilities.

Thus Calanus plumchrus, presumably having evolved in open oceanic

environments, may be very different from a neritic species such as
Acartia clausi.

We shall consider below why different strategies should

be expected in animals taken from different environments.
The types of adaptations and capabilities exhibited by a copepcd
species may vary as a function of the degree of the coupling between the
phytoplankton and the copepod.

It is generally accepted that both

physical factors and the copepod (and to a lesser extent other zooplank-

ton and herbivorous fish) controlled processes of grazing and nutrient
regeneration combine in an interactive fashion to control phytoplankton
dynamics (Dugdale, 1967; Parsons and Takahashi, 1973) .

Within the

constraints on growth set by temperature, salinity and oxygen, the
dynamics of the copepod populations are controlled by food availability,
by food quality and by predation.

While physical mixing processes often

control the initiation of phytolankton blooms and the amount of 'new"
(Dugdale, 1967) nitrogen available for such blooms, copepod grazing and
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regeneration may strongly control the duration of the bloom, the extent
to which such new nitrogen is realized as phytoplankton biomass or
transferred to higher trophic levels, as well as total phytoplankton
dynamics in periods between mixing events.

From a phytoplankton view-

point, the role of copepods can be visualized as a continuum between two
extreme roles:

the controller and the exploiter.

As nutrient injection

events become more frequent and less predictable, the copepod. must take

more of the role of an exploiter; as such events become increasingly
rare, the copepod may exert a greater role as a controller.

The ex-

ploiter must maximize his own growth and reproduction in periods of high
primary production (and extend those periods over time as much as possible) and at the same time develop mechanisms (such as resting eggs) to
survive periods of unfavorable conditions.

Unfavorable conditions may

be defined not only by food, but also by changes in salinity, temperature or predation.

The controller, in contrast, must be able not only

to exploit the phytoplankton effectively as a food resource at low
concentrations, but also to spread the primary production resulting from
seasonal injection of new nutrients over a sufficiently long period of
time to allow the copepods own life cycle to be completed.

This can

best be achieved if grazing pressure (i.e., total grazer flux loss) and
primary production are as nearly balanced as possible.
For a copepod to be considered an effective controller of phytoplankton biomass and production, it must have a sufficiently fast enzyme
induction rate (i.e., 1*_k
entire range of k
this is necessary.

a

and E-k ) to be totally acclimated over the
a

possible in its environment.

Let us consider why

If a copepod can be totally acclimated at all rates
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of phytoplankton apparent growth rate, then as the natural concentration
of phytoplankton increases, ingestion rate will also increase, i.e., at
all phytoplankton concentrations, C

must be >C.

Furthermore, the

fraction of phytoplankton production consumed by copepods will tend to
remain constant.

As long as this fraction remains constant (assuming

that the specific growth rate [k] of the phytoplankton remains constant), the apparent rate of increase of the phytoplankton will remain
constant.

If on the other hand, the copepod is not able to acclimate

over the entire range of k
acclimation, C

a

,

then, once k

will become less than C.

a

exceeds the maximum rate of
As a result, further increases

in phytoplankton concentration will result in no concomitant increase in
ingestion rate.

Under such conditions grazer flux loss will become an

ever decreasing fraction of primary production unless copepod biomass
increases sufficiently fast to keep grazer flux loss a constant fraction
of primary nroduction.

As a result, the anparent phytoplankton growth

rate will rapidly accelerate and the phytoplankton biomass will suddenly
appear to explode only to crash under ensuing nutrient limitation.
Such crashes tend to result in transfer of production (and injected
nutrients) from pelagic to benthic consumers and dramatically shorten
the duration of the bloom.

Since the total grazer flux loss is a function of both individual
copepod ingestion rates and copepod biomass, for a copepod to be an
effective controller, the copepod must not only remain acclimated (i.e.,
C < C*), but the copepod must have a sufficiently large biomass such
that grazer flux loss is a significant fraction of total production.

The sufziciencv of tne copepo's biomass at any given tine during a
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phytoplankton bloom will be determined both by its own growth rate (in
terms of increase in the number of individuals and weight gain per
individual) and by its own population density at the start of the period
of increase in primary production.

If the copepod's biomass is insuffi-

cient, then although ka may be held constant by increasing individual
copepod ingestion rates, grazer flux loss will be such a small fraction
of total phytoplankton production as to have little controlling effect
on the course of the bloom.

On the other hand, if the rate at which a

copepod can grow (both as individuals and as a population) is very fast,
i.e., if it approaches the k

of the phytoplankton, then this alone

(i.e., without change in individual ingestion capabilities) could
theoretically lead to control of primary production.

In the field,

however, the significance of copepod growth in controlling phytoplankton
production is limited by two factors.

First, maximum copepod (individu-

al and population) growth rates (copepod ks) are much lower than
maximum phytoplankton growth rates.

With the exception of Paracalanus

and Acartia tonsa (Heinle, 1969; Miller et al., 1977) which have maximum
individual growth rates of 0.8, the growth rates of most copepods range

between 0.1 and 0.4

g C gained/g C body weight/day (Harris and Paffen-

hdfer, 1976; Peterson, 1979; Marshall, 1973) .

Second, these growth

rates are often not realized in the field due to the effects of temperature, salinity, inadequate food or predation (see review by Fleinle, in
press for example)

In summary, the effectiveness of a copepod as a controller is a
function of (1) the maximum rate of acclimation of the indavidual copepod relative to the maximum apparent growth rate of phytoclankton;

(2)
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the biomass of the copepod population present at the initiation of the
phytoplankton bloom; and (3) the rate at which the copepod population
It should be noted that these three

can increase its own biomass.

factors may not be completely independent.

To the extent to which rapid

acclimation of ingestion processes can increase growth rates or increase
storage of materials for enduring interbloom periods, initial copepod
biomass and copepod growth rates will be coupled to acclimation rates.
It should also be noted that the extent to which these three factors
combine to keep grazer flux loss a large and constant fraction of primary production, both the duration of the bloom and the rate at which
both biomass and chemical changes in phytoplankton composition ensue
following nutrient depletion will be affected.

As long as grazer flux

loss remains a large and constant (or increasing) fraction of total
production, the rate of nutrient decline will be dramatically slowed as
a result of both a decreased rate of increase in nutrient demand and
constantly increasing amounts o

nutrient regeneration.

The closer

grazer flux loss approaches chytoclankton production the more nearly
regenerated nutrient will meet nutrient demand.

As a result, changes in

phytoplankton chemical composition resulting from nutrient deficiency
following nutrient depletion should be lessened and the period of bloom
should be prolonged.

With the above factors in mind, it is now possible to consider how
the degree of control exerted by a copepod is affected by the physical
and biological properties of coastal and oceanic environments (summarized in Table 7) .

Probably the single most important factor is the

potential for large variability in the apparent phytoplankton growth
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7.

Cracteristics of coastal and oceanic envtronments ootentiaily taportant to
the evolution of feeding behavior.
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rate, k.

The potential for large varabi1ity in k

will exist in those

environments in which there is a large range in the physical and, chem-

ical factors controlling phytoplankton growth rates (k).

The three

principle factors are temperature, light intensity (both in terms of
surface light intensity and light availability to an individual cell
over time) and nutrient flux.

Nutrient flux is controlled both by the

frequency and magnitude of nutrient injection events and by nutrient
regeneration by zooplankton (and to a lesser, but unknown, extent by
bacteria)

Non-seasonal oceanic areas tend to be typified by relatively constant light-temperature fields with nutrient injection events being rare
(i.e., storm caused)

(Pomeroy, 1973).

The constancy of physical condi-

tions and the tight coupling between nutrient regeneration by zooplankton and primary production make large fluctuations in phytoplankton k
unlikely and unsustainable if they should occur.

As a result, effective

control can be maintained by any copepod (or assemblage of copepods)
that maintains a relatively constant biomass and diverse age class
structure.

Reproductive synchronization, rapid growth rates, and rapid

ingestion rate acclimation capabilities are of little use.

Because of

the low levels of food, one would in general expect the evolution of
adaptations to enhance capture processes rather than assimilation processes.

As one moves poleward to more seasonal, but still oceanic areas,
winter mixing causes injection of large quantities of new nutrients into
surface waters.
ent regeneration.

This mixing decouples phytoplankton growth from nutri-

In addition, the seasonal stabilization of

he water
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column combined with seasonal changes in light intensity and temperature
lead to a wide range of phytoplankton growth rates.

In the absence of

sufficient grazing pressure these conditions will result in a large
spring phytoplankton bloom with very high food availability followed by
a long period of low production and phytoplankton biornass more typical
of tropical areas.

The injected nutrients will be most effectively

exploited by copepods only if the dominant copepods have high rates of
acclimation, high initial copepod biomass and high copepod growth rates.
Although it is the classical view (see Raymont, 1963 for summary)
that copepod biomass and grazing rates do not become large enough to
effectively control production until well into the spring bloom, there
is some evidence that Calanus plumchrus and Calanus cristatus may have
evolved a combination of mechanisms that make them effective controllers
in the central north Pacific (ocean station P).

It is well established

in this region that while growth rate and primary production of phyto-

plankton vary with season, as would be expected from changes in the
physical and chemical environment, phytoplankton biornass remains rela-

tively constant (Beklemishev, 1954; Heinrich, 1962; Parsons, 1965;
Larrance, 1971; Anderson and Munson, 1972) .

This condition has general-

ly been attributed to intensive grazing pressure by planktonic cocepods
(Beklemishev, 1957; Heindrich, 1961; McAllister et al., 1960; Parsons
and Le Brasseur, 1968) .

In other words, grazer flux loss very closely

parallels changes in primary production.

By overwintering as adults at

depth, and laying eggs before the initiation of the spring bloom, C.
pluxnchrus and C. cristatus start off the bloom with the maximum numeri-

cal population of individuals that also have the maximum possible rate
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of biomass increase.

Thus the high initial numbers and high potential

growth rate of each individual allow C. piumchrus and C. cristatus to
increase grazer flux loss rapidly as primary production increases, and
to thereby keep k

very low and non-accelerating.

Enzyme induction

based acclimation may also be involved, but no data exist to test this.
The lack of change in phytoplankton concentration with time in the
central North Pacific would appear to eliminate the need for rapid
enzyme induction on a quantitative basis, or at the very least make
detection of its effect on ingestion-concentration relationships very
difficult.

The animals, however, should have a sufficient diversity of

enzyme types to efficiently process the variety of food types that may
be encountered.

C. plumchrus and C. cristatus may thus be prime ex-

amples of successful controller copepods.

The phytoplankton bloom at

ocean station P is clearly spread over a very long period.

The period

is sufficiently long so that copepod eggs laid at depth before the
initiation of conditions favorable to rapid phytoplankton growth can
grow to stage V copepodites, store enough energy and materials to overwinter, then molt to adults and lay eggs the following spring.

It

should be pointed out that this mechanism will work only if timing of
the initiation of the spring bloom is sufficiently predictable (at least
to the copepod) so that eggs can be laid at the appropriate time.
Laying of the eggs too early may result in starvation of the nauplil
before primary production increases; laying of the eggs too late will
result in failure to fully control, and fully make use of, the phytoplankton bloom.

Either case is potentially disastrous to the copeood.

The problem of premature egg laying in C. plumchrus may be partially
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alleviated by the large energy reserve in the eggs that penits suriival
and development of the nauplii with little food present (Heinle, in
press).

The above pattern of overwintering is also made possible by the

properties of the physical environment and physiological adjustments of
the copepod.

The cold, deep waters provide a refuge from high metabolic

rates and a hypothesized refuge from predation (McLaren, 1976).

The

copepods apparently also go through a series of physiological adjustments to reduce body nitrogen turnover rates to increase carbon stores,
and to reduce carbon metabolic rates (see review by Heinle, in press)
In coastal waters, differences in environmental conditions make
control much more difficult.

The physical and chemical conditions tend

to vary over a wider range resulting in a wider range of phytoplankton
growth rates.

Nutrient injection events occur in an unpredictable

fashion throughout the year rather than just during the winter.

Because

nutrient injection can occur during seasons other than winter, the

phytoplankton growth rates at the beginning of any non-spring bloom may
be much larger and more variable, though the bloom itself may be of much
shorter duration than the spring bloom.

As a result, the responses of

the copepod must be much faster if control is to be maintained.

The

large oscillations in phytoplankton biomass in most coastal waters are
evidence that no uniquely successful mechanism (such as that of Calanus
plumchrus) has evolved to control the phytoplankton stocks.
two less successful strategies appear to be used.

However,

In shallow waters,

resting eggs produced during previous periods favorable to copepod
growth (Johnson, in press; Uye and Fleminger, 1976) may be resuspended
by the same physical mixing process that initiates the phytoplankton
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bloom.

The success of this mechanism is limited by the time lag between

resuspension of the resting eggs and th
stages.

appearance of feeding naupliar

In deeper waters, copeods with stored energy reserves can

endure periods unfavorable to growth by migrating to depth at stage V
copepodites.

At the start of the bloom, stage V copepodites can migrate

to the surface, feed, molt to adult, and lay large numbers of eggs.
Here, again, the lag between initiation of the bloom and first grazing
by nauplii may be sufficient to prevent control.

However, if growth

rates of these individuals are sufficiently large, and if acclimation to
changing food levels occurs sufficiently fast, grazing flux loss can

begin to exceed production and control might be established later in the
season.

Both resting eggs and vertical migration have the potential to

be effective mechanisms to endure unfavorable periods varying in length
from inter-bloom periods of several weeks to seasonal periods of many
months.

Regardless of the reason that copepods are unable to totally control biomass in coastal systems, such failure will lead (in conjunction
with changes in the physical-chemical environment) to large oscillations
Aside

in both the quality and quantity of phytoplankton food available.

from possible advantages of bloom prolongation by control, there would
seem to be direct benefits to the individual copepod that can rapidly
acclimate to changing food conditions.

To the extent to which such

rapid acclimation can lead to higher individual growth rates

(for pro-

adult stages) , reproductive rates, or enhanced individual fitness, there

will be a strong chance for the evolution of such mechanisms.

The

increase in 1* as phytoplarkton concentration changes allows such a
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copepod to exploit the blooms that it experiences.

The sharp changes in

food chemical composition (quality) as phytoplankton go from nutrient
sufficiency to deficiency and back can best be exploited if the copepod
can rapidly acclimate qualitatively as well as quantitatively.

In sharp

contrast to the conditions where biomass is more or less constant with
time, one would expect in general that evolution in coastal systems

would favor adaptations to enhance assimilation processes rather than
efficiency of capture processes.

Thus far we have considered the effect of variability of phytoplankton growth rate as an average for all species present.

However,

since different phytoplankton species have widely divergent growth rate
responses under any given set of conditions, it is necessary to consider
the effect of grazing pressure on the individual species as well as on
the average.

If specific growth rates vary only slightly between spe-

cies at any one time, then grazing pressure exerted at a constant level
for all species will have very little effect on phytoplankton species
diversity.

Such constant grazing pressure will only be observed if the

filtering efficiency function is highly flattened; i.e., d* occurs at
very small sizes and

= 0.

Although some oceanic copepods appear to

have such flattened filtering functions (Schnack, personal communication), others clearly do not (Frost, 1972).

If a controller copeood has

a steeply increasing filtering efficiency curve with size (a,

>> 0)

grazing pressure will tend to eliminate large celled phytoplankton.
This effect will be amplified, if as has been suggested (Steele and
Frost, 1977) , phytoplankton growth rates tend to decrease with increas-

ing size.

The elimination of larger, slower growing cells in such a
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situation will result in a decrease in average cell size and an increase
in average specific growth rate for the phytoplankton assemblage.

This

in turn will result in decreased capture efficiency for the copepods.
If such conditions persist over long times, an eventual equilibrium will
result between the average growth rate of a given phytoplankton species
and the average grazing pressure on that species.

The above results

will occur only if the grazers involved are predominantly passive selectors and if the filtering efficiency function is seasonally constant.
If, as with Calanus plumchrus in the North Pacific, there is a single
cohort of copepods per year, then selective pressures on phytoplankton
species will seasonally change to the extent to which filtering efficiency curves change with developmental stage.

Thus knowledge of the

shape of the adult filtering efficiency curve is insufficient to predict
selectional effects.

The tendency for extinction of phytoplankton

species will also be reduced, if as a result of changes in environmental
conditions, the growth rate of a given species differentially changes
with time.

Even with a controller copepod dominating such a system,

such phytoplankton species specific growth rate variability in time will
cause shifts in the significance of grazing pressure to a given chytoplankton species over time, and thus may preclude the extinction of that
species.

Thus far we have considered only the effects of passive selection

on phytolankton species diversity.

There has been a strong tendency in

such discussions to emphasize possible mechanisms whereby the extinction
by grazing of certain types of species can be avoided.

Active selec-

tion, however, can be a strong force for maintenance of phytoplankton
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diversity.

Active selection by copepods for the most rapidly growing

and/or the most abundant phytoplankton species will have a strong tendency to enhance phytoplankton species diversity rather than decrease
it.

There is a growing body of evidence from our own work that growth

rate based selection can occur in some coastal copepods (Donaghay et
al., in prep.).

There is extensive field evidence (Poulet, 1978; Rich-

man et al., 1977) that filtration rates are highest on the most abundant

particle size peak regardless of the size of the particles comprising
that peak.

Richman et al.

(1977) refers to such behavior as "tracking'

Regardless of the

and Poulet (1978) calls it "opportunistic feeding.'

name, such feeding behavior will maintain the diversity of the phytoplankton in that grazing pressure will be sharply reduced on those
species lying outside the dominant sized peak.

Such active selective

feeding on the dominant and/or most actively growing peak will tend to
enhance the ability of the copepod to control the phytoplankton bloom by
concentrating grazing pressure on the most rapidly growing segment of
the phytoplankton assemblage.

There are some direct individual benefits

of such behavior to the copepod that will be considered below.
In the preceding argument about controllers and exploiters we have
mentioned the shape of the filtering curve, but only in the sense
it might affect selective pressures on phytoplankton.

that

The filtering

curves for coastal copepod species have been repeatedly shown to be
logarithmically increasing functions of particle diameter.

Such a

logarithmic shape gives significant benefits for coastal species, but
severe drawbacks for controllers.

A logarithmic filtering function for

controllers has the disadvantage that it provides a reduced predation
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pressure advantage for small phytoplankton, thus tending to drive phytoplankton populations to smaller sizes.
less efficiently filtered.

These smaller sizes in turn are

However, for coastal species a logarithmic

filtering function has an advantage.

in the above discussion, we have

suggested that exploiters are basically highly selective.

As discussed

in the filter theory section above and by Doriaghay et al.

(in prep. a),

the ability to make selective decisions is based on encounter frequencies.

Encounter rate is determined not only by absolute abundance but

also by filter design.

Natural coastal particle number spectra tend to

be exponential decay functions of particle diameter, particularly the
Thus

non-biogenic fractions (such as suspended sediments) (Fig. 26a) .

the combination of a logarithmically decreasing particle number spectrum
and a logarithmically increasing filtering efficiency function (Fig.
26b) will tend to reduce the encounter frequency of small particles and
enhance that of large particles (Fig. 26c) .

Since the large particles

both have more food volume per particle (Fig. 26d) and are more

likely

to be food (i.e., to not be inorganic material, Fig. 26e and 26a), the
reduced total encounter rate, and enhancement of high food value particles in those particles captured, greatly enhances the selective capability of such a copepod.

In other words, the logarithmically increas-

ing filtering function can radically alter the particle spectra we see
to one dominated by large and more likely food particles (Fig. 26f and
26g) .

in offshore environments, however, these advantages rapidly

disappear because (1) particle concentrations are in general lower,
large numbers of inert small particles are absent, and (3) as noted
above, being a controller with a logarithmic filtering function is

(2)
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Fig. 26.

Potential interactions of filter design and particle size
spectra in coastal waters.

All curves are hypothetical.

(a)

Relative frequency by particle number of sediment (area below
dashed line) and biogenic oaterials plus sediment (area below
solid line) .

Area between dashed and solid lines is relative

frequency of biogenic materials.
may have discrete peaks.

iogenic spectra (not shown)

(b) Filtering efficienj as a func-

tion of size over the limited range
models Fig. 8 and 9).
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environment with particle spectra (a) .
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(d) Food value per
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is steepened if all particles included.

Slope of line

(e) Probability of a

particle of a given size in environment (a) being non-food
(i.e., sediment) .

(f) Particle volume spectra as measured by

Coulter counter and (g) as viewed by a copepod with filter
efficiency curve Kb)
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difficult.

What is suggested here is that strong evolutionary forces

might be at work selecting for flat filtering functions offshore and
steeply increasing ones inshore.

In fact, it can be argued that off-

shore animals like C. plumchrus that have flattened filtering functions
(Frost, 1979) should be easily excluded from nearshore systems, while
highly selective estuarine types should be excluded from central gyres.
Thus, while the injection of small non-food particles into an environ-

ment might have a small effect on Acartia, it might be disastrous for a
controller type copepod (see review by Moore [1977] for example for
this)

The degree of selectivity observed may be further explained by
additional differences between oceanic and coastal environments.
Oceanic gyres often have a high diversity of phytoplankton species with
a relatively flat or featureless stable particle size spectra (Sheldon
et al., 1972, 1973).

The combination of low food concentration, high

food diversity, and lack of clear abundance peaks make selection based
on a limited number of food characteristics very difficult, and may have
led to reduced filter based selective capacity in animals from nonseasonal oceanic environments.

The high particle encounter rates re-

quired by the large size of some of these animals has probably further
limited the evolution of selective capability.

For a variety of rea-

sons, many large boreal oceanic species have developed mechanisms for
storage of energy in oil-sacs (see

einle, in press, for review) .

This

storage capacity allows them to very effectively use foods high in
carbon or nitrogen.

Foods high in carbon can be used to increase energy

stores, while foods high in nitrogen can be used to enhance growth and
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reproduction.

Because of the ability to use foods of a wide range of

C/N ratios, there might be little evolutionary pressure for the development of extensive chemosensory capability in these animals.
In contrast to the above, coastal systems are often typified by one
or two dominant, but temporally and spatially variable, particle size
peaks.

These peaks are often dominated by one or a few similar phyto-

plankton species.

Such patterns make size-based selection very useful

for making food choices, yet relatively simple to achieve.

Selective

feeding by tracking such peaks (Richnan et al., 1977) has the advantage
of obtaining improved food quality for the grazer insofar as such peaks
are caused by rapidly growing cells.

Such peaks will also have lower

ratios of inorganic to biotic particles, thus reducing the need for
postcombing selection to avoid such oarticles.

As far as the particles

in such peaks are biochemically similar [as would be expected if such
peaks are dominated by one or two species of rapidly growing cells
(Richman et al., 1977)], and tend to persist over time, the tracking of
such peaks should enhance enzymatic adaptation to the use of such foods.
Work in our laboratory indicates that significant reproductive benefits
may ensue from such tracking.

The high diversity of species composition

of phytoplankton over large time and space scales in both oceanic and
coastal systems would tend to inhibit the development of species specific chemosensory cues on which to base selection.

However, the wide

variability in chemical food quality in coastal systems, when combined
with the specific nutritional needs of exploiter copepods, may have
resulted in the evolution of chemosensory mechanisms in coastal copepods
based on chemical food quality.

The high growth and reproductive rates
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of many coastal species in conjunction with their apparent inability to
store energy (Dagg, 1977; Heinle, in press), provide strong evolutionary
advantage to the development of methods to select foods rich in nitrogen.

Thus the chemosensory selective mechanisms found in coastal cope-

pods would be expected to be quite divergent from the single prey spe-

cific attractant sensing mechanisms in many insects (Feeney, 1978)

Most of the above argument leads to the conclusion that oceanic
controller species should have less well developed selective mechanisms
and in general different feeding behavior, compared to coastal species.
This hypothesis clearly needs to be tested.
have considered only the extremes.

In the above discussion we

There undoubtedly are large and very

important areas of the ocean in which there are intermediate cases, or
cases that differ from one of the extremes in only a few ways.

The

expected differences can be logically deduced, as has been done for the
above cases.

They need not therefore be considered herein.

What

appears to be most needed at this point is a rigorous testing of many of
the theoretical mechanisms proposed herein on a variety of copepods from
different habitats and with potentially different evolutionary backgrounds.
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